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Preface 

This publication describes the Communications Control 
Program (CCP) feature of the IBM System/3 Model 10 Disk 
System and provides information to aid the system instal
lation manager, IBM Systems Engineer, and application 
programmers in generating the CCP system. 

The generation of the CCP system is accomplished by using 
the facilities of the: 

• IBM System/3 Model 10 Disk System Management 
(5702-SC1 ) 

• Macros Feature (feature codes 6020, 6021) 

• Overlay Linkage Editor Feature (feature codes 6026, 
6027) 

• Programming support for the desired communication 
adapters: Multiline/Multipoint Feature (feature codes 
6030,6031); Multiple Line Terminal Adapter Feature 
(PSH RPQ number 5799-WAU) 

First Edition (September 1973) 

Prerequisite Knowledge 

You should be an experienced System/3 Model 10 Disk 
System user familiar with the basic concepts of telepro
cessing. 

Devices and Programs Supported and Required 

The terminal devices, system devices, and system programs 
required and supported by the CCP are listed in Appendix 
D. 

This manual and GC21-7579 obsoletes GC21-7579-0 and Technical Newsletter GN21-7680. 

Changes are periodically made to the information herein; before using this publication 
in connection with the operation of I BM Systems, refer to the latest IBM System/3 News
letter, GN20-2228, for the editions that are applicable and current. 

The Communications Control Program feature will operate with version 08, modifica
tion 00 of the IBM System/3 Model 10 Disk System, Program Number 5702-SC1, and 
with all subsequent versions and modifications until otherwise indicated. 

Requests for copies of I BM publications should be made to your IBM representative or 
to the I BM branch office serving your locality. 

A form for reader's comments is provided at the back of this publication. If the form 
has been removed, comments may be addressed to IBM Corporation, Publications, 
Department 245, Rochester, Minnesota 55901. 

© International Business Machines Corporation 1973 
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The Communications Control Program (CCP) is a system 
control programming feature that allows the Model 10 Disk 
System to support an online network of terminals. It en
ables terminals to call application programs as needed and 
permits those programs to access a common set of disk files. 
If sufficient main storage is available, the CCP permits sev
eral application programs to be executing concurrently, 
though independently of one another; that is, the CCP pro
vides for multiprogramming. With the CCP, System/3 users 
have available, for the first time, those control program ser
vices needed to operate a communications-based informa
tion processing system. 

The CCP is designed to make a communications-based sys
tem as easy and inexpensive as possible to establish and 
operate. The CCP can be tailored to suit diverse data pro
cessing environments involving batch and online applica
tions. 

Note: If you are not acquainted with the terms used in this 
introduction, you can find them explained either in Appen
dix E: Glossary, or in the Data Processing Glossary, 
GC20-1699. 

TERMINAL OPERATOR FACILITIES 

Under control of the CCP, the operator of a terminal can: 

• Request programs. 

• Specify whether a program request should be rejected if 
the program cannot be executed immediately, or whether 
the request should be placed on a queue. 

• Specify the disk files to be used by a particular program 
or series of programs whose execution he requests. 

• Change the symbolic name of his terminal to one of a 
group of predetermined names. 

• Send a message to the system operator. 

• Cancel his communication with a program in order to 
enter another program request or command. 

Chapter 1. Introduction 

SYSTEM OPERATOR FACILITIES 

The system operator initiates and terminates the activity of 
the CCP and controls the operation of the communications
based system. After the CCP has been loaded into main 
storage, it asks the system operator one or more questions 
that allow the system operator to identify the set of files, 
programs, terminals, communication lines, and terminal 
names to be used by the CCP on the current run (one or 
more of these sets have been defined prior to the current 
run of the CCP - see index entry assignment stage). These 
questions allow the system operator to modify a selected 
set to suit a particular run of the CCP. 

During the operation of the CCP, the system operator .exer
cises his control over the system through the 5471 printer/ 
keyboard (console). He can: 

• Monitor the status of the system at any moment. 

• Determine the unfulfilled requests for programs or sys
tem operator replies in the system at any time. 

• Send messages to terminals. 

• Change the status of terminals on the system. 

• Cancel, suspend, and resume activities of programs. 

• Change the actual terminal referenced by a terminal 
name. 

• Request the online test of terminals to determine whether 
they are operating correctly. 

• Initiate an orderly shutdown of the system, or cause the 
immediate termination of the CCP. 

The system operator can also perform some of the functions 
of a terminal operator. He can request programs and com
municate with those programs much as a terminal operator 
would. However, programs requested from the console 
should not require the system operator to enter a significant 
amount of data, since his primary responsibility is control
ling the system for the sake of the operators of terminals. 

Because of the extent of the control exercised by the sys
tem operator, he must be thoroughly trained in the opera
tion of the CCP, applications of the CCP in his installation, 
and the specific tasks to be performed under control of the 
CCP. 
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PROGRAMMING FACILITIES 

Programs that run under the CCP can be written in any of 
four programming languages: 

• RPG II 

• COBOL 

• FORTRAN IV 

• Basic Assembler 

Although the design of programs written for the CCP may 
be different from those the programmer has been writing, 
the programming of familiar functions, such as access to 
data files, is not changed under the CCP. Further, the types 
of programming statements used for terminal input/output 
are already familiar to programmers: 

• In COBOL or FORTRAN: the CALL statement. 

• In RPG II: either the EXIT operation or a SPECIAL 
file. 

• In Basic Assembler: macro instructions are provided, 
which can be processed by the Disk System Management 
Macros Feature. 

Along with each request for terminal I/O, the programmer 
provides a list of parameters that tell the CCP which speci
fic operation to perform, which terminal to· use, and what 
data area to use. 

The CCP allows the programmer to identify terminals by 
symbolic names. If a particular terminal is unavailable for 
any reason, the system operator can reassign the symbolic 
name to a different terminal. Thus, the program need not 
be changed or recompiled to address a different terminal. 

Other facilities offered by the CCP to the programmer are: 

• Access to the name of the terminal which requested the 
program 

• Access to attributes of individual terminals 

• Support for overlay programs 

• Automatic translation of transmission data codes 

• Dynamic, program controlled allocation and dealloca
tion of terminals 

• Access to communications I/O error or exception 
information 

'-2 

DEVICES AND PROGRAMS SUPPORTED 

The terminal devices, system devices, and system programs 
required and supported by the CCP are listed in Appendix 
D. 

ESTABLISHING AND OPERATING THE CCP 

The CCP can be tailored to suit each unique operating en
vironment. Establishing and operating the CCP in a parti
cular environment is accomplished in three stages: 

• Generation 

• Assignment 

• Operation 

Generation Stage 

CCP generation is the process by which a user creates his 
individual version of the CCP. The purpose of generation is 
to create a set of CCP object modules and subroutines, 
unique to that user's requirements, on the user's disk pack. 
The process of generation involves: 

1. Describing the type of equipment to be used by the 
communications system and the facil ities that should 
be included in that system. 

2. Creating a set of control routines whose specific con
tent may be unique to the user's installation. 

3. Joining the routines by a linkage edit process. 

4. Copying appropriate additional supporting routines. 

5. Initializing the assignment file which the assign
ment stage and the operational stage use. 



Assignment Stage 

Assignment is a special, brief CCP run during which the user 
specifies one or more sets of specific environments in which 
the CCP will run. Each set includes: 

• Specific items of information pertaining to the entire 
CCP, such as the current password. 

• Programs that may be run under the CCP and the re
sources each requires. 

• Files that are accessible to each program. 

• The current line/terminal configuration. 

• Symbolic terminal names and the actual terminals to 
which they apply. 

The assignment run need be repeated only when the user 
wishes to change some of the specific information given in 
a previous assignment run. 

Operational Stage 

The operational stage begins with operational startup, when 
the CCP is loaded into main storage by the system operator. 
During startup, the CCP routines open disk files, adapters, 
and communication lines and complete various tables and 
control blocks. During operation, the CCP performs the 
functions requested by terminal operators and the system 
operator, executing application programs as directed by 
those operators. The operational stage is concluded by 
shutdown, which is initiated by the system operator. During 
shutdown, the CCP allows currently executing programs to 
complete processing, then closes communication lines, 
adapters, and files. 
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To the operator of a terminal, the system is a resource to 
help him accomplish his tasks as those tasks arise. The ter
minal operator may think of the system as belonging to 
him, alone, unless the combined demands upon the system 
are great enough to cause some delay in its responsiveness 
to him. All contention among terminal operators for use 
of the system is managed by the communications control 
program. 

The CCP distinguishes two types of terminals: 

Command terminals, which can request services of the 
CCP including the running of application programs. 

Data terminals, which cannot request services, and are 
used only as directed by the application programs. 

In order to call for application programs, the command ter
minal operator must first sign on to the CCP. A sign-on is 
a message initiated by the terminal operator signifying that 
he wishes to begin requesting services of the CCP. If the 
system has a password security feature (an option selected 
during the CCP generation - see index entry password 
security feature), the terminal operator must correctly en
ter a password with his sign-on request. 

Once a terminal operator is in communication with an ap
plication program he requested, he enters data as required 
by the program. The sequence of operations at the terminal, 
and the format of data sent to and from it, are entirely 
directed by the application program. The terminal opera
tion continues to be directed by the application program 
until that program releases it. However, the operator while 
sending data from his terminal to the application program, 
can reestablish communication with the CCP in order to: 

• Send a message to the system operator and then resume 
sending data to the program. 

• Release his terminal from control of the program. 

When a terminal operator has finished making a series of re
quests from services of the CCP, he will normally sign off 
his terminal. This action restores the terminal to an initial 
status, such that it must be signed on again (with a pass
word, if that option was chosen) before it can request ser
vices of the CCP again. 

Chapter 2. Using the CCP from a Terminal 

HOW THE OPERATOR REQUESTS A PROGRAM 

When a command terminal is not in use, it is continually 
monitored by the control program for the presentation of 
a request. The operator of a terminal calls for anapplica
tion program to perform a specific function by simply en
tering the program name at the terminal. The CCP then 
attempts to load and execute the program and to put that 
program in communication with the terminal operator. 
From then until the completion of the program's execution, 
the interaction between the terminal operator and the sys
tem is dictated by that program. 

When the application program has completed execution, it 
yields control of the terminal to the communications con
trol program. The CCP once again monitors the terminal 
for a program request. The next request may be for the 
same, or for a different, function. 

Each terminal operator must be trained in the functions he 
can call upon and in the procedures for interacting with 
the application programs that perform those functions. 

HOW THE OPERATOR REQUESTS SYSTEM SERVICES 

While monitoring for program requests, the communications 
control program can also respond to commands to perform 
services for the terminal. 

The operator can condition the system's response when it 
is unable to comply immediately with his request for a pro
gram. The system may be temporarily too busy with re
quests from other operators. By command, he may choose 
one of the following when this condition occurs: 

• The system should deny his request and allow him to . 
make some other request. 

• The system should hold his request and honor it at the 
earliest possible moment. 

Once the operator of a terminal has specified one of these 
system responses, the CCP handles all program requests 
from that terminal accordingly until the operator gives the 
other specification. 
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A File command allows the operator to specify the disk data 
files that are to be accessed by programs he requests, if those 
programs are written to accept the specification. Within the 
information system, there may be several files containing 
similar data in the same format. A school system, for exam
ple, might have a separate student records file for each 
school. An application program requested by the operator 
might have been written to access any of these files, but 
the program must be told which file to use on a particular 
run. A File command issued by the terminal operator ap
plies to all programs requested at that terminal until a con
tradictory command is issued. 

Another command permits the terminal operator to send a 
message to the system operator, requesting him to take 
some acti on. 

The commands discussed so far are issued to the communi
cations control program while it is monitoring a terminal 
for requests. Once a terminal is in interaction with an ap
plication program, however, the input from that terminal is 
meaningful only to the application program, with one ex
ception. The CCP checks each message from a terminal to 
a program for the appearance of a certain string of charac
ters, specified to be significant in your system. When it de
tects the presence of these characters in a message, the CCP 
interprets the message as an attempt by the terminal opera
tor to escape from control of the application program and 
communicate directly with the CCP. At this point, the 
communications control program accepts a request from 
the operator to release the terminal from the control of 
the application program, or to send a message to the sys
tem operator. If the request was to send a message, the ter
minal operator can ask the CCP to resume execution of the 
application program after the message is sent. 

TERMINAL MODES 

There are two classes of terminals that were defined previ
ously, based on whether or not the terminals are capable of 
entering commands to the CCP, command terminals and 
data terminals (see Appendix E: Glossary). Data terminals 
are capable only of transmitting or receiving data under con
trol of an application program; they are not capable of com
manding CCP services. When data terminals are not com
municating with an application program, they are in a 
stand-by mode (not polled by the CCP for input). Since 
the operator of a data terminal does not interact with the 
CCP, this chapter deals only with the operation of com
mand terminals. 

Although there are operating differences among the various 
terminal types which can be used as command terminals, 
the functions that can be performed by them are the same. 

2-2 

The primary function of any command terminal is to re
quest the execution of application programs. All of the 
activities a terminal operator performs are related to that 
function. 

I nitial Mode 

When a command terminal is online, it is physically at
tached to the system and logically attached to the CCP. 
The CCP monitors it continuously for program requests or 
other commands. When the operator wishes to request a 
program, he signs on at the terminal. Signing on involves 
communication between the terminal operator and the 
CCP. Before and during this communication, the terminal 
is in initial mode. Commands for CCP services other than 
system operator communication cannot be issued from a 
terminal when it is in initial mode. The end of initial mode 
occurs when the terminal operator has successfully signed 
on. 

From the point of view of the terminal operator, signing 
on may be as simple as entering the ON command. How
ever, if access to the system from a terminal must be lim
ited to certain authorized people, the sign-on procedure 
may involve providing additional information required by 
a security feature. The security feature may be either the 
password security option provided by the CCP (see index 
entry password security option) or a routine written by 
the user to control access to the system in some other way. 

Command Mode 

When a terminal operator has successfully signed on, the 
terminal is in command mode. This means the operator 
can request the CCP to load and execute programs and can 
issue rerated commands. Once a terminal is in command 
mode, it remains in command mode until a program re
'quest is made from the term inal (see Terminal Operator 
Commands) or until the operator signs off. 

Data Mode 

Once the terminal operator has issued a command to load 
and execute a user application program and the CCP has ac
cepted the command, the CCP loads the program and gives 
it control. At that point, the terminal enters data mode, 
that is, the terminal is in communication with the applica
tion program itself. The nature of the communication is, 
of course, determined by the application program. Nor
mally the terminal remains in data mode until the applica
tion program has completed its processing or has released 



the terminal, at that time the terminal is again placed in 
command mode and is able to issue another program re
quest. 

Command Interrupt Mode 

The operator of a terminal need not wait until a program 
he requested completes its job in order to interrupt it. By 
entering a string of six characters which are significant to 
the CCP (determined by the user at generation time), he 
can indicate that he wants to escape from data mode and 
enter command interrupt mode (see index entry data mode 
escape). While in this mode, he can send messages to the 
system operator, resume execution of the program, or re
lease his terminal completely from the control of the pro
gram (at which point the terminal is again in command 
mode). 

TERMINAL OPERATOR COMMANDS 

Two logical groups of terminal operator commands can be 
issued after sign-on. First, while the terminal is in command 
mode, before a program request is actually made, the ter
minal operator can issue various commands pertaining to 
the subsequent program request: 

• He can tell the CCP how to handle his request if it can
not be honored immediately (see Queue/No-Queue 

Commands). 

• He can issue commands that indicate which files are to 
be accessed by the programs he requests (see File Com
mand). 

• He can tell the CCP by what name, of a set of names de
fined as valid, his terminal should be known to the pro
gram he is requesting (see Name Command). 

• He can send a message to the system operator (see 
Message Command). This may also be done prior to 
sign-on. 

The second group of commands is used during command 
interrupt mode. After data mode escape, the terminal 
operator can: 

• Send one or more messages to the system operator (by 
using the Message command). 

• Release his terminal from control of the application 
program (see Release Command). 

• Resume execution of the program (see Run Command). 

Sign-On Command (fON) 

The Sign-on command notifies the CCP that the terminal 
operator wishes to begin making requests of the system. 
If the system uses a security feature, the Sign-on command 
must be accompanied by one of the following: 

1. The current password required by the CCP password 
security feature, or 

2. Information required by a user-written sign-on rou
tine 

The CCP logs every sign-on attempt on the system opera
tor's console, along with an indication of whether or not it 
was successful. If the sign-on was successful, the CCP 
notifies the terminal operator and allows him to enter a 
command. If the sign-on was not successful, the CCP allows 
the terminal operator to attempt to sign on again. 

Once the operator has signed on at the terminal, he can 
make any number of requests without signing on again. 
However, if the terminal operator leaves the terminal un
attended and access to the terminal is restricted by a secu
rity feature, he should sign off when he leaves (see Sign-Off 
Command). If he signs off, he must sign on again when he 
wants to use the terminal the next time. 

Queue/No-Queue Commands (fQ and /NOa) 

The Queue or No-queue command indicates how the CCP 
is to handle program requests from this terminal which can
not be honored immediately: 

Queue The operator will wait for the program to 
start. The CCP places the request on a 
queue and honors it as soon as possible. 

No-queue - The operator will not wait if the program 
cannot start immediately. The CCP rejects 
the command if it cannot be honored im
mediately and allows the operator to enter 
another request. 

A Queue or No-queue command remains in effect until the 
terminal operator enters a different Queue or No-queue 
command or until he signs off. If neither a Queue nor a 
No-queue command is entered at the terminal, the CCP 
assumes the No-queue option. 

Note: Once a terminal has a program request queued, the 
request cannot be removed from the queue. 
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File Specification Command (/FllE) 

The File command specifies which of several data files to 
use on a current program run. The terminal operator may 
use the File command to vary the files which are used by 
the programs he requests. The File command cannot be 
used with multiple requester programs. 

Certain application programs are written to access any of 
several files containing similar data in the same format by 
referencing a symbolic file in the program. For the pro
gram to actually access a file, the name of the symbolic 
file must be associated with the name of a file which ac
tually exists on disk, a physical file. 

Suppose, for example, a school system has a separate stu
dent records file for each school. A student report program 
can process the student records file from any of the schools, 
but it must be told by a File command which of the files to 
use on a particular run (see Figure 2-1). 

File command says: 
"For this run, SCHOOLX 
is SCHOOL 1." 

Student Report Program 
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Figure 2·1. Illustration of File Command 
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A File command is in effect for all subsequent program re
quests from that terminal until the terminal operator enters 
a new File command for the symbolic file or until he signs 
off from the terminal. Thus, the File command may apply 
to more than one program. 

If a terminal operator enters a File command without 
naming any files, he cancels all file entries currently main
tained for that terminal by the CCP. 

If he enters a File command which gives only a symbolic 
file name with no associated physical file name, that sym
bolic file entry is deleted from the list of file entries main
tained by the CCP for that terminal. Signing off from the 
terminal cancels all file specifications which were in effect 
for that terminal. 

The CCP informs the terminal operator if the File com
mand he entered was invalid or if the CCP cannot accept 
additional file specifications. 

Symbolic file name 
used in the program. 

Physical files to which 
the symbolic file name 
may refer. 



Name Command (/NAME) 

The Name command tells the CCP which of a set of previ
ously assigned symbolic names to use as the symbolic name 
for this terminal during this session (from sign-on to sign
off), or until another Name command is entered. The CCP 
passes the symbolic name to any program that this ter· 
minal requests on any operation directed to the requesting 
terminal (see IBM System/3 Model 10 Disk System Com
munication Control Program Programmer's Reference, 
GC21-7579) . 

The CCP maintains a list of symbolic names eligible for 
each terminal. These names are associated with the ter
minal during the CCP assignment and the terminal to which 
they apply may be changed by the system operator. The 
primary purpose of the Name command is to allow a ter
minal to assume (with the consent of the system operator) 
the name of another terminal (of a similar type) that is cur
rently not operable. 

Program Request Command 

The terminal operator requests a program to execute by 
entering the name of the program. The name may be from 
two to six characters in length. The first character must 
be alphabetic (including the characters # and @) ; the re
maining characters may be alphabetic (including #, $, and 
@) and numeric in any combination. 

If a program allows, input data can be entered with the pro
gram request. 

Before the operator enters a program request, he should 
consider whether Queue or No-queue, File, and Name com
mands are required for that program. He should determine 
this from a document such as a program run sheet for that 
program (see Planning Considerations), if he is not familiar 
with the requirements of the program. 

The CCP informs the terminal operator by a message if it 
has rejected the program request for any reason. 

Data Mode Escape Command 

The terminal operator can interrupt an application program 
he requested (when the terminal is in data mode, under 
control of the program) by entering a predetermined set of 
six characters at any ti me the program attempts to get in
put from the terminal. The string may consist of any six 
characters which have been defined to the CCP as the data 

mode escape characters during generation. While a re
questing terminal is in data mode, the CCP continuously 
monitors input from the terminal for appearance of the 
characters as the first six input characters. 

After the terminal has interrupted the application program, 
the terminal is in command interrupt mode and the opera
tor can: 

• Send one or more messages to the system operator (see 
Message Command). 

• Resume execution of the application program (see Run 
Command). 

• Release his terminal completely from the application 
program he interrupted (see Release Command). 

Release Command (/RELEASE) 

The Release command can only be issued while the terminal 
is in command interrupt mode; it is invalid at any other 
time. 

The Release command causes the terminal to be released 
from the control of the application program. The program 
is informed of this action at the terminal. The terminal 
operator is then free to enter another program request or 
other commands. 

Message Command (/MSG) 

The Message command is used by the terminal operator to 
send a message to the system operator. The text of the 
message follows on the same line. The Message command 
can be entered any time the terminal is in initial mode, 
command mode, or command interrupt mode. 

Run Command (fRUN) 

The Run command causes an application program to re
sume reading input data from a terminal after the terminal 
has issued a data mode escape command and, possibly sent 
one or more messages to the system operator. This com
mand causes the terminal to return to data mode from com
mand interrupt mode. 
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Sign-Off Command (/OF F) 

The Sign-off command causes the terminal to be returned 
to initial mode or to be placed offline. The Sign-off com
mand can be accompanied by either the word HO LD or 
the word DROP: 

HOLD - The terminal is returned to initial mode. The 
CCP will accept a Sign-on command or a Mes
sage command from the terminal, but no other 
command will be accepted. 

DROP If the terminal is connected by a switched line, 
the line is disconnected; the terminal can re
establish the connection only by redialing the 
system. If the terminal is connected by a non
switched line, the terminal is placed offline; 
that is, the CCP will accept no commands from 
the terminal until it is again placed online by 
the system operator (see index entry change 
the status of a terminal). At that time, it enters 
initial mode. 

If neither HOLD nor DROP is entered, the CCP assumes the 
option which was selected during the CCP assignment stage 
(see index entries ML TATERM statement and BSCATERM 
statement). All Sign-off commands are logged on the sys
tem operator's console with an indication of whether HOLD 
or 0 ROP was used as the Sign-off option. 

The Sign-off command may be entered any time after the 
Sign-on command, while the terminal is in command mode. 
It may not be entered following a data mode escape com
mand unless the Release command has been issued. 

The Sign-off command clears all file specification entries in 
effect for this terminal (see File Command) and restores 
the original name of the terminal (see Name Command). 

PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS 

Since the terminal operator will probably be calling pro
grams he did not write himself, he must have access to 
information about the programs, perhaps by means of a 
program run sheet for each program he can call. This sheet 
will be unique to each installation, but will probably con
tain at least the following information: 

• What, from the terminal operator's point of view, is the 
function of the program? 

• Should the program request be queued if it cannot be 
honored immediately, or should it be rejected (should 
the terminal operator enter a Queue or No-queue com
mand)? 
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• Does the program have to be told which files to use? 
(Should the terminal operator enter one or more File 
commands?) 

• Does the program expect to be requested by this termi
nal? (Must the terminal operator enter a Name command?) 

• Should the terminal operator enter input data for the 
program at the same time he makes the program request? 

• What kind of input (and in what format) does the pro
gram expect from the terminal operator? 

• Are there any exceptional conditions or special situa
tions which can arise from the program? (Must the termi
nal operator notify the system operator in certain situa
tions? Does the program diagnose error conditions, and 
what are they and what must the terminal operator do?) 

In addition to a program run sheet for each program he can 
call, the terminal operator will also require some current 
information about the system, such as: 

• If the password security option is in effect, what is the 
current password? 

• If the installation has its own unique sign-on procedure, 
what is it? 

• What is the current set of terminal name assignments for 
the terminal? 

• What are the data mode escape characters for the system? 

• Should the terminal operator specify HOLD or DROP 
when he signs off - what is the current default for the 
terminal? - perhaps he should not sign off until the end 
of the day. 

The terminal operator may also require information about 
the schedule of work he is expected to complete. 

• Are there certain programs he must call each day? 

• Must he call programs in any particular order? 

• Is his use of the terminal limited in any way? - to cer
tain hours or to a certain amount of time per use, for 
example? 



The system operator has the important role of exercising 
final control over the communications-based system. He 
initiates its activity by loading and running the communi
cations control program. He determines when the system 
should refuse to accept new requests from terminal opera
tors. While the system is in operation, he may initiate cer
tain system actions, determine the system's status, and 
alter the set of terminals permitted to access the system. 
He must also make decisions when exception situations 
(such as error conditions) are detected by the communica
tions control program or a program running under its con
trol. 

Once the CCP has been started, all communication between 
the control program and the system operator is through 
the 5471 printer/keyboard (console). Messages from the 
system are printed on that device, some requiring responses 
from the operator. His response also is keyed on that de
vice. At any point during the execution of the communi
cations control program, the operator may wish to com
mand a system action; he does so by pressing the REO key 
on the console, then keying his command_ 

In addition to the operational control of the CCP, the sys
tem operator may take part in the generation and assign
ment stages of the CCP. See Chapter 6: Generation Stage 
and Chapter 7: Assignment Stage for the required pro
cedures and statements. 

INITIATING THE CCP 

The system operator starts the CCP by entering OCL state
ments at some point after a Disk System IPL (initial pro
gram load). The OCL statements cause the CCP to be 
loaded and supply OCL FI LE statements for all disk files 
used by the programs to be run under the CCP. 

After the startup routine has been loaded, it asks questions 
of the system operator that allow him to exercise several 
options. He can: 

• Select the assignment set to be used for this run. 

• Change the maximum number of concurrent user pro
grams allowed by the set (unless the maximum for the 
system is one). 

• Change the password assigned in the set. 
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• Suppress access to certain disk data files that are nor
mally accessible to programs in this set. 

• Suppress access to certain application programs nor
mally available in this set. 

• Suppress the use of certain communication lines in the 
set. 

• Suppress the use of certain terminals in the set. 

• Change the main storage allocation for communications 
buffer area and user program area assigned in the set. 

Changes specified to a set during startup do not permanently 
alter the assignments in the set; the changes apply only to 
the current CCP execution. 

SYSTEM OPERATOR COMMANDS 

During operation of the communications control program, 
the system operator can command the CCP to: 

• Disable or enable access to the system by any terminal. 

• Change the terminal to which a specific terminal name 
should reference. 

• Communicate with command terminals. 

• Initiate the online test of a terminal to determine 
whether it is operating correctly. 

• Suspend, and later resume the acceptance of terminal 
commands, the initiation of user programs, or the execu
tion of one or more programs. 

• Control allocation of unit record devices in a DPF sys
tem. 

• Cancel the execution of an application program currently 
running. 

• Display information about the system's status. 
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• Begin an orderly shutdown of the system by allowing no 
new program requests but permitting currently scheduled 
programs to complete their execution. 

• Cease all activity of the system immediately and termi
nate execution of the CCP. 

• Function as a remote terminal by entering program re
quests (see Using the System Operator's Console as a 
Requesting Terminal). 

The system operator sends messages, makes inquiries, and 
modifies the status of the CCP by entering commands using 
the console. All commands consist of an operation code 
and most require one or more operands. The operation 
codes can be used in either their full-length or in abbrevi
ated versions. Specific operation codes and operands are 
given in the IBM System/3 Model 10 Disk System Commu
nication Control Program System Operator's Guide, 
GC21-7581. 

Message Command 

The Message command is used by the system operator"to 
send a message to a terminal. The operator designates 
which terminal is to receive the message by including either 
the symbolic terminal name or the CCP's terminal reference 
identification with the message text. 

The CCP notifies the system operator when the message 
cannot be transmitted because the terminal is either offline, 
is not connected, is not a command terminal, is under con
trol of an application program, or does not exist in the 
system. 

Display Outstanding Reply Requests 

This command causes the CCP to identify the application 
programs which are currently awaiting a reply to a message 
they have sent to the system operator. The CCP replies by 
writing a list of task identifications on the system opera
tor's output device. If there are no outstanding reply re
quests, the CCP informs the system operator. 

Display Queued Program Requests 

This command causes the CCP to list the symbolic name of 
each terminal for which a program request has been queued, 
along with the name of the program it requested. If there 
are no queued requests, the CCP informs the system opera
tor. 
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Display Terminal Status 

This command causes the CCP to print the following infor
mation about a specific terminal or about all terminals de
fi ned to the CCP: 

• Symbolic terminal name 

• Identification of the task using the terminal 

• Encoded attributes and status of the terminal. This in
cludes information about the terminal such as whether 
it is online or offline, signed on, awaiting some event, 
or what operating mode it is in. 

Display Terminal Assignments 

This command causes the CCP to print the symbol ic names 
and reference identification of a specific terminal or of all 
terminals in the system. The system operator can use this 
command to display terminal assignments when he wants 
to enter a command to change the terminal which is actu
ally addressed by a particular symbolic name (see Assign a 
Symbolic Name to a Terminal). 

Display System Status 

This command displays information about either an indi
vidual user task (see index entry task) named in the operand 
or for all user tasks currently in main storage: 

• Task identification (a single character which identifies 
the task) 

• Status information for the task (such as, is the task 
running or suspended?) 

• Program name 

• Amount of main storage occupied by the task 

• Number of terminals used by the task 

• Number of files used by the tasK 



If an individual task is named in the operand, the CCP also 
prints out the following information for the task: 

For each terminal the task is using: 

• Symbolic terminal name 

• CCP terminal reference identification assigned to the 
terminal during CCP assignment 

For each file the task is using: 

• Filename 

• Information about the file, such as file type and file 
organization 

Cancel a User Program or the CCP 

This command can be used by the system operator to cause 
a particular user program to cease processing or to immedi
ately stop the CCP. The CCP informs the system operator 
if he has entered an invalid task identification or program 
name when attempting to cancel a user program. 

Suspend Requests/Execution/Initiation of User Programs 

This command allows the system operator to suspend user 
activity in any of the following ways: 

• Suspend the execution of all user programs currently 
running under control of the CCP. 

• Suspend the execution of a particular user program run
ning under the CCP. 

• Stop the initiation of user programs under the CCP. 

• Not allow additional commands from command termi
nals. 

The CCP informs the system operator if he has entered an 
invalid task identification and program name or if suspen
sion is already in effect for the programs he specified. 

A program can be cancelled after its operation has been 
suspended. 

Resume Requests/Execution/Initiation of User Programs 

The Resume command allows the system operator to cause 
user program activity to be resumed after a previous sus
pension, as follows: 

• When execution of all user programs running under the 
CCP was previously suspended, cause the execution of 
all programs to be resumed. 

• Cause execution of a previously-suspended program to 
be resumed. 

• Allow the CCP to resume initiation of pending program 
requests. 

• When all commands from command terminals were pre
viously suspended, allow command terminals to resume 
entering commands. 

The CCP informs the system operator if he has specified an 
invalid task identification and program name or if the re
sumed task was never suspended. 

Change the Status of a Terminal 

This command allows the system operator to change the 
status of a terminal to online or offline. The command is 
not allowed if the terminal is currently allocated to a pro
gram or awaiting a queued program request. 

The CCP informs the system operator of the status of the 
terminal following the command. 

Assign a Symbolic Terminal Name to a Terminal 

This command allows the system operator to assign a sym
bolic terminal name to a specific terminal. This command 
is used, for example, to assign an alternate terminal when 
a particular terminal is inoperative. This command is re
jected when: 

• The symbolic terminal name is currently being used by 
a program running under the CCP. 

• The symbolic terminal name is currently the only name 
assigned to an online terminal which is in command or 
initial mode or has a queued program request. 
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• The name is currently assigned to a different type of 
device. 

• Changing the assignment would cause a terminal unit 
allocation conflict with a current request for a never
ending program. 

In order to change the name under which a command ter
minal operates the terminal operator must also enter a com
mand (see index entry Name Command). 

Start and Stop Online Terminal Test 

The Test command allows the system operator to initiate 
the online test facility for terminals that are supported by 
either the M L T A or BSCA IOCS (see index entry online 
terminal test). The Test command with a STOP operand 
stops a looping online test of MLTA terminals. The opera
tor can specify that either a single or multiple online tests 
be run for M L T A devices. The CCP informs the system 
operator either when the command is invalid for any reason 
or when the test has been started and stopped successfully. 

An online terminal test can also be initiated directly by the 
terminal operator if he suspects that his terminal is not 
operating correctly or if he wishes to test it before he trans
mits data. The terminal must be capable of input and out
put. The CCP or the application program are not informed 
of a test that is initiated by the terminal operator. How
ever, if an error occurs, an error message will be printed on 
the console. Certain terminals may have restrictions as to 
what online tests can be executed from the central system 
or requested by the terminal operator. 

Allocation of Unit Record Equipment 

The Allocate command allows the system operator, on a 
system equipped with the Dual Programming feature, to 
control the program level to which each unit record device 
is allocated. In this way the system operator can control 
individually whether the printer and card device is available 
to the CCP application program or to the program"in the 
other level. 
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USING THE SYSTEM OPERATOR'S CONSOLE AS A 
REQUESTING TERMINAL 

The CCP allows the system operator to request programs 
using the console in the same way a terminal operator re
quests programs. The following commands are available to 
the system operator: 

• Queue 

• No-queue 

• File 

• Program Request 

The effect of these commands is the same as described for 
the terminal operator (see index entry terminal operator 
commands). 

Certain restrictions and assumptions apply to using the 
operator's console to request programs: 

• The operator's console is always considered to be signed 
on. 

• The operator's console cannot be in data mode or com
mand interrupt mode. All requests by the user program 
for input data from the console must be made by a Put
Then-Get operation issued to the console. 

• After the console has requested a program and before 
the program begins execution, the console cannot enter 
terminal commands (that is, other program requests), 
but can perform other system operations. 



SHUTTING DOWN THE CCP 

When it is time for the system operator to stop the CCP, he 
issues the Shutdown command. The Shutdown command 
allows all programs that are currently running under the 
CCP to continue until they terminate themselves. Following 
a Shutdown command, the CCP informs the user program 
via a return code that the system operator wants the pro
gram to terminate as soon as possible. It is the responsibility 
of each user program executing at that time to recognize 
the return code and perform the necessary termination ac
tion. No new program requests are accepted; but any 
queued program requests are executed, and each of these 
programs is informed of the pending shutdown condition. 

The CCP will not go to end-of-job until all executing and 
queued programs have gone to end-of-job or have been 
cancelled. 

The system operator can shut down the CCP without allow
ing all programs to continue to completion by issuing a 
Cancel command (see Cancel a User Program or the CCP). 

SYSTEM OPERATOR MESSAGES 

The system operator can receive messages from several 
sources while he is monitoring the CCP operation. Some 
of the messages require a response; some do not (see IBM 
System/3 Disk System Communication Control Program 
System Operator's Guide, GC21-7581. 

CCP Responses 

One type of message the system operator can receive is a 
CCP response to a command he has issued which inquires 
into or modifies the status of the CCP. These responses 
can be either confirmations from the CCP that it has car
ried out a command or error messages when the CCP en
counters an error in the command. These messages con
tain the identification of the task that issued the message. 

Messages from Terminal Operators 

The system operator can also receive messages sent by a 
terminal operator using the Message command. These mes
sages are accompanied by the reference ID of the terminal 
that issued the message. These messages mayor may not 
ask for the system operator to return a message. If a re
sponse is required, the system operator also issues a Mes
sage command, accompanied by the symbolic name or CCP 
reference identification of the terminal that is to receive 
the message. 

Messages from User Programs 

A user program that requires input data from the system 
operator (whether the program was requested by the sys
tem operator or by a terminal operator) must issue a Put
Then-Get operation to the system operator describing the 
input it requires. The message is prefixed by an asterisk 
(*) to indicate to the system operator that a response is re
quired. The CCP prefixes the message with the task iden
tification and program name of the message's origin. This 
kind of a message does not force an immediate response 
from the system operator; he must press the REO key to 
indicate he is ready to respond. 

In order to respond to a message from a user program, the 
system operator enters the task identification given in the 
output message and the appropriate text. 

PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS 

The CCP system operator requires a deeper understanding 
of the system than the operator of a batch system. He 
must make decisions on his own in a variety of situations. 
Many of these decisions will require a thorough under
standing of the method of operation of the CCP. The 
system operator has the ability to display and modify the 
current status of the CCP, so he must thoroughly under
stand the effect of his actions on the CCP and on the 
information processing system as a whole. 

The system operator should be involved as early as possible 
in planning for installation of the CCP. Prior to operating 
the system, he should become acquainted with the func
tions of the application programs in the system and with 
the files used by each program. He must be familiar with 
the configuration of the system and with the current 
status of the system and the current system assignments. 

To keep the communication-based system running smoothly 
when the system operator is absent, a backup system 
operator should be available. This may be the system 
manager or one of the terminal operators or programmers. 
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OPERATING AIDS 

The system operator must have certain current information 
about the system available at all times, including descrip
tions of the programs available for use under the CCP, the 
current system assignments, and other current system 
operating information. 

A program description sheet for each application program 
should include at least the following information: 

• Symbolic name of the program. 

• Function of 'the program (including how it affects the 
files it uses). 

• System resources used by the program. This should list 
the files used by the program, the terminals used, how 
the terminals are used, and what names the program uses 
for the terminals. The main storage requirement of the 
program and its typical operating time should also be 
given. 

• Does the program require one or more FI LE statements? 

• What kind of input does the program expect -can input 
data be entered at the same time the program request 
is made? 

• Are there any special considerations? Is the use of the 
program restricted in any way? Are there potential 
problems involved in suspending or cancelling the pro
gram before it has finished its run? 
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In addition to program definitions, the system operator 
needs other information about the system. He should have 
a copy of the current CCP assignments to provide him with 
information about the terminals attached to the system, 
the lines available on the system, the files available, and 
the programs used under the CCP. 

The system operator also needs current system information 
like: 

• What is the current password (or other security informa
tion, if the installation has its own security procedures)? 

• What are the current data mode escape characters for 
the system? 

• What is the current default for sign-off from each ter
minal - HOLD, or DROP? 

• Is there a certain schedule of work to be completed? 
This can be a composite schedule of the work to be per
formed by each terminal in addition to work to be per
formed by the system operator, to inform the system 
operator of the total work schedule, since he is in a 
position to answer questions from the terminal operators. 



Chapter 4. CCP Services for the Application Programmer 

The communications control program aids the programmer 
in two primary ways: 

• By relieving him of many programming concerns inherent 
in an event-driven system, it lets him concentrate on ap
plication programs that do the processing he requires. 

• It permits him to write application programs that include 
communications input/output in a high-level language. 

Programs that run under the communication control pro
gram can be written in any of four languages: 

• RPG /I 

• COBOL 

• FORTRAN IV 

• Basic Assembler 

By writing in RPG /I, COBOL, or FORTRAN, the pro
grammer can avoid the strict rules required when using 
Basic Assembler Language. 

In whatever language he writes, the programmer can ignore 
the problems that arise from his program contending with 
others for system resources. Those problems are managed 
by the CCP. The programmer is assured that all required 
resources are available to his program each time it is exe
cuted. If necessary, the CCP defers the execution of his 
program until those resources are available. If his program 
shares access to a disk data file with another concurrently 
executing program, the CCP manages the contention and 
does not permit the two programs to cause an erroneous 
record update through conflicting reads and writes. 

Programs that execute under the control of the communi
cations control program are written much the same as pro

grams in the same language for a system without telecom
munications; that is, the statements used to process data 
and the handling of data files are identical. The standard 
disk data management methods are supported by the con
trol program. Only two elements are likely to differ sig
nificantly: 

• The overall logic of the program. 

• The means of communicating with terminals or with the 
system operator. 

Except for RPG II, the high-level languages do not offer any 
statements for accomplishing terminal input/output. Ter
minals cannot be treated as data files. Furthermore, the 
MLTA IOCS and BSCA IOCS do not permit access to their 
facilities directly from a high-level programming language. 
The communications control program incorporates ML TA 
IOCS or BSCA IOCS (or both, if you have both line types 
in your system) and offers the application programmer a 
method of using these IOCS facilities to interact with ter
minals. 

Since there are no statements in the languages to specify 
terminal actions, the application program indicates those 
actions to the communications control program by means 
of one of the following statements: 

• In COBOL or FORTRAN - CALL statement 

• In RPG " - EXIT statement, or use of a SPECIAL file 

• In Basic Assembler - a supplied macro instruction 

Each of these statements is accompanied by parameters to 
indicate the specifics for the operation. See IBM System/3 
Model 10 Disk System Communication Control Program 
Programmer's Reference, GC21-7579. 

Most communication by programs running under the CCP 
is with the requesting terminal. But the ability also exists 
to address other terminals. A terminal is addressed in" the 
program by a name that is chosen by the user; the name 
normally applies to one particular terminal. However, 
should a certain terminal become unavailable during a run 
of the communications control program, the system opera
tor can reassign the name to another terminal. Any pro
gram addressing a terminal by the reassigned name addresses 
the new terminal. For the most part, the application pro
gram need not be concerned with the type of terminal with 
which it is communicating. 

An application program communicates with the system 
operator by addressing the 5471 printer/keyboard (console) 
as another terminal. A certain constant name is always used 
to address the console. The only operations available here 
are: 

• Write a message. 

• Write a message and wait for a reply . 
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FACILITIES OFFERED BY THE CCP 

The CCP performs the complex control program services 
which make the communications-based system easy to use 
for terminal operators, application programmers, and the 
system operator. 

The CCP performs four types of control program services: 

• Task management 

• Communications management 

• File management 

• Program management 

Task Management 

The CCP can manage the execution of several independent 
programs in main storage concurrently. Each program per
forms a unit of work called a task. The programs may be 
CCP system programs or user programs; their respective 
tasks are classified as either system tasks or user tasks. An 
example of a system task is CCP communications manage
ment, which processes all requests for terminal I/O (see in
dex entry communications management); an example of a 
user task is a sales order entry application program, loaded 
into main storage by request from a terminal operator or 
the system operator. 

The number of user tasks (maximum eight) that can be in 
main storage concurrently depends upon the size of the 
system. It is the responsibility of CCP task management 
to route control among the tasks and to schedule work re
quests for each task. 

Processing Unit Control: CCP task management assigns 
control of the processing unit according to the following 
priority: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

I/O completions from terminal devices or the system 
operator's console are serviced before any other task. 

The highest priority system task with work to per
form is given control. All system tasks are assigned 
a priority. 

The next user task with work to perform is given 
control. 

If no tasks are ready to execute, the CCP waits for an I/O 
completion. In a DPF system, control is given to the other 
program level. 
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Request Scheduling and Routing: CCP task managemen.t 
receives, schedules, and routes all requests from the current 
tasks for: 

• Terminal I/O 

• Disk I/O 

• Unit record I/O 

• User data files 

• Main storage for programs 

Communications Management 

CCP communications management includes all services re
lated to requests from user programs and CCP programs for 
terminal I/O. The CCP does not actually perform the phy
sical I/O, but performs services for the requester which sim
plify the use of the MLTA 10CS and MLMP BSCA 10CS 
routines which perform the physical I/O. Among the com
munications management services performed by the CCP 
are: 

• Terminal monitoring and selection. 

• Buffer management. 

• Symbolic terminal naming. 

• Line scheduling. 

• Data code translation. 

• Terminal testing. 

• Other services which allow the application programmer 
to be largely independent of differences between indi
vidual terminals. 

Terminal Monitoring and Selection: Terminals that are 
designated command terminals during CCP assignment are 
monitored for commands by CCP commun ications manage
ment. For multipoint lines, the user must specify a polling 
list at assignment time (see index entries BSCALINE state
ment and ML TALINE statement). This list gives the order 
in which the terminals on a line are to be polled (interro
gated) for data and commands when none of the terminals 
on the line are busy. 

Selection is the specific addressing of a terminal by com
munications management in order to transmit output data 
to the terminal. 



For BSCA switched lines, the user may specify a list of valid 
switched line identification characters. When a connection 
is established to a terminal on the line, the identification 
characters of the terminal are validated against the list. 

See index entry terminal types for additional information 
about command terminals and program-selected terminals. 

Symbolic Terminal Naming: CCP communications manage
ment allows application programs to refer to terminals by 
6-character symbolic names, allowing the application pro
gram to be independent of the specific terminal among a 
group of like terminals (all are 2740 Model 1; all are 3270; 
... ) with which it is communicating. Communications 
management resolves the symbolic name into the physical 
address of the terminal based on the entries in an internal 
table which is filled in at assignment time (see index entry 
TERMNAME statement). The actual terminal assigned to 
a symbolic name may be changed by the system operator 
during the running of the system (see index entry assign a 
symbolic terminal name to a terminal). In order to change 
the name by which a command terminal operates, the ter
minal operator must also enter a command (see index entry 

name command). 

Communications Service Requests: The CCP provides a 
subroutine to application programs written in RPG II, 
COBOL, and FORTRAN IV which these programs call 
whenever they require a communications service of some 
kind. This communications service subroutine puts the 
user's request into a standard format (independent of the 
language in which the request was made) which can be in
terpreted by the CCP. See Writing Communications 
Programs. 

After encoding the information for a communications ser

vice request, CCP communications management calls the 
10CS routine to perform the physical I/O. The CCP sched
ules I/O operations, determining which request will be 
honored next by chaining the parameter lists provided by 
the various requestors. 

Data Code Translation: CCP communication management 
translates the transmission line data code to the internal 
EBCDIC code required for System/3 processing and vice 
versa. The user has the option of specifying that no trans
lation take place (see index entry translation). 

Buffer Management: CCP communication management re
serves and releases main storage areas for I/O buffers as re
quired by programs running under the CCP. Since the buf
fers are allocated on an as-required basis, a program may be 
temporarily suspended if sufficient main storage is not im
mediately available to satisfy an I/O request to a terminal. 
The program will be resumed when sufficient main storage 
becomes available. See ML TA/BSCA Communications 
for additional information about transmission modes, 
blocking, and buffer allocation. 

Online Terminal Testing: CCP communications manage
ment provides the terminal operator or system operator 
with the means to initiate MLTA and BSCA online terminal 
testing to test communication line connections and terminal 
operation (see index entry start and stop online terminal 
test). Results from the MLTA online test appear at the ter
minal for the terminal operator to analyze. BSCA online 
test results may appear at the terminal (depending on the 
terminal type) and are also logged on the system output 
device for the system operator to analyze. 

File Management 

CCP file management includes all control functions pro
vided by the CCP which are related to the use of disk and 
unit record files by user tasks. CCP file management han
dles the special scheduling problems that arise when two 
or more concurrently-executing programs are using the 
same disk device. In addition, CCP file management pro
tects data in the files from errors that could result from 
conflicting operations by contending programs. 

Opening and Closing Files: CCP begins its file management 
functions at startup time (see index entry startup), when 
all files available to potential programs are opened. The 
CCP retains sufficient file information in main storage so 
that when a user program requests the file, a minimal amount 
of time is required to perform open operations for the pro
gram. When the requesting program is finished with the 
files, they are CCP-closed by CCP file management (in 
reality, they are not finally closed until CCP shutdown). 

Unit Record I/O Requests: During CCP operation, the CCP 
file management function intercepts all requests from user 
application programs for unit record I/O operations. This 
function is performed by a CCP service subroutine, link
edited with the user program. The CCP ensures that the 
device is ready (if not, CCP issues a message to the system 
operator, telling him to ready the device) and calls the 
appropriate Disk System data management routi ne. 
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Sharing Access to Disk Files: When two or more user tasks 
are executing concurrently, it is possible for them to share 
the use of data files. Sharing of data files is managed by 
CCP file management. Some tasks can share the use of fi les 
while others cannot, depending on how they process the 
file. In general, input files can be shared, while output files 
cannot be shared. Update files can be shared, but CCP file 
management manages contention for the file that might 
cause conflicting updates. Only one of the programs sharing 
a disk file may add records to the file, but another add pro
gram will be allowed to add records to the file when the 
first add program terminates. 

The CCP enables tasks to share a disk file by protecting the 
disk sectors actually being operated upon by one task from 
being accessed by other tasks. Requests from other tasks 
for disk sectors already in use are queued by CCP file 
management. The protected sectors are released and access 
to them is given to the first task on the queue when the 
using task finishes processing the data in the sectors. 

Managing Physical and Symbolic Files: CCP file manage
ment is also responsible for associating the proper physical 
file with a symbolic file when the terminal operator speci
fies a File command prior to his program request. See in
dex entry File command for a description of the use of 
symbolic files. 

Program Management 

The CCP program management functions include the verifi
cation of terminal operator requests for programs, loading 
of the programs, allocating the necessary system resources 
to programs, initiating operation of the programs, deallo
cating of system resources, purging programs from the sys
tem, and maintaining a record of the requests for programs. 

Program Requests: When a terminal operator or the sys
tem operator request the execution of a program, the CCP 
first validates that the requested program was defined to 
the system during assignment (see index entry program 
statement). When the request has been validated, it is 
placed on a queue with other program requests which are 
pending (if queuing was specified - see index entry queue 
and no-queue commands). The queued requests are 
honored by the CCP in FIFO (first-in, first-out) sequence, 
as the resources required by each program are available. 
Second and succeeding requests for queued or active mUl
tiple requesting terminal programs, however, are honored 
before other requests. 

Note: Once a terminal has a program request queued, the 
request cannot be removed from the queue. 
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Allocation/Initiation/Termination: When a pending pro
gram request reaches the top of the queue, the CCP allo
cates system resources to the program based on the des
cription of the program given during the CCP assignment 
stage. Program execution is initiated by the CCP when all 
the required resources, main storage space, disk and unit 
record devices, and terminals are available and when file 
usage requirements can be met. Unit record devices are 
allocated to only one program at a time; disk devices may 
be allocated to more than one program at a time if the 
processing to be done by the programs does not preclude 
sharing (see index entry sharing access to disk files). If the 
program currently executing under the CCP requires dedi
cated use of the user program area, the next program can
not be initiated until the current program has terminated, 
even though all the required resources are available to it. 

Requests for program which can support multiple request
ing terminals may be queued (see index entry queue and 
no-queue commands) if the program is already servicing 
the maximum number of requestors. 

When a program has completed its 'processing and no other 
requests for the program are pending, the CCP releases the 
resources used by the program and makes the main storage 
area occupied by the program available for use by another 
program. The exception is never-ending programs, whose 
main storage remains unavailable for the duration of the 
CCP run. 

Program Request Count: If this option is selected during 
generation, CCP program management will accumulate a 
record of the number of times each program is requested. 
The count can be printed and/or reset to zero by running 
the Assignment List program (see index entry Assignment 
List program). 

RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER PROGRAMS 

Disk System Management: The CCP uses the facilities of 
Disk System Management, including the I/O Supervisor for 
disk I/O operations. 

The CCP can operate in either program level of a Dual Pro
gramming Feature (DPF) system, but not in both levels. 
While the CCP is operating in one level, the opposite level 
can contain a user application program operating under 
control of Disk System Management, if it does not use re
sources used by the CCP level. 



The CCP code, including the incorporated IOCS code, occu
pies a program level's main storage area and is not part of 
the resident supervisor. Thus, before the CCP is started, or 
after it has been shutdown, the CCP occupies no main 
storage, and the program level is free to be used in any way 
it might be used without the CCP. 

Communications IOCS: 

The CCP incorporates the appropriate MLMP and MLTA 
IOCS routines, depending upon the communication 'adap
ters used and the line configuration of the system, and 
allows access to them from any user program. Another 
teleprocessing program not running under CCP control can 
be co-resident with the CCP in systems that have the Dual 
Programming Feature; however, it must be in the opposite 
program level from the CCP and its use of communication 
lines must not conflict with the CCP. 

Telecommunications Application Programs: These pro
grams operate under control of the CCP. They a re loaded 
by the CCP and receive control from the CCP. Requests 
by these application programs for system services are re
ceived by the CCP. Some of the requests are performed 
by the CCP; some are passed from the CCP to disk system 
management to be performed. 
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Chapter 5. Designing Your Communications-Based System 

This chapter introduces you to the factors you must con
sider in designing a communications-based information 
processing system using the System/3 Modell 0 Disk Sys
tem and the CCP. You must regard the CCP and the com
munications system as a means to an end, the end being 
increased accuracy and faster flow of information, greater 
efficiency in the organization, and increased volume of 
work. During the preinstallation activity, you must define 
the overall objectives of the communications system, de
fine the requirements of all departments that will use the 
system, and produce a detailed plan for preinstallation and 
installation activity. You should plan applications, use of 
terminals, data files, programs, and equipment needs prior 
to installation of the CCP to speed the installation of the 

CCP and reduce errors. IBM systems engineering aid can 
be helpful in this activity. 

Note: Publications referenced in this chapter and elsewhere 
in this manual should not be considered a complete biblio
graphy for designing a communications-based system. 
Many publications are available to describe in detail the 
design factors summarized in this chapter. IBM Systems 
Engineers and Marketing Representatives can be of assist
ance in obtaining publications describing the terminals 
that can be attached to System/3 via the BSCA and M L T A 
and concerning systems design. They can also assist in ar

ranging education classes concerning System/3 communi
cations system design. Although many publications cur
rently available are oriented toward larger systems and ap
plications (such as airlines reservations systems), the basic 
types of applications and techniques of data communica-

. tion also apply to System/3 with the CCP. 

APPLICATIONS 

The basic element in any system design process is deter
mining what the applications of the system will be. You 
probably have already determined that you have a need to 
perform one or more information processing jobs more 
accurately and efficiently. For example, perhaps the flow' 
of information and the processing required to perform 
weekly payroll for a growing number of employees in 
scattered locations performing different jobs has become 
inefficient. An information bottleneck has developed in 
the central payroll office. A network of terminals, com
municating the payroll information to the central proces
sor in the payroll office will eliminate the bottleneck, al
lowing payroll data to be communicated as soon as it is 

available, to be processed immediat~ly. Payroll inquiries 
from the remote locations can also be processed immedi

ately. 

Assume payroll is identified as an application for your com
munications-based system. The next step is to determine 
what related applications can be performed by your system. 
Perhaps you have a need for more immediate processing of 
personnel information, which is closely related to the pay
roll information. Information in the personnel files main
tained by the central processor can also be made available 
to inquiries from the remote terminals. Perhaps you can 
use the production totals for individuals in the separate 
work areas in production accounting. 

TERMINALS 

When you have identified a major application and related 
applications, you can determine preliminary locations for 
terminals. Perhaps you locate separate terminals in a manu
facturing area, an assembly area, a warehouse area, a ship
ping and receiving area, a sales office, and the central busi
ness office. When you have determined the preliminary 
locations, you can consider the other possible uses for the 
terminal in each location. In the manufacturing and assem
bly areas, perhaps you have a need for parts control; in the 
warehouse area you may have a need for inventory manage
ment; in the shipping and receiving area, a need for a ship
ping order and invoice processing; in the sales office, a 
need for purchase order and ~ervice order processing and 
sales analysis; in the central office, ~ccounts receivable, 
billing, and general accounting. 

The possibilities for applications in any kind of organization 
are many. A terminal in one location may serve more than 
one application. 

In choosing terminals for different locations and uses, you 
should consider the following: 

• Is the terminal to be shared by operators with different 
requirements? - If so, the terminal type must be com
patible with all requirements. 

• Is a heavy workload expected? - If so, perhaps more 
than one terminal is required at the location or a faster 
line speed is required (line types are described in IBM 
General Information - Binary Synchronous Communi
cations, GA27-3004). 
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• Will a display-type terminal (IBM 3270) or a typewriter 
terminal be needed (all terminals on the same multi
point line must be compatible)? 

• Will a high volume of activity of the terminal justify 
special features on terminals, such as the buffer-receive 
feature on the IBM 2740, Model 2. 

Note: Uses for terminals in a communications-based system 
(data entry, inquiry, inquiry-with-update) are defined and 
described briefly in the General Information Manual, 
GC21-7578. 

DATA FILES 

When applications of the communications-based system 
have been determined, plans must be made for the data 
files to support those applications. The basic decisions to 
be made initially are: 

• What separate fi les are needed? 

• How should the files be organized to best satisfy the 
different uses to which the files will be put? 

Many applications require separate files containing current 

information, todate information, and historical information. 
In a payroll application, for example, the following files 
might be required: 

• A file of daily information (hours worked, production, 
etc.) 

• A file containing necessary information about each 
employee and the major todate information 

• History file, containing employees payroll records for 
previous years 

Other ways of differentiating between files could be: 

• Separate files for separate branches of an organization, 
such as schools in a school system 

• Separate files for different product classes 

After you have identified the separate files you need, you 
must find the best file organization for each file according 
to its use. For example, files that are normally used for 
online processing may be subject to batch processing when 
the files are loaded. Analyzing the percentage of online 
processing time versus the percentage of batch processing 
time will aid in selecting the file organization that will be 
most efficient overall. For example, if processing is 90% 
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online and 10% batch, your choice of file organization 
should be weighted toward direct organization if you can 
devise an efficient method of deriving relative record num
bers; see IBM System/3 Disk Concepts and Planning Guide, 
GC21-7571, for a description of direct files. If processing 
is 50% online and 50% batch, indexed organization is prob
ably the best compromise organization. Perhaps you will 
use the file for online processing in one partition of a sys
tem with the Dual Programming Feature and for batch 
processing in the other partition. In that case, either direct 
or indexed organization might apply, since both can be 
processed either randomly or consecutively. 

The IBM System/3 Disk Concepts and Planning Guide, 
GC21-7571, contains information which will aid you in 
choosing a file organization and planning disk files. 

PROGRAMS 

You must also plan how your applications are to be per
formed by your communications programs. Related appli
cations can be performed by a single program or by separ
ate programs. In some cases, it might be best for you to 
structure programs into overlays, perhaps with a root seg
ment (remains in storage throughout the execution of the 
program) and separate overlays to perform related func
tions. You should consider the provision of the CCP for 
physical files and symbolic files in applications that involve 
processing different files on different runs (see index entry 
symbolic files). 

For information on program structure and overlays, see 
the following publications: 

• IBM System/3 Overlay Linkage Editor Reference 
Manual, GC21-7561 

• IBM System/3 Subset American National Standard 
COBOL Compiler and Library Programmer's Guide, 
SC28-6459 

• IBM System/3 Disk System RPG II Reference Manual, 
SC21-7504 

• IBM System/3 Disk FORTRAN IV Reference Manual, 
SC21-6874 

• IBM System/3 Disk System Basic Assembler Program 
Reference Manual, SC21-7509 



In designing a program to run under the CCP, you must 
consider the program's use of terminals. Should the pro
gram service a request from one terminal at a time or from 
multiple terminals? Should terminals be selected by the 
program or should individual terminals request the pro
gram when they need it? Perhaps there are security con
siderations that indicate the program should have a single 
requestor or a limited number of requestors. How long 
will the program remain in main storage? Is it a brief in
quiry application or a more time-consuming, data-entry 
application? If the program will be used frequently, per
haps multiple requesters should be allowed, or perhaps 
the program should be written as a serially reusable or a 
never-ending program. Program design under the CCP is 
described in IBM System/3 Model 10 Disk System Com
munication Control Program Programmer's Reference, 

GC21-7579. 

If you will run applications under the CCP concurrently, 
you must plan the programs so they will run smoothly 
together, especially during peak times. Programs running 
together cannot, for example, each require dedicated use 
of unit record devices. Perhaps you should run batch pro
grams only during particular times of the day. You must 
plan peak processing times so that system resources will 
be available to the programs that must execute. 

You should test individual programs and the entire system 
in advance to ensure that all applications exe~ute as planned 
and to evaluate the performance of the system against its 
planned performance. If the system does not perform as 
planned, review your program structures, file organizations, 
and placement of files and programs on disk. 

ESTABLISHING THE SYSTEM 

The CCP is designed to suit diverse data processing environ
ments involving online applications. Telecommunications 
line and terminal configurations, and the configurations of 
central processors that host them, will vary greatly among 
the users of the CCP. Different users will have different 
requirements in functional and performance characteristics 
of their telecommunications subsystem. The CCP, as dis
tributed, consists of a set of code which can be tailored to 
the needs of the user. 

The CCP is established in the following stages: 

• Generation 

• Assignment 

• Operational System Startup 

The generati~n of the CCP by the user is the first stage in 
tailoring the distributed code to his needs. This stage re
quires the processing of a number of generation control 
statements, a series of linkage edits, and a set of disk utility 
operations. During this stage a set of the CCP system code 
is created which defines the functions that this version of 
the CCP can perform. 

Once generated, the CCP is still not bound to a specific set 
of user programs, data files, or terminal assignments. The 
set of programs, data files, and terminals of any CCP sys
tem will probably vary throughout the life of that version 
of the CCP, even as the required functional abilities remain 
constant. Therefore a procedure separate from generation 
is provided for the establishment and modification of these 
definitions. Like generation, the assignment stage is per
formed as a normal System/3 operation: its specific func
tion is the creation, modification, or replacement of a set 
of control tables used by the CCP to manipulate user pro
grams, files, and terminal resources. But unlike the genera
tion process, which tends to be lengthy, the assignment 
stage is rather brief, requiring only the reading, interpre
tation, and encoding of straightforward user specifications, 
and the writing of these to a disk data file. 

The assignment stage identifies programs, terminals, disk 
files, unit record devices, and symbolic terminal names to 
be used in a particular execution set for the CCP. As with 
generation, the programs necessary to perform the assign
ment stage are supplied as part of the distributed CCP 
modules. The user may run the assignment stage many 
times in the development of his telecommunications appli
cations. For example, he may have just developed a new 
application program which he now wishes to incorporate 
under the CCP. He may also have different assignment 
sets that can be used for different runs of the execution 
of the CCP. 

After he has performed the generation and assignment 
stages, the user is ready to operate his CCP system. The 
system operator now loads the CCP, specifying the assign
ment set the system will execute under. Certain additional 
elements for only the current run of the CCP can be speci
fied during the operational system startup. 
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OPERATING THE SYSTEM 

After the CCP has been tailored to the user's environment 
and needs by the generation and assignment stages, it can 
be put into operation. The CCP operational stage occurs 
in three parts: startup, operation, and shutdown. 

If the CCP is being started in operation for the first time, 
all user application programs available to be requested 
must be placed in an object library prior to CCP startup. 
If a new program is being added, it must be placed in the 
object library and the CCP Assignment Build program 
must be run to update the assignment file ($CCPFllE) 
prior to CCP startup. 

Startup 

In order to initiate the CCP startup routine, the operator 
enters the following OCl cards from the reader: 

II lOAD $CCP, (unit) 

II FilE (one FilE statement for each physical user file 
to be a9cessed during the current CCP run) 

II RUN 

After the CCP startup routine is loaded into main storage, 
it asks questions of the system operator that allow him to 
exercise several options. See index entry Initiating the 
CCP for a description of the questions. 

Startup performs the following initialization functions: 

• loads the supervisor portion of the CCP 

• loads and updates various tables from the current 
assignment set in $CCPF I lE 

• Builds control tables in main storage for files and 
terminals 

• Verifies that 'adequate main storage is available 

• Allocates and opens the files that will be used during 
the current run 

• locates all user programs that may be requested during 
the current run 

• Opens communications adapters and lines 
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Startup issues diagnostic messages if the system require
ments for startup have not been met, if the user has entered 
invalid instructions, or if it cannot complete its initialization 
for some other reason. 

The opposite program level of a DPF system is not allowed 
to run during CCP startup., 

Operation 

During its operation, the CCP manages the environment in 
which telecommunications application programs run and 
provides services upon which they can call. The manage
ment functions of the CCP are of four types: task manage
ment, communications management, file management, 
anq program management. 

Shutdown 

CCP shutdown is initiated by command from the system 
operator (see index entry shutdown command). The 
function of shutdown is to terminate the operation of the 
CCP after all user programs running under the CCP at the 
time the Shutdown command is issued have completed 
their execution. 

The following specific operations are performed at CCP 
shutdown: 

• Executing programs are notified to go to end-of-job 

• Communication lines and adapters are closed 

• Disk file DTFs in main storage are restored 

• Disk data files are closed 

• If the program request count option was selected during 
generation, the number of requests for each user pro
gram during the CCP run are added to the previous 
accumulated count 

• The CCP sends a closing message to the system operator 

• The CCP exits to the system end-of-job routine 



UPDATING THE SYSTEM 

In time, the uses of the communications system may change. 
You must plan for possible updating and additional tailor
ing of the system as you gain experience with the system. 
You should make allowance, for example, for the turnpike 
effect, a phenomenon observed after the first modern 
super-highways were planned and built. Use of the new 
highways was greater than anticipated, since drivers tended 
to stop using the old routes in favor of the new highway. 
Overall traffic flow increased beyond expectations because 
of the convenient new highway. The turnpike effect has 
been observed in previous communications systems and is 
a factor to consider in planning for a System/3 communi
cation·based system. 

TOTAL EQUIPMENT NEEDS 

When you have considered all factors - applications, use 
of terminals, data files, programs, and provisions for sys
tem updating - you can make decisions concerning the 
total equipment needs of your organization: 

• How much main storage is required? 

• Is a DPF system required? Compilers a"nd disk system 
management programs whose names start with $, such 
as utilities, and application programs not designed to be 
run under the CCP must not operate under the CCP. In 
a DPF system, some of these programs can be run in the 
opposite program level (if they do not require dedicated 
use of the system). 

• How much disk storage is needed - of what type? How 
much space is needed for libraries, how much for files? 
The IBM 5445 Disk Storage Drive can be used for files, 
but not for libraries. For detailed storage estimates for 
the CCP, see Appendix F. Storage Estimates. 

• What terminals are needed? 

• What communications equipment and lines are needed? 

• What is the total cost? 

• When can deliveries be made? 

• What unit record devices are needed - how fast should 
they be? 

Information concerning teleprocessing equipment charac
teristics communications concepts, common carriers, net
work design, and other useful information is contained in 
the following publications: 

• IBM Data Communications Primer, C20-1668 

• IBM System/360 Introduction to Teleprocessing, 
C30·2007 

DUAL PROGRAMMING FEATURE (DPF) 
CONSIDERATIONS 

The CCP does not require the dual programming feature; 
but it does not prevent its use during the execution of the 
CCP. 

The CCP itself can only operate in a single program level 
partition at any time. Because certain batch functions are 
available in program level 1 only, it is recommended that 
the CCP be run in program level 2. Assuming main storage 

is available, and subject to the standard constraints imposed 
by Disk System Management with regard to DPF, user pro
grams not controlled by the CCP can operate in the other 
program level concurrent with the execution of the CCP. 

If DPF is to be used while the CCP is in operation, it is 
strongly recommended that the disk configuration of the 
system include more than a single drive, in order to reduce 
degradation resulting from contention for disk access. 

A program running in the non'CCP level can use a tele
processing adapter (M L T A or BSCA) concurrently with 
the execution of the CCP. This adapter must not be sup
ported by the particular assignment set currently in use 
for the CCP. The programming support for the non-CCP 
adapter can be: 

• RPG II Telecommunications Feature 

• Multiline/Multipoint (MLMP) Feature 

• Multiple Line Terminal Adapter (ML TA) Feature 

For the description of the valid uses of disk files, unit 
record devices, and the console in DPF under the CCP, 
see Disk System Management (DSM) Considerations. 
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SERIAL SIO CHANNEL (Sloe) CONSIDERATIONS 

The SIOC should not be used when using MlTA terminals 
under the CCP. Ml TA interrupts cannot be processed 
fast enough via the MlTA 10CS if SIOC interrupts are 
occurring concurrently. 

DISK SYSTEM MANAGEMENT (DSM) CONSIDERATIONS 

The CCP operates in conjunction with DSM and uses DSM 
facilities whenever possible, including the I/O Supervisor for 
disk and unit record I/O devices. 

Certain constraints are placed on the existing DSM pro
gramming support. 

1. 
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Special considerations must be given to a program 
not written to be run under the CCP. In order to 
run under the CCP, the following considerations 
apply: 

• The program must be defined to the CCP within 
an assignment set. 

• If using unit record devices the program must be 
re-link edited to include the CCP intermediate 
data management modules for the MFCU, 1442, 
5203, or 1403. 

The CCP allows the unit record devices to be used 
by the non-CCP level in a DPF system. The sys
tem operator can make the device available to the 
other level if the device is not currently in use or 
there are no program requests in allocation which 
require it. 

The CCP allocation insures that a unit record de
vice is allocated to a program prior to in itiation. 

When the user program allocates and opens a unit 
record device, the CCP processes the request. 
Necessary buffers and lOBs are built, input data 
priming occurs, the address of the unit record 
error recovery routines are set into the DTF, and 
the DTF is marked as belonging to the specific 
user program. 

When the device DTF is to be closed, the CCP in
sures that any pending output is completed. The 
device remains associated with the program until 
the program terminates. 

2 . 

3. 

4. 

5. 

• The program must not use the console through 
normal device or file definition. Communication 
must only be done through a CCP communications 
operation or by an output only Halt/Syslog re
quest. 

• The program must not use telecommunication 
devices except through CCP operations. 

• The program must not use multivolume disk files. 

• If the program is requested from a terminal, that 
terminal is allocated to the program until released 
by the program. 

• System program with names beginning with $ are 
not permitted to rUil under the CCP. 

• The program must not issue unconditional halts, 
either stand alone or through Halt/Syslog. 

The CCP cannot be loaded while the other level is 
active on a DPF system. After the operational stage 
of the CCP is running, the other level is available to 
load and execute programs. 

The OCl input for the non-CCP level on a DPF sys
tem must be from a card read device, not from the 
console. Procedures on disk are permitted for start
ing the CCP or for use by the non-CCP level. 

The CCP level logs all messages to the console regard
less of where the system log device has been assigned. 
In a DPF system, the non-CCP level cannot log to 
the console. Therefore, if the system log is assigned 
to the console during startup, the CCP automatically 
turns the log off. If the system log is not assigned or 
is assigned to the printer, the CCP will take no actions 
as regards the system log assignment. 

The INTERRUPT button on a DPF system must not 
be used for the CCP level. It is the user's responsi
bility to avoid using this button in the CCP level. 



6. The following considerations apply to the use of disk 
files under the CCP: 

• All disk files to be processed during a CCP run 
must be online and described via the II FilE OCl 
statements following the 1/ lOAD $CCP,xx state
ment. 

• All disk files are actually opened at startup of the 
CCP and closed at the CCP shutdown. Because of 
this, no index file key sort occurs until CCP shut
down. Programs wishing to access added records 
to an index file after the adding program has suc
cessfully reached EOJ, must have included addi
tional data management. 

• The rules for sharing disk files between program 
levels of a DPF system are: 

CCP Program Level Other Program level 

Sequential or indexed file* Cannot process file 
Direct file input Can retrieve and 

update 
Direct file update Can retrieve from 

file only 

* The CCP treats all sequential and indexed files 
as 'add' files. 

• Once an index sequential add or index file load is 
done by a program running under the CCP, that 
file cannot be accessed during that CCP run. 

• Creation of direct disk files is not permitted by 
programs running under the CCP. 

• The CCP permits concurrently running programs 
to update the same file, by protecting the block 
of sectors containing the record, until the program 
releases the block of sectors. The block is released 
when the program reads another block. Users 
wishing to use this capability must be aware of a 
possible lockout condition if the opening program 
neither releases the block nor goes to EOJ. 

• Multivolume disk data files are not supported by 
the CCP. 

7. 

8. 

The following considerations apply to the use of unit 
record devices under the CCP: 

• A unit record device cannot be shared by concur
rent programs running under the CCP. Once a 
program terminates, the device is available to an
other program running under the CCP (or, in DPF, 
in the other level). 

• If unit record devices are supported by the CCP, 
the device is allocated to either the CCP level or 
the non-CCP level while the appropriate program 
is executing. 

The following considerations apply to use of the 
console: 

• All programs running under the CCP must issue 
operations to the console as CCP communications 
operations or via Halt/Syslog. The console is not 
supported by the CCP as a file. 

• Programs running in the non-CCP level on a DPF 
system must not use the console. 

• The CCP use of the console prohibits all but 
stand-alone halts from being displayed. 

• When a program has been requested from the con
sole, the system operator cannot request another 
program or enter any terminal-type commands 
until that program has begun executing. 

• All console messages are identified by a prefix in
dicating to the issuer of the message (task 10) 
whether or not a response is required, and a mes
sage type number. All responses to these messages 
are given through the console, using a task ID to 
identify the response. 

9. Checkpoint/Restart is not supported under the CCP. 
On a DPF system, Checkpoint/Restart can be used 
in the non-CCP level. 

10. Inquiry (Rollout/Rollin) is not supported under the 
CCP or in the other level. 
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UNIT RECORD I/O CONTROL CONSIDERATIONS 

The unit record control routines of the CCP prevent the 
CCP program level from being idle while waiting on a non
ready unit record device (I/O attention light for CCP level). 

The programming required to control unit record I/O under 
the CCP is contained in two places: 

1. The CCP resident control program incorporates the 
general control logic. 

2. Additional, and specific device-oriented logic is in
corporated into the user program module. This logic 
is included via the linkage edit process at the direc
tion of the user when building his program. 

Any user program unit record I/O request first passes 
through the specific device logic in the user program 
module. This routine determines if the device is ready. 
If it is, the routine branches to the DSM unit record data 
management module to complete the request. However, 
if the device is not ready, the link edited CCP routine does 
not allow the operation to be initiated at this time. In
stead it branches to the CCP control routines to place that 
program into a wait for the device. When there are no 
other programs in the CCP system ready to run, the CCP 
control routines give control back to the module to syn
chronously test the device status again. Once the device is 
found to be ready, the operation is allowed to take place. 

The first time that a device is found to be not ready for an 
operation when called upon by the user, a CCP message 
will be written to the system operator to inform him that 
the specific device is not ready and that some action needs 
to be taken. 

If, in a DPF system, the non-CCP level causes an I/O atten
tion to a unit record device, the CCP level is unaffected and 
can continue to run. 

3270 DISPLAY FORMAT FACILITY (OFF) 
CONSIDERATIONS 

The 3270 Display Format Facility (OFF) is a facility of 
~he CCP that is selected separately during the CCP genera
tion. The purpose of the facility is to allow programs 
written in RPG II, COBOL, FORTRAN IV, and Basic 
Assembler to control the display format for the 3270 Infor
mation Display System. The DFF makes it possible to con
trol the display format and perform operations involving 
data fields in the display directly from the application pro
gram in a manner similar to performing operations with 
any other terminal supported under the CCP. 
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The OF F is composed of the Display Format Generator 
routine $CCPDF (DFGR) and the Display Format Control 
routine (DFCR). The DFGR, which is executed prior to 
the CCP startup, processes special OF F specifications, 
builds display formats, and stores the display formats in 
an object library. The DFCR processes requests for DFF 
services issued by application programs running under the 

CCP. 

The DFGR operates in either program level but not concur
rently in both program levels. The main storage required 
for execution is always 14K. When the other level is using 
the same system input device, the DFGR cannot be ini
tiated until that device is available for use. 80th levels 
may use Halt/Syslog at the same time. Logged information 
from both levels is interspersed. The DFGR cannot place 
new display formats in a library if the other DPF level is 
using temporary entries or doing library functions. 

The DFGR operates under control of the System/3 Model 
10 Disk System Management. For additional discussion 
of the DFGR and DFCR, see IBM System/3 Model 10 Disk 
System Communication Control Program Programmer's 
Reference, GC21-7579. 

Components within the 3270 System that are supported 

are as follows: 

Component Environment Model Numbers 

IBM 3271 For remote applications Model 1 and 
Model 2 

IBM 3277 Attached to the 3271 Modell and 
Control Unit Model 2 

IBM 3284 Attached to the 3271 Model 1 and 
Control Unit Model 2 

IBM 3286 Attached to the 3271 Model 1 and 
Control Unit Model 2 

IBM 3275 Stand Alone display Model 1 and 
station Model 2 

IBM 3284 Attached to the 3275 Model 3 
Display Station 

Special features of the 3270 System supported are: the 
selector pen, the audible alarm, and the operator identifi
cation card reader. 



The 3270 is supported as a remote attachment to the 
System/3 Model 10. Communications between the Sys
tem/3 and the 3270 are maintained using the Binary Syn
chronous Communications multipoint data link mode of 
operation. All operations that can be performed with the 
3270 in the remote operation are supported except for 
the read-type and general poll commands. Polling sequences 
are used for remote read operations. 

TERMINAL SECURITY CONSIDERATIONS 

If you have no terminal security feature built into your sys
tem, each command terminal can issue program requests 
and other commands to the system after the Sign-on com
mand has been entered at that terminal. 

If you are concerned with security of access to the system, 
you can include a password feature in the CCP at genera
tion (see index entries $ESEC - terminal sign-on security 
and SYSTEM statement). 

In a system with password protection, no requests are 
accepted from a terminal until its operator presents the 
current password and the CCP verifies it. Once an operator 

signs on with the password, he can make any number of re
quests without repeating it. If the operator is not always 
at his terminal, he can sign off the terminal anytime he 
leaves it. Once he has signed off, the CCP requires any 
further use of the terminal to be accompanied by the pass
word. Thus if other, possibly unauthorized, persons gain 
access to that terminal, they cannot gain access to the 
system. 

The valid password for the current run is established in an 
assignment set, but can be changed by the system operator 
at startup of the CCP (see Startup Procedure in the IBM 
System/3 Disk System Communication Control Program 
System Operator's Guide, GC21-7581). The password can 
change at startup on every run, or can be retained for days 
or even weeks. In any case, only terminal operators who 
know the password are permitted access to the system. 

If the user wishes to write his own terminal sign-on security 
routines rather than use. the CCP password facility, there 
are stringent requirements his routines must observe with 
regard to the interface with the CCP (see index entry 
$ESEC - terminal sign-on security). 

All sign-on attempts are logged on the console. 
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CCP generation is the process whereby the user selects the 
portions of the distributed CCP which will give him the 
capabilities he wants in his version of the CCP. Generation 
is the first stage in creating the CCP, when the user estab
lishes its physical size (main storage space required) and 
its maximum capability. Further selection is done at assign 

Performing CCP generation is similar to performing system 
generation for the Model 10 Disk System. The user de
scribes his system configuration and the functions he wants 
by means of a series of statements which consist of key
words with associated values. Some of these statements 
describe the system configuration (main storage size; input! 
output units; terminal and line capability) within which 
the CCP will operate. Other generation statements give 
the user the ability to select the capabilities the CCP is to 
have (in terms of types of programs, number of concurrently 
executing programs, and file sharing) and whether the CCP 
is to have certain optional features such as password sign-
on and user program request counts. 

Chapter 6. Generation Stage 

Generation creates and initializes an assignment file 
($CCPF I LE), whose contents - the specifications of an 
actual terminal configuration, disk files to be accessed, and 
programs to be used - are filled in at assignment time. 

PROCEDURE FOR GENERATION 

The key step for the user in the generation procedure is 
where he describes the kind of CCP he wants by modifying 
the sample generation statements provided to him. In 
order to modify the statements, the user must know cer
tain facts about his system and about the capabilities of 

. the CCP he wants to generate. These facts are determined 
during the CCP system design. Design considerations are 
given in Chapter 5. Designing Your Communication-Based 
System, earlier in this publication. The following is a 
checklist of the facts a user must know before performing 
generation: 
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Generation Checklist 

Type of card device attached to the system 
(MFCU and/or 1442) 

Printer configuration of the system (5203 
and 1403) 

Disk configuration of the system (5444 and 
5445) 

Maximum number of concurrently executing 
user programs 

Whether or not the system has DP F 

Whether or not the data mode escape fea
ture is to be used, and if so the six user
specified data mode escape characters 

Is a program request count to be kept 

Is disk file sharing to be allowed 

Will any programs to be run under the CCP 
use the symbolic file reference facility or 
will all programs be written to reference 
specific files 

Is Display Format Facility (OFF) to be 
supported 

Programming language(s) to be supported 
by the CCP 

Which 5444 units you will use to mount the 
packs during generation which will later be 
used for preparing programs to be run by 
the CCP 

What type of sign-on security will be used, 
if any 

Length of your security comparison infor
mation, if you use your own sign-on secu-
rity checking routine -

Anticipated number of assignment sets to 
be placed into $CCPF I LE 

Maximum number of programs and files in 
an assignment set 

Maximum number of terminals planned 

Space to be reserved in $CCPFILE for 
dynamic main storage dumps 

Main storage size of processing un it 

Number of tracks to be reserved in 
$CCPF' LE for CCP trace entries 

Disk unit and pack name on which the pack 
to contain $CCPFILE will be mounted 
during generation 

Beginning track location for $CCPFI LE 

Number of MLTA lines to be supported 

Whether or not MLTA input and output 
wi II always be translated to and from 
EBCDIC 

ML TA terminal devices to be supported 

MLTA line transmission codes 

BSCA lines, line features, and BSC control 
logic to be included in the CCP support 

BSCA line transmission codes 

BSCA terminal devices to be supported 

Disk unit on which disk system management 
resides (F1 or R1) 

Disk unit onto which the CCP will be 
generated 

Disk unit(s) and pack name(s) where work 
file space can be found during generation 

Disk unit on which the distribution CCP 
modules reside 



Generation is the key step toward obtaining a usable com
munications control program, because the user includes 
those features which the system will make use of and ex
cludes features which are not needed, thus creati ng the 
smallest possible CCP which contains all the facilities re
quired. The user should carefully check each generation 
option and specification to determine if his system will re
quire it. Some features will be required for his system, 
some will be completely unnecessary, and others may be 
simply desirable. It should be kept in mind that most fea
tures chosen increase the size of the control program, les
sening that portion of storage in which application pro
grams can be executed (see Appendix F. Storage Estimates). 

The basic procedure for the CCP generation is: 

1. A sample control statement deck is punched from the 
source library of the distribution pack. 

2. The sample deck is modified by the user to his speci· 
fications and entered as input to the next step of 
generation. 

3. A full job stream to accomplish the necessary func
tions is punched for the user. 

4. The job stream is used to generate your version of 
the CCP and the CCP assignment file ($CCPF I LE) is 
ready for the user's initial assignment run. 

The function of the generation stage of the CCP is to: 

• Generate modules that require modifying at the source 
level. 

• Link edit the generated modules and certain other re
locatable modules to create a load module that will be 
the resident control program during the CCP operations, 
and a load module that will initialize $CCPFI LE. 

• Copy these and other load modules to the designated 
CCP production pack. The production pack is the pack 
from which the CCP is loaded for execution. The CCP 
production pack can be any pack other than the distri
bution pack. It mayor may not be a DSM system pack 
and might be the current system pack during the CCP 
generation. 

• Copy additional selected relocatable modules to the 
'program preparation' packs (packs that will be used 
for compilations and linkage edits of user written appli
cation programs that will execute under the CCP). 

• Allocate and initialize (but not fully enter information 
into) the CCP assignment file ($CCPFILE) on the 
designated pack. 

The generation stage assumes: 

• That the DSM is properly generated on the system pack, 
including the appropriate MLTA and/or BSCA I/O 
macros and subroutines. 

ML TA - The M L T A microcode deck (obtained from 
IBM Field Engineering) must be loaded into the object 

library under the name $MLMCl on the system pack. 

The ML TA error statistics file (ML TE RFI L) must be 
created and initialized on F1. To initialize ML TERFIL, 
the M L T A feature provides, in the object library, module 
$$MLFI. The OCL statements required to initialize 
MLTERFILare: 

11 LO AID $$ ML F I .. xix 
II F I Le N:A ME -1M L;l EtR FI L'I UN lIT -F 11, 
'II :RE TA IN -~ ,R EC ,orR llS -9

1
, 

vI IPA CK -p pp pp PI, LO CA ITI ION -Ill 111 n 
'1/ tRUN 

BSCA - The BSCA must provide a file on F1 for log
ging control station terminal statistics. To initialize 
MLTERFIL, the MLMP (Multiline/Multipoint) feature 
provides (in the object library) module $$BSF I. The 
OCL statements required to initialize MLTER FI L are: 

Ijl LO An> $1$ BS Fl ,,!XX 
vI FI LIE NIA ME -M LiT ER FI L" UN liT -F 1" 
'II ~A CK -p pp PP PI" T~ AC Kf-» -1, 
II LO CA Tl ON -" nn ,R ET ~I N-p 
II ~UN 

Note: MLTERFIL need be initialized only once to 
accommodate both BSCA and ML T A statistics. Part of 
ML TERFIL comprises the BSCA terminal log area and 
is used for logging the control station terminal statistics. 
Another part of ML TERF I L is used for logging ML TA 
statistics if MLTA is present. Do not initialize the file 
twice if you use both BSCA and M L T A. 
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• That during generation a copy of the Macro Processor 
($MPXDV and all its subsequent load modules) and the 
Overlay Linkage Editor exist on the system pack used 
during the CCP generation. 

• That an appropriate sized object library and source 
library have been allocated on the production pack 
(5444 only). 

• That the object library on the production pack has been 
reorganized and no modules have been deleted since re
organization. All the CCP modules should be contiguous 
on the production pack after the CCP generation. (The 
CCP has no control over where DSM may place modules 
if modules have been deleted.) 

• That on any program preparation pack there already 
exist the unit record data management routines that 
will be used by programs compiled using that pack. 

Notes: 

1. The printed output resulting from generation must be 
saved in case of required maintenance by IBM Field 
Engineering personnel. This paper is the only docu
mentation of the user's unique system and the pre-
cise sequence of events during this particular CCP gener
ation. 

2. The user should consider back-up procedures (of his 
own design) in case the CCP distribution pack or the 
one or more packs generated are inadvertently destroyed. 

3. Generation can be accomplished on a System/3 other 
than the system which will use the CCP in teleprocessing. 

Operational Procedures For Generation 

The CCP is distributed on a pack separate from the distri
bution of the other components of the System/3 Disk 
System Management. If you are generating both the basic 
DSM and the CCP, you must generate the basic DSM first, 
following the procedures described in IBM System/3 Model 
10 Disk System Operator's Guide, GC21-750S. 

To generate the CCP, you must mount the CCP distribution 
pack on a unit separate from the system pack. You must 
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have performed an IPL (initial program load) from the sys
tem pack at some previous point. Unlike the generation of 
DSM, you may direct the output from the CCP generation 
to more than one pack. The output consists of: 

• Those modules required for performing the assignment 
stage and for executing the operational CCP; these 
modules are directed to the CCP production pack. 

• The subroutines to be used on compiling and link edit
ing application programs to be run under the CCP 
(macros in the case of Basic Assembler Language pro
gramming); these subroutines are directed to one or 
more program preparation packs. 

Each of the above might be a different pack, or could be 
the same pack. You specify the disk unit on which each 
of these packs is mounted. 

The CCP generation procedure is dependent on certain 
modules which must be present on the system pack from 
which you performed the IPL: 

• The Macro Processor 

• The Overlay Linkage Editor 

• The macros and subroutines for BSCA and/or M L T A, as 
appropriate for the terminal devices to be supported. 

Figure 6-1 outlines the procedure for generating the CCP. 
The procedure assumes that disk system management has 
been generated and disk system IPL has been performed 
previously. 

Generating the CCP is divided into six steps: 

Step 1 (User): 

The user enters from the system input device (whether that 
be the console or the card device) statements of the follow
ing form: 

v~ 
VV LO IA1) $M AI NiT I, d su. nit 
VV ~UN 

VV CO rP~ FR OM -Id iu ~i t, TO -[P rRlT 'PC H, 
Vv LI e'R AtR y-Is, NA MIE -$ CG 5MP 
VV lEND 

where dsunit on the / / LOAD statement is the un it on 
which the DSM system pack resides. The diunitin the 
II COpy statement is the unit on which the CCP distri
bution pack is mounted. 



Source 
Library 

U\ User punches the cards / 
shown below 

~ 

I 

( IIEND 

(

" COPY FROM-diunit, 
TO-PRTPCH, LlBRARY-S, 
NAME-$CGSMP 

//RUN 

(II lOAD $MAINT,dsunit 

11& 

J (User enters 
~----------------~ cards from 

card device 
or console) 

$MAINT 

Prints and punches the 
CCP generation sample deck 

~~~,·::n::st~r=u==c=t~i-o~-n~=s=t==o==u===s=e=r;;;;;;=l.l 
OCl cards 

I Sample 
Deck 

Sample CCP generation 

statements 
Disk-to-card utility 
request 

Figure 6-1 (Part 1 of 3). CCP Generation Procedure 

~ 
User removes the instruc- 7 

E;'1 tion cards and modifies the 
£.I sample deck to describe his 

version of the CCP 

/ 
Modified 

Generation statements in Deck 
the modified deck specify 

the facilities of the user's I 
CCP 

I) 

IJ 
(User enters cards from 

card device or console 

ar-----I-----
$MAINT 

Copies the Macro Processor and 
several modules of the Overlay 
Linkage Editor to the distribu
tion pack 

Macros Feature 

Writes required control state
ments and directions for pro
ceeding with the final generation 
operations on the $SOURCE 
workfile 

1 
-~ 

f'..- ~ 
i'-.. ~ 
$SOURC~ 

• SCP source 
statements 

.OCl 
• Overlay 

Linkage 
Editor 
control 
statements 

• Disk utility 
control 
statements 

~Tonext V page 
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From 
previous page 

~~------~-------
Disk-to-card utility ($CC1 PP) 

Correct the 
specification 
errors 

Prints and punches the 

contents of $SOURCE 
workfile into a deck 
of cards 

Yes 

No 

To step a 
(Macros Feature) 

Card deck containing 
control statements 
and directions for 
the final CCP 
generation 
operations 

(User enters 

cards from 
card device) 

~~-------~----~ 
Macros Feature, SCP 
Generator, and Overlay 
Linkage Editor 

Establish contents of the 
$CCPF I LE and generate a 
load module ($CC1 SF) 
to initialize the file 

Distribution 
Pack 

Macros Feature, SCP 
Generator, and Overlay 
Linkage Editor 

Create execution time 
resident module 

$MAINT 

Copy Startup; execute 
transients, assignment and 
shutdown load modules, and 
service aids 

,--------- -------, 
I 
I If 
I CCP
I USER 
I speci-

I fied in 
I $ESEC 
I 

Macros Feature, SCP 
Generator, and Overlay 
Linkage Editor 

Create empty user security 
information module 

1....-.--------'1 ___________________ J 

Figure 6-1 (Part 2 of 31. CCP Generation Procedure 
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To next 
page 



From 
previous page 

$CC1BF 

Create initial $CCPFILE 

$MAINT 

Copy language support 
modules 

$MAINT 

,----,> 

File Pack 

Program Preparation 
~---Packs 

Punch sample 
assignment set 
and dump programs ,->0 

END 

Figure 6-1 (Part 3 of 3).. CCP Generation Procedure 
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Step 2 (System): 

The system retrieves from the source library on the CCP 
distribution pack the member named $CGSMP (CCP sam
ple generation deck), prints the entire member on the 
printer, and punches the entire member into cards. 

There are four sections to the information printed and 
punched (in the following order): 

• Instructions to the user for modifying the punched 
deck. 

• OCL and COPY control statements to copy the Macro 
Processor and parts of the Overlay Linkage Editor to 
the distribution pack. 

• OCL to call the Macro Processor, followed by sample 
$E generation control statements to generate a CCP 
system. One card is provided for each parameter of a 
generation control statement. The card generally con
tains the default value, and provides a comment indi
cating alternative values for the parameter. 

• OCL to call the CCP disk-to-print/punch utility pro
gram ($CC1PP). 

The following is an example of the printout that accom
panies the sample generation deck: 
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************************************************************************** * I N PUT T C C C P G ENE RAT ION * 
************************************************************************** 
* * 
* * * THESE CARDS -- AFTER YOU HAVE MODI~IEO THEM TO YOUR SPECIFICATIONS * 
* WILL BE THE INPUT TO THE FIRST PASS OF CCP GENERATION * 
* * 
* * * DISCARD THE LEADING CA~DS OF THIS DECK, FRCM THE II Copy CARD AT THE * 
* BEGINNING THROUGH THE CARD THAT MARKS *** END OF INSTRUCTIONS *** * 
* * * DISCARD ALSO THE II CEND CARD -- THE LAST CARD Of THE CECK * 
* * 
* * * YOU MUST MAKt THRtE KINOS OF MODIFICATIO~S TO THE REMAINING CARDS -- * 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* * 

1. IN THOSE CARDS THAT ARE MARKED ++ IN COLUMNS 74-75, REPLACE 
ANV $S OR ## IN THE CARD WITH THE IDENTIFICATION OF A DISK 
UNI T ~-

$$ WITH THE UNIT ON WHICH YOUR SYSTEM PACK IS LOCATED 

#~ WITH THE UNll ON WHICH THE CCP DISTRIBUTION PACK IS 
LOCATED 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* * 2. REPLACE CARD NUMB~R 00299 WITH A CARD PUNCHED 1* IN COLUMNS 1-2 * 

* * * 3. MODIfY THE GENERATION CONTROL STATEMENTS -- THOSE CARDS * 
* fOLLOWING CARD NUMBER 00205 -- TO SPECIFY THE REQUIREMENTS OF * 
* THE GCP YOU WISH TO GENERATE * 
* * * If YOU DO NOT ~ISH TO LSE THE DISTRIBUTION PACK FOR THE REQUIRED * 
* SSOURCE FILE, SPECIFY THE LOCATION OF THAT fILE BY ChANGING THE UNIT * 
* AND PACK PARA~ETERS IN CA~DS 00204 A~D 00306 * 
* * 
* * * WHEN YOU HAVE MADE THESE CHANGES, PLACE THE MODIFIED DECK IN THE * 
* HOPPER OF THE SYSTEM INPUT DEVICE AND BEGIN PASS 1 OF CCP GENERATION * 
* * ****** END OF INSTRUCTIONS ******************** END OF INSTRUCTIONS ****** 
* 
*** *** 

COpy MACRO PROCESSOR AND REQUIRED MODULES Of OVERLAY LINKAGE 
EDITOR FROM SYSTEM PACK TO DISTRIBUTION PACK 

00100 
00101 
00102 
00103 * II LOAD $MAINT,$$ 

RUN 
++00104 

II 
II 
II 
II 
II 

COpy FROM-$$,TO-##,LIBRARY-U,RETAIN-R,NAME-SMPX.ALL 
COpy FROM-$$,TO-##,L[BRARY-G,RETAI~-R,NAME-$OLYNX 

COpy FROM-$$,TO-##,LIBRARV-O,RETAIN-R,NAME~$OLBO 
END 

*** PROCESS SPECIFICATIONS FCR THE CCP TO BE GENERATED 

* II LOAD $MPXDV,## 
II FILE NAME-$SOURCE,RETAIN-T,UNIT-##,PACK-PID002,TRACKS-50 
II RUN 

SEIDD CARD-NO, 
PRINTR-NO, 
01 SKS-NO, 

MFCU I 14421 'MfCU,1442' 
5203 I 1403 --
R2 I • R2, F 2' --

00105 
++00106 
++00107 
++00108 

00109 
00200 
00201 
00202 

++00203 
++00204 

00205 
X 10000 
X 10001 
X IOOOl: 
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*1* 
* 

05445-NO 
$EfAC MAXEUP-l, 

OPf-NO, 
ESCAPE-NO, 
PGMCNT-NO, 
FSHARE-NO, 
SYMFIL-NO, 
FORMAT-NO 

SEPLG LANG
PPUNI T

$E SEC SEC URE-NO , 
LUSI-O 

SEFIL SETS-I, 
PROGS-lO, 
DFILES-5, 
TERMS-I, 
DUMPS-I, 
CORE-24K, 
TRACE-l, 
FLUNIT- t 

TRKLOC
FLPACK-

$EMLA LINES
XLATE-YES 

SEMLD TYPE
XMCOOE-

SEBse BSCA- , 
DIAL-NO, 
PP-NO, 
MP-NO, 
CS-NO, 
GETMSG-NO, 
I TB-NO, 

, 

REC SEP-IE, 
ASC I I -NO, 
EBCDIC-YES, 
XPRNCY-NO, 
RESPOL-NO, 
AUTORS-NO 

SEBSD TYPE
$EGEN OSUNIT-$$, 

eCUNI T
kKUNIT
WKPACK':" 
OIUNIT-##, 
MINRES-NO 

REPLACE THIS CARD 

01 I '01,02' --
2 I 3 I 4 I 5 I 6 I 1 I 8 -
YES --
'cececc' I X'XKXXXXXXXXXX' -
YES 
YES --
YES --
YES --
COBOL I RPGII I FORTRAN I ASSEM -
R1 I F1 I R2 I F2 --
CCP I USER --
1 - 4096 If SECURE-USER 
2 - 2.5 --
I - 255 --
1 - 50 --
2 - 254 --
2 - 9 --
32K I 48K I 64K --
2 - 20 --
Rl I Fl I R2 1 F2 --
VALID TRACK NUMBER 1 OMITTED -
NAME Of PACK --
o - 8 --
NO --
SEE SYSTEM REFERENCE MANUAL 
SEE SYSTEM REfERENCE MANUAL 
o - 2 --
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 
TWO HEX DIGITS -
YES 
NO --
Yt:S 
YES --
YES --
SEE SYSTEM REFERENCE MANUAL 
Rl I Fl --
Rl I Fl 1 R2 1 F2 -
UNIT I 'UNIT,UNIT,UNIT' 
PACK I 'PACK,PACK,PACK' 
Rl I fl I R2 I F2 -
YES --

WITH 1* IN COLUMNS 1-2 --

*** PRINT RESULTS OF CCP GENERATION PASS 1 

* *** IF NO ERRORS, PUNCH INPUT TO CCP GENERATION PASS 2 

* II LOAD SCCIPP,## 
/1 FILE ·NAME-SSOURCE,RETAIN-S,UNIT-##,PAC~-PI0002 
II RUN 
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10003 
X FACOO 
X FACOl 
X FAC02 
X FAC03 
X FAC04 
X fAC05 

fAC06 
X PLGOO 

PLGOI 
X SECOO 

SECOl 
X FILOO 
X FILOl 
X flL02 
X FIL03 
X FIL04 
X FILOS 
X FIL06 
X FIL07 
X fIL08 

FIL09 
X MLAOO 

MLAOI 
X MLDOO 

MLDOl 
X BSCOO 
X aSCOl 
X B SC02 
X BSC03 
X S 5C04 
X ascos 
X 8SC06 
X B SC07 
X BSC08 
X BSC09 
X SSC 10 
X SSC 11 

BSC12 
8SDOO 

X ++GENOO 
X GENOl 
X GEN02 
X GEN03 
X ++GEN04 

GEN05 
002Q9 
00300 
00301 
00302 
00303 
00304 

++00305 
++00306 

00307 



Step 3 (User): 

The user modifies the sample deck to reflect the require
ments of his system. Specifically the user can modify: 

• The unit on the LOAD $MPXDV,unit card to indicate 
the unit on which the CCP distribution pack resides. 

• The unit and pack on the II FILE card of the Macro 
Processor DCL to indicate the unit and pack on which 
the work file $SOURCE should be allocated during 
step 4. 

• The CCP $E generation control statements and the 
operands thereon to indicate the requirements of his 
system. 

• The * /* card following the $E control statements. This 
card is replaced with a /* card. 

• The unit on the II LOAD $CC1PP,unit card to indicate 
the unit on which the CCP distribution pack resides 
($CC1 PP is the CCP supplied disk-to-print/punch utility). 

• The unit and pack parameters on the II FILE statement 
of the disk-to-print/punch utility OCL to indicate the 
unit and pack on which the work file $SOURCE is to be 
allocated during step 4. 

The user should modify the punched control statements, 
without inserting any additional cards in the deck, except 
where he requires more than one: 

• $EPLG statement - additional $EPLG statements, with 
both the LANG and PPUNIT parameters present, are re
quired if more than one programming language is to be 
supported. 

• $EMLD statement - additional $EMLD statements, 
with both theTYPE and XMCODE parameters present, 
are required if more than one type of MLTA terminal 
is to be supported. 

• $EBSD statement - additional $EBSD statements, with 
the parameter TYPE present, are required if more than 
one type of BSC terminal is to be supported. 

Note: If any errors are detected in the user's specifications, 
the utility program $CC1PP will print them, and will not 
permit the user to proceed to the next step until those 
errors are corrected, and the Macro Processor step repeated. 

The modified deck, with the initial instruction cards re
moved by the user, must be placed in the system input 
device, and the actual generation process begun. 

Step 4 (System): 

The Library Maintenance program ($MAINT) first copies 
the Macro Processor and parts of the Overlay Linkage 
Editor to the distribution pack. Then the system calls the 
Macro Processor to analyze and expand the CCP generation 
$E control statements. 

The process causes records to be created in the fi Ie 
$SOURCE. If any errors are detected in the user's specifi
cations, only diagnostic messages from the CCP generation 
are written to the file. If there are no specification errors, 
the CCP generation writes to $SOURCE the records neces
sary to create the specified version of the CCP. 

Step 5 (System): 

The program $CC1PP reads the file $SOURCE and prints 
what has been generated to that file. If there are specifi
cation errors, only the user's original statements and the 
error diagnostic messages are printed; in order to proceed 
further, the user must correct those errors and perform 
the Macro Processor step again. 

If there are no errors, the user's original statements are 
printed. Then the records which will be input to step 6, to 
create the user's version of the CCP, are printed, and are 
punched on the system punch device. 

Step 6 (System): 

The user places the punched output from the previous 
step, without modification, into the system input device, 
and begins the major step of the CCP generation. During 
this step the user's CCP is created. The sequence of events 
in this step is: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Creation of a load module which contains the initial 
contents of $CCPFILE and the instruction code to 
initialize that file ($CC1 SF), 

Source generation and link edit of the module $CC4, 
which is the resident control program during CCP 
operation. 

Copying of supporting load modules for the opera
tional stage, including startup and shutdown and for 
the assignment stage. 

Creation of an initialized module $CC4Z9, if 
SECURE-USER was specified in the $ESEC state
ment, later to contain the user's security information. 
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5. Initialization of $CCPFI LE, later to be filled with 
user specifications by an assignment run. 

6. Copying of the subroutines and macros used in the 
compilation and link edit of application programs 
to run under the CCP. 

7. Punching the following cards: 
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• Stand-Alone core dump programs (see IBM Sys
tem/3 Disk System Communication Control Pro
gram System Operator's Guide, GC21-7581). 

• OCl and Overlay Linkage Editor control state
ments to link edit the installation verification pro
gram. 

• OCl and sample control statements for an assign
ment build run, necessary in order to execute the 
installation verification program. The following 
is an example of the sample assignment input and 
optional link edit printout: 



*******SAMPlE ASSIGNMENT,OPTIONAL LINK EDIT AND SAMPLE START-UP DECK.* •• *.* •• ******************* 
*********SAMPlE ASSIGNMENT SET *************************************** 
* *****FllL IN UNIT 
II LOAD ·SCCPAS, 
*****Flll IN PACK AND UNIT 
II FilE NAME-SCCPFILE,RETAIN-P,UNIT- ,PACK
*****FIlL IN PACK AND UNIT 
II FILE NAME-SCCPWORK,RETAIN-S,TRACKS-3,UNIT- ,PACK
II RUN 
*********THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS CAN BE MODIFIED FOR YUUR CONFIGURATION 
*********BUT SOME MUST BE KEPT TO RUN CCPIVP. SEe THE COMMENTS IN 
*********THIS DECK. 
* II SET ID-@,ACTION-CREATE,DFlTEXEC-YES 
II SYSTEM MINUPA-21.00K,MINTPBUF-2840,MAXEUP-2, 
II PASSWORD-FECD, 
II COMMANDL-50,TRACEBlK-2,SQB-2,FSB-2,DFFPACK-PROGRAM,PGMREQL-15 

* 
* II TERMATTR ATTRIO-1,TRANSlAT-NO,AlKL-512,OATAFORM-MESSAGE, 
II VERIFY[D-NO,DFF3270-YES 

* 
* *********THIS STMNT TYPE REQD FOR CCPIVP OR MlTAllNE STMNT 
II aSCALINE TYPE-CS,LINENUM-l,POLllIST-tOO,Ol,lO,ll' 
II BSCATERM TERMlo-OO,TYP~3277M2,ATTRIO-1,COMMANo-YES,OFFACTN-HOlO, 
II ADORCHAR-*60604040*,POlLCHAR-*40404040* 
II BSCATERM TERMID-Ql,TYPE-3277M2,ATTRID-1,COMMAND-YES,OFFACTN-HOlD, 
II ADORCHAR-*6060CIC1*,POLLCHAR-*4040CIC1* 
II BSCATERM TERMID-IO,TYPE-3277M2,ATTRID-l,COMMAND-NO, 
1/ ADDRCHAR-*61614040*,POlLCHAR-*CIC14040* 
II BSCATERM TERMID-ll,TVPE-3217M2,ATTRID-1,COMMAND-NO, 
II ADDRCHAR-*6161CIC1*,POLlCHAR-*CICICIC1* 

* II TERMNAME NAME-CUODVO,TERMID-OO 
II TERMNAME NAME-CUQOVl,TERMID-Ol 
II TERMNAME NAME-CUIDVO,TERMID-IO 
II TERMNAME NAME-CUIDV1,TERMIO-ll 

* *********THIS STMNT TYPE REQO FOR CCPIVP 
II OISKFILE NAME-CGIVFIL1,DEVICE-5444,ORG-C,RECl-16 

* 
* *********THIS STMNT TYPE REQD FOR CCPIVP 
II DISKFIlE NAME-CGIVFIL2,DEVICE-5444,ORG-C,RECL-16 
*********NOTE THAT ONE DISKFILE STATEMENT -CGIVFIlE- WOULD BE NEEDED 
********.IF SYMaOLIC FILES ARE NOT BEING USED. 

* 
* II OISKFILE NAME-DUMMV1,DEVICE-5444,ORG-D,RECl-256 
II OISKFllE NAME-DUMMY2,OEVICE-5444,ORG-I,RECl-b4,KEVl-B,KEVPOS-l, 
/I MSTRINDX-YES 
*********THlS STMNT TYPE REQD FOR CCPIVP IF SYMBOLIC FILES ARE USED. 
II SYMFILE NAME-CGIVFILE,OISKFILE-'CGIVFlll,CGIVFll2 1 

* 
* *************THIS STMNT NECESSARY FOR CCPIVP,PACK AND PRINTER VALUES 
*************CAN BE CHANGED.FOR YOUR CONFIG. 
II PROGRAM NAME-CCPIVP,lANGUAGE-ASSEM,PGMOATA-YES, 
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II FILES-'CGIVFILE/CO/NOSHR', 
II PACK-PROGRAM,P~INTER-YES 

* 
* *********NOTE THAT CCPIVP MUST BE ON CORRECT PACK AT STARTUP OF CCP. 
*********IF THE PRINTER IS TO BE USED CCPIVR MUST BE LINK EDITED FIRST 
*********AS CCPIVP. CCPIVP MUST BE ON CORRECT PACK AT STARTUP.******* 

* II PROGRAM NAME-DUMMY1,LANGUAGE-RPGII,MRTMAX-2,PGMOATA-YES, 
II FILES-'DUMMYI/DU/SHR,OUMMY2/IRUA/SHR',PACK-SYSTEM,OFFMTERM-4, 
II DFFNDF-2,DFFSFDT-I006 
II PROGRAM NAME-DUMMY2,LANGUAGE-COBOL.MRTMAX-2,PGMOATA-YES, 
II FILES-'DUMMYI/OU/SHR,OUMMY2/IRANA/SHR',PACK-SYSTEM,DFFMTER~-2, 
II DFFNDF-l,DFFSFDT-396 
*1* REPLACE WITH 1* 
*********ENO OF SAMPLE ASSIGNMENT DECK******************************** 
* *********OPTIONAL LINK EDIT DECK FOR CCPIVP IF THE PRINTER IS SUPPORTED 
*********BY THIS GENERATION OF CCp************************************ 
* II LOAD $OLINK,***PACK CONTAINING OVERLAY LINKAGE EDITOR 
II FILE NAME-$WORK,TRACKS-IO,RETAIN-S,UNIT- ,***FILL IN UNIT AND PACK 
II FILE NAME-$SOURCE,TRACKS-IO,RETAIN-S,UNIT- ,***FILL IN UNIT AND PACK 
II RUN 

* *#*#*#*# fOLLOWING l. E. STMNTS FOR NON-RPGII PACK BASED ON SEPLG GENERATION STATEMENT 
II PHASE NAME-CCPIVP,RETAIN-R,UNIT-***PROOUCTION PACK 
II OPTIONS MAP-XQEF 
*********FOLLOWING STATEMENT MUST BE FIRST INCLUOE STATEMENT 
II INCLUDE NAME-CCPIVR,UNIT-***PROnUCTION PACK******* 
II EQUATE OLDNAME-$SLPRT,NEWNAME-SNLPRT 
II EQUATE OlDNAME-@@lPRT,NEWNAME-S$LPRT 
II INCLUDE NAME-$NLPRT,UNIT-****PACK CONTAINING UNIT RECORD MODULE BASED ON SEPLG CCP 
***GENERATION STATEMENT 
II INCLUDE NAMf-$SLPRT,UNIT-* •• PACK CONTAINING UNIT RECORD MODULE BASED ON $EPlG CCP 
***GENERATION STATEMENT 
II INCLUDE NAME-$$CSIP,UNIT-***PACK CONTAINING OSM SCP MODULES 
II INCLUDE NAME-$$CSOP,UNIT-***PACK CONTAINING DSM SCP MODULES 
II END 
#*#*#*#. END OF NON-RPGII l. E. STMNTS 

* *#*#*#*# FOLLOWING L. E. STMNTS FOR RPGII PACK BASED ON SEPLG GENERATION STATEMENT 
II PHASE NA~E-CCPIVP,RETAIN-R,UNIT-***PRODUCTION PACK 
II OPTIONS MAP-XREF 
*********FOLLOWING STATEMENT MlIST BE FIRST INCLUDE STATEMENT 
II INCLUDE NAME-CCPIVR,UNIT-***PRODUCTION PACK*** •• ** 
II INClUOE NAME-$$LPRT,UNIT-***CCP RPGII COMPILATION PACK,BASED ON SEPLG GENERATION STATEMENT 
II INCLUDE NAME-$$UPRT,UNIT-***CCP RPGII COMPILATION PACK,BASED ON SEPLG GENERATION STATEMENT 
II INCLUDE NAME-$SCSIP,UNIT-***CCP RPGII COMPILATION PACK RASED ON SEPLG GENERATION STATEMENT 
II INCLUDE NAME-$$CSOP,UNIT-***CCP RPGll COMPILATION PACK BASED ON $EPLG GENERATION STATEMENT 
II END 
#*#*#*#*ENO OF RPGll L. E. STMNTS 

* .********ENO OF OPTIONAL LINK EDIT STATEMENTS******* •• *.*********** •• * 

* *********SAMPLE START-UP OCL FOR CCPIVP**.***.*****.*.*.****.********* 

* II LOAD SCCP,***PRODUCTION PACK 
***FOLLOWING TWO II FILE STATEMENTS CORRESPOND TO SAMPLE ASSIGNMENT DECK WITH SYMBOLIC FILES**** 
II FILE NAME-CGIVFIL1,RETAIN-T,TRACKS-1,UNIT- ,PACK- ***ANY 5444 
II FILE NAME-CGI VFIL2, RETA IN~T, TRACKS-l ,UNtT- ,PACK- '***ANY 5444 
***IF SYMBOLIC FILES ARE NOT USED REPLACE THE PRECEEDING TWO STATEMENTS WITH THE-FOLLOWING 
***SINGLE II FILE STATEMENT**.***** •• ******.************.************. 
II FILE NAME-CGIVFILE,RETAIN-T,TRACKS-l,UNIT- ,PACK- ***ANY 5444 

* II RUN 
*********END OF SAMPLE ASSIGNMENT.OPTIONAL LINK EDIT AND SAMPLE START-UP OCL FOR CCPIVP********* 
1* 
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Step 7 (User): 

In order to verify that an operational CCP system has been 
generated, the user should: 

1. Modify the unit parameters in the OCl and Overlay 
Linkage Editor control statements, and link edit the 
installation verification program. 

2. Modify the parameters necessary in the OC land 
sample assignment statements, and perform an assign
ment run which specifies the necessary environmental 
information to execute the installation verification 
program (optional). 

3. Start the CCP and execute the installation verification 
program. 

GENERATION CONTROL STATEMENTS 

Each CCP generation requires a set of generation control 
statements. If the required statements are not specified, 
no generation will take place. Some generation statements 
are always required for CCP support, and others are re
quired only if the user desires a certain option. 

Those control statements always required are: 

$EIOD 
$EFAC 
$EPLG 
$EFll 
$EGEN 

(I/O Devices) 
(CCP Facilities) 
(Programming languages) 
($CCPFllE Allocation) 
(CCP Generation Stream) 

The optional control statements are: 

$ESEC 
$EMLA 
$EMlD 
$EBSC 
$EBSD 

(Terminal Sign-on Security) 
(ML TA Support) 
(MlTA Devices) 
(BSC Support) 
(BSC Devices) 

Optional statements must be present to include support 
for either MLTA or BSCA (or both at the user's choice); 
that is, the $EMlA statement and at least one $EMLD 
statement must be present for ML TA support, and the 
$EBSC statement and at least one $EBSD statement must 
be present for BSCA support. 

All generation control statements (if present) must be in 
the following order. The $EGEN statement must be last. 

$EIOD 
$EFAC 
$EPlG 
$ESEC 
$EFIL 
$EMLA 
$EMLD 
$EBSC 
$EBSD 
$EGEN 

Writing Generation Control Statements 

You code generation control statements as follows: 

Starting 
Column 
1 

Name 

Symbol 
or blank 

8 

Operation 

Statement 
name 

14 72 

Operands Continuation 

No operands Any nonblan k 
or one or more character if 
separated by continuation is 
commas being used 

The name field may contain any valid assembly language 
symbolic name beginning in column 1. The name is assigned 
to the first byte of generated code. Since the name is op
tional, it is not shown. 

The desired mnemonic operation code (control statement 

name) must appear as specified in the control statement de
scription. The operation code must start in column 8. 
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The operands specify available services and options. The 
operands must start in column 14 and are written as follows: 

1. 

2. 

Each operand consists of a keyword followed by a 
dash and a parameter. 

No blanks should be left between operands. 

3. Commas precede all but the first operand. 

4. 

UR E-j ~gp I J I,LUSI- j·H .. 
USER~ 

The parameter part of the operand must immediately, 
follow the dash. 

5. The keyword part of each operand must correspond 
to one of the keywords in the control statement 
description. 

6. Some operands are not required. These optional 
operands are indicated by enclosing the operand 
within brackets [KEYWORD-parameter]. The 
operand enclosed in the brackets mayor may not 
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be coded, depending on whether or not the associated 
option is desired. The symbols [ ] are used to help 
define the control statements. These symbols are not 
to be coded; they are only used to indicate how a 
control statement may be written. 

7. 

8. 

An option list for a keyword parameter is specified 
as follows: 

{
NO } 
CCP 
USER 

Braces { } indicate that a choice must be made. One 
of the parameters from the vertical stack within braces 
must be coded, depending on which of the associated 
services is desired. The symbols { } are used to help 
define the control statements. These symbols are not 
coded; they are only used to indicate how a control 
statement may be written. 

The operands may be written in any order. If a key
word is not specified, the default value is used. A 
default value is selected for optional keywords that 
are omitted. The default value is indicated in the 
macro instruction description by a line under the 

default option. For example, KEY- ~ t ~ indicates 

the option A is the default value. 



9. No operands may be specified beyond column 71. If 
continuation is required, column 72 must contain a 
nonblank character and the last operand must be fol
lowed by a comma. An operand cannot be divided 
and continued on the next line. The operands of the 
continued field must begin in column 14. For an 
example of continuation coding, see Figure 6-2. 

10. Comments must be separated from the operand or 
comma by at least one blank space. Comments can
not be inserted between operands on a one-line con
trol statement. Figure 6-3 shows examples of com
ments used with control statements. On the assem
bly listing, all comments on the generated code are 
justified by the macro processor to begin in column 
40. Any comments too long to be contained in 
columns 40 through 71 are truncated from the right. 

1 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 

NA ~E1 f.tjIM CR 0 lop ER IAN nl ,0 PE RA Nto 2, Oll EIR AN 
O'P E~ IAN D7 ,,0 PE RA Nto8 

NA MiE2 ~,., AC'R OF E~ AN D1 ,0 'PE 'RA ~D l, 
OF ErR ~N 03, 
01' EIR AN DQ, 
O'P EIR AN D5 

Figure 6-2. Continuation Coding Examples 

1 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 

CO MN 1,.1 ~M C~O Otp E'R :AN 101 ,0 "PE RA ~1D2 

Cia MN 1T2 ~M :AC'R Oll E"A ~N tnl, 
Oll Ei IAN ~2 

* * * 
* CO MN T3 $A C'R 0 O'P ER AN tIl 1 

j 

Figure 6-3. Comments on Macro Instructions 

40 44 48 52 56 60 64 68 72 

1D3 ,0 !..'_19'1 100. .. '/'\ 'PE R~ ~~ 5. Otp EtR AN '06[') X :- ,- I') ,v 

X 
)( 

)( 

40 44 48 52 56 60 64 68 72 

TH lS IN ST. HAS TWO alP EIR AN 1)S 

iTH IS IN 5T RU CT '0 N AN ro TiH , S CO M- X 
ME H:T A'R E CO NT IN UE D. 
TH IS CO MM EN;T IS QU IT E LE: NG IrHY 
ANrc 15 EN ITS iRE 1) raE FO ~IE ITH E IN-
SiT i~u C1 10 N. OT HE R~ 'S E., IT ~o U Lto 
FO LL ow TH E MA CIR 0 EX IPA NS 10 N IN 
TH E IL I 5T ING 
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Most, but not all, operands have default values. The user 
may elect to have a control statement present but have all 
operands absent if he accepts the default values. 

In all cases where YES is appropriate, the single letter Y 
may be used. In all cases where NO is appropriate, the 
single letter N may be used. 

I n the following generation control statement descriptions 
the term object system refers to the system which will be 
executing the CCP after generation. 
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$E 100 - I/O Devices 

What You Must Know 

What card and print devices on the system are 
to be used by the application programs which 
will execute under CCP control 

Disk configuration of the system (5444 and 
5445) 

The $EIOD generation control statement indicates the unit 
record devices which can be used by user programs under 
the CCP and the disk drives attached to the object system 
beyond the minimum requirements. 

This statement is always required and must be the first of 
the generation control statements. Only one $E 100 state
ment can be entered. All operands of this statement are 
optional. 

$EIOO [CARD- {~!;u } ) !.PRINTR- 1 ~~3l 
'MFCU.1442' 1403 \ 

!.OISKS- 1 ~~ l) [.05445- 1 ~~ l) 
'R2,F2'\ '01,02' \ 

INO I CARD- MFCU 
1442 
'MFCU,1442' 

The CARD operand indicates the card devices which can be 
used by the user programs under CCP. The default is NO, 
meaning no user program will read or punch cards. A sin
gle value (MFCU or 1442) may be specified. If both are 
used, 'MFCU,1442' must be specified. The value of this 
operand causes the appropriate card reader/punch support 
to be included in the CCP, and the appropriate subroutines 
to be copied to the user's program preparation packs. 



PRINTR-{ ~~3 } 
1403 

The PR I NTR operand specifies whether or not the object 
system line printer can be used by the user programs, and if 
so, which line printer. The default is NO, meaning no user 
programs under the CCP will use line printer output. The 
value 5203 or 1403 causes appropriate line printer support 
to be included in the CCP, and the appropriate subroutines 
to be copied to the user's program preparation packs. 

DISKS-{ ~~ } 
'R2,F2' 

The DISKS operand indicates which 5444 disks other than 
F 1 R 1 are available and used by the object system. The 
default is NO, meaning only F 1 and R 1 are attached to the 
system. R2 means F1, R 1, and R2 are attached. 'R2,F2' 
means F 1, R 1, F2, and R 2 are attached. The value of the 
operand causes appropriate 5444 disk support to be in
cluded in the CCP. 

D5445- {~~ } 
'D1,D2' 

The D5445 operand indicates the 5445 disk drives attached 
to the object system. The default is NO, meaning no 5445 
drives are attached and no support is included. D 1 means 
a 5445 Model 1 (one drive) is attached. 'D 1 ,D2' means a 
5445 Model 2 (two drives) is attached. The specification of 
D1 or 'D1 ,D2' causes the appropriate 5445 support to be 
included in the CCP. 

$EFAC - CCP Facilities 

What You Must Know 

Maximum number of concurrently executing 
user programs 

Whether or not the system has DPF 

Whether or not the data mode escape facility 
is to be generated, and if so the six user·speci· 
fied data mode escape characters 

Is a program request count to be kept 

Is disk file sharing to be allowed 

Will any application programs use the sym
bolic file name reference facility 

Is Display Format Facility (DF F) to be 
supported 

The $EFAC generation control statement indicates options 
which determine the CCP facilities to be included during 
generation. 

This statement is always required and must immediately fol
low the $EIOD statement. Only one $EFAC statement can 
be entered. All operands of this statement are optional. 

$EFAC [MAXEUP- {.;;} J (.DPF- ) ~~s ~ J 

I.ESCAPE- {~~cccc. } I 
X'xxxxxxxxxxxx' 

I.PGMCNT- ) ~~s ( ) 

I,FSHARE') ~~s ~ II,SYMFIL.l ~~s ~ J 

I.FORMAT-l ~~s ~ I 

MAXEUP- {U 
The MAXEUP operand specifies the maximum number of 
concurrently executing user programs the CCP is capable 
of supporting. The default parameter value is 1 (the mini
mum) and the maximum is 8. A parameter value greater 
than 1 includes functional support to handle the concurrent 
execution of multiple programs. If the value 1 is specified, 
no multi program support is generated. A value of 1 requires 
that operand FSHARE have a value of NO. For a minimum 
system this value is 1. 
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DPF- {YES l 
NO f 

The DPF operand specifies whether or not the CCP is to in
clude the functional logic and control blocks to support 
the presence of another program level and interface with a 
DPF DSM supervisor. YES includes DPF support by the 
CCP and NO excludes this support. The default is NO. If 
the DSM that will execute the CCP is generated for DPF, 
this operand must be YES. If thp. DSM is generated for 
non-DPF, this operand must be NO. For a minimum system 
this value is NO. 

ESCAPE- 'cccccc' 
{

NO } 

X'xxxxxxxxxxxx' 

The ESCAPE operand specifies whether or not data mode 
escape is supported and if so, the six data mode escape 
characters to be used. The data mode escape function is used 
by the terminal operator to instruct the CCP to accept the 
next input as a command to the CCP and not as data for 
the program with which the terminal had been communi
cating. This is the only method by which a terminal may 
interrupt the normal course of a program it requested. The 
CCP checks all data input from a requesting terminal for 
this string of characters as the first six bytes. 

Care should be taken that this string is not a sequence of 
bytes which may inadvertently be entered as data. It is 
suggested that the string be made up of six special charac
ters such as slash (f) or some other special character(s). 

EBCDIC characters or hexadecimal digits can be used for 
this value. If EBCDIC characters are used, this value must 
be made up of exactly six characters. It is suggested the 
value be enclosed in apostrophes as shown, because certain 
characters which may be chosen for this string might be 
considered operand delimiters by the Macro Processor. 

If the character apostrophe(') is to be one of the characters 
of the string, then each such apostrophe must be coded as 
four successive apostrophes, and the parameter must be 
bounded by apostrophes. 

If the hexadecimal form is used, the parameter must be 
coded as: 

• The letter X 

• A single apostrophe (') 

• Exactly 12 hexadecimal digits 

• A single apostrophe (') 
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The default value is NO, indicating no terminal can interrupt 
a program and communicate directly with the CCP. For a 
minimum system this value is NO. 

The PGMCNT operand specifies whether or not a count 
should be kept of the number of times a user program was 
requested. The count is a request count, not an execution 
count. YES indicates these counts are to be accumulated 
during the execution of the CCP, and are to be added to 
previous counts in $CCPFI LE during the CCP shutdown. 
The default is NO, indicating program request counts are 
not to be kept. 

These counts may be of use to the user in designing or re
designing user programs to take advantage of certain CCP 
features (such as reusability or multiple requesting terminals) 
affecting program request response time. 

For a minimum system the value is NO. 

FSHARE- f YES
} 

tNO 

The FSHARE operand specifies whether the control pro
gram logic and control blocks are to be included (value 
YES) to support shared'disk file update by concurrent user 
programs. The default is NO which excludes this support. 

The specification of any particular program's willingness to 
share specific files with other concurrently running programs 
is made at assignment time, but no sharing of files in update 
mode can actually take place unless YES is indicated here. 

This operand value must be NO if MAXEUP-1 was specified 
on this statement. No sharing can logically take place if 
only one user program is to be executing at a time. 

To summarize the values of operands when file sharing sup
port is to be included: 

• FSHARE-YES must be specified 

• MAXEUP must be greater than 1 

When file sharing support is to be excluded: 

• FSHARE-NO must be specified 

• MAXEUP may be any valid value 

For a minimum system the value is NO. 



SYMFIL- jYESl 
lNO f 

The SYMF I L operand specifies whether or not symbolic 
disk file reference support is to be included in the CCP. 
With this support, a symbolic file name may be used to 
reference any of several disk files. For a discussion of sym
bolic files, see index entries File Command (IFfLE), 
OISKFILE statement, and SYMFILE statement. 

A value of YES includes symbolic file support in the CCP. 
The default value is NO, indicating support for symbolic 
files is not to be included in the CCP. If any symbolic 
files will be used by programs which will execute under the 
CCP, this value must be YES. For a minimum system this 
value is NO. 

The FO RMAT operand specifies whether or not the 3270 
Display Format Facility (OFF) is to be included in the CCP. 
A value of YES includes DFF support in the CCP. The de
fault value is NO indicating a CCP system without DFF 
support is to be generated. 

$EPLG - Programming Languages 

What You Must Know 

Programming languages to be supported by the 
CCP 

5444 unit on which the pack that wi II be used 
for preparation of programs written in that 
language will be mounted during generation 

Each $EPLG generation control statement indicates a pro
gramming language the user wishes to use for program 
preparation under CCP. The following rules apply to this 
statement: 

o At least one $EPLG statement is required. 

• One $EPLG statement is required for each programming 
language to be supported by the CCP. Only one $EPLG 
statement may be entered for anyone language. 

o The first $EPLG statement must immediately follow a 
$EFAC statement. Multiple $EPLG statements may 
come in any order after the first. 

o All operands on this statement are required. 

The user should note that depending on the languages 
chosen, the pack used for preparing programs for use under 
the CCP may not be valid for use in preparing programs to 
use directly under DSM. This condition may exist only if 
the CARD and PRINTR operands of the $EIOD statement 
indicated that one or more programs to be run under the 
CCP make use of a unit record device. Due to the renaming 
of certain modules (unit record), all four languages can be 
used on a pack used for preparing programs for the CCP 
only; but, if the pack contains RPG II, that same pack can
not be used for preparing programs for use di rectly under 
the DSM. If RPG II is not involved, a single pack containing 
COBO L and/or FORTRAN and/or the Assembler (any or 
all) can be used for program preparation for the CCP or for 
use directly under DSM, but the link edit step is slightly 
different. 
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The following chart may help clarify the point: 

Under Both 
Under CCP CCP and DSM 

RPG II Valid Invalid 

COBOL 
FORTRAN Valid Valid 
ASSEM 

RPG II 
COBOL 

Valid Invalid 
FORTRAN 
ASSEM 

Any combination involving RPG II under the CCP will cause 
the standard DSM unit record data management module 
names to be renamed and the CCP substitute intermediary 
modules to take the names of the standard DSM unit record 
data management modules. See IBM System/3 Model 10 
Disk System Communication Control Program Programmer's 
Reference, GC21-7579 for the program preparation con
siderations. 

The CCP unit record intermediary routines are copied to 
the user's pack only if, in the $EIOD statement, unit record 
support was selected. The DSM unit record data manage
ment routine names are modified only if RPG II support is 
selected in a $EPLG statement. 

In view of this,. it would benefit the user to save an original 
version of the DSM unit record data management modules 
for use in case of the need to re-link edit any of them (see 
Figure 6-4). 

{
COBOL } {R1} 

$EPLG LANG- ~~:;~AN ,PPUNIT- ~~ 
RPGII F2 

FORTRAN l' COBOL l 
LANG- ASSEM 

RPGII 

The LANG operand specifies a programming language which 
is to be supported by the CCP. There is no default. The 
value of the operand indicates that support for the language 
that is to be included in the CCP. ASSEM is an abbrevia
tion for Basic Assembler Language. At least one of the 
languages is required. 
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PPUNIT- g~l 
The PPUNIT operand specifies the disk unit containing a 
pack which will be used for compiling application programs 
for the ,CCP. For example, this is the pack on which the 
RPG II compiler would reside. Use this operand to specify 
the disk unit on which this pack will reside during genera
tion. There is no default. Any 5444 unit is valid, except 
the unit on which the distribution pack is mounted. 

This is the unit onto which generation is to copy the CCP 
unit record intermediary routines, renaming the DSM rou
tines if RPG II is to be supported by the CCP. 

The Assembler user not only gets data management routines, 
he also gets the CCP $N macros copied into his source 
library on this pack. 

The Assembler user designates the PPUNIT as a unit on 
which the Macro Processor resides. The CCP $N macros 
must be on the same pack as the Macro Processor or the 
DSM pack from which the user loaded the program (IPL). 

A II PAUSE card containing comments on directions for 
proceeding will be generated into the input stream for 
copying andlor renaming data management modules. This 
will allow the user to ensure that the correct pack is mounted 
on the correct unit. The routines copied to the pack on 
this unit are: 

LANG Parameter 

COBOL 

FORTRAN 

ASSEM 

RPG II 

What is Copied 

Communications service 
subroutine CCPCIO 

Communications service 
subroutine CCPF 10 

Communications service 
macros $NCOM, $NPLO, 
$NOPV, $N RTV, $NPL, and 
$NCIO 

Communications service 
subroutines SUBR90, SUBR91, 
SUB R92, and SUB R93 



If card or print devices are to be referenced by any of the 
user's programs that will run under the CCP (either the 
CARD or PRINTR operands are specified as other than NO 
in the $EIOD statement), then the required unit record in
termediary subroutines are copied, as well, to the pack on 
this unit. The routines copied depend on the devices to be 
supported and the language specified by the LANG operand 
(see Figure 6-4). 

COBOL 

FORTRAN 

OR 

ASSEM 

Device to be Supported CARD-MFCU $NMFFF 
($E 100 Statement) $NMFRD 

$NMFPR 
$NMFPU 
$NMFRP 
$NMFRU 
$NMFPP 

CARD-1442 $NARFF 

PRINTR-

5203 $NLPRT 
1403 

Language Specified (LANG Operand of $EPLG Statement) 

RPG II 

On the PPUNIT To the PPUNIT 

The DSM Is An Inter- Is copied 
routine: renamed mediary and given 

to: routine the name: 
named: 

$$NFFF $$UFFF $$UFFF $$MFFF 
$$NFRD $$UFRD $$UFRD $$MFRD 
$$MFPR $$UFPR $$UFPR $$MFPR 
$$MFPU $$UFPU $$UFPU $$MFPU 
$$MFRP $$UFRP $$UFRP $$MFRP 
$$MFRU $$UFRU $$UFRU $$MFRU 
$$MFPP $$UFPP $$URPP $$MFPP 

$$ARFF $$URFF $$URFF $$ARFF 

$$LPRT $$UPRT $$UPRT $$LPRT 

Figure 6-4. Required Unit Record Intermediary Subroutines Copied by Generation 
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$ESEC - Terminal Sign-On Security 

What You Must Know 

What type of sign-on security will be used, if 
any 

Length of the user's security information, if a 
user written sign-on security routine is to be 
used 

The $ESEC generation control statement indicates the type 
of terminal sign-on security to be used (if any). 

This statement is optional. It is included only if terminal 
sign-on security is desired. If included, this statement must 
immediately follow a $EPLG statement. Only one $ESEC 
statement may be entered. All operands of this statement 
are optional. 

$ESEC [SECURE- 1 ~~p \ 1 [,LUSI- {£} 1 
USER n 

SECURE- {~~p } 
USER 

The SECU R E operand specifies the inclusion or exclusion 
of terminal sign-on security support. 

The default is NO indicating no terminal sign-on security. 
Any command terminal may sign on to the user's system 
without presenting any validation information. 

CCP indicates that the CCP password security routines will 
be included and used. Each command terminal user must 
then give the proper 1-6 character password as the operand 
of his Sign-on command before he can address the system 
to use further facilities. The actual password is specified 
in an assignment run. 
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USER indicates that the user desires to include his own 
sign-on security routines instead of using those of the CCP. 

These must follow the rules specified for such routines (see 
IBM.System/3 Model 10 Disk System Communications 
Control Program Programmer's Reference, GC21-7579). In 
addition, at startup the user's security information must 
exist in a load module named $CC4Z9. It may have been 
placed there by the user's own method or by the CCP sup
plied utility $CCPAU (considered part of the assignment 
stage). 

For a minimum system the value is NO. 

LUSI· {~} 

The LUSI operand specifies the length (number of bytes) 
of the user's security information. It shOUld be omitted 
unless SECURE-USER is also specified. The default value 
is 0 and the maximum is 4096. 

The value of this operand must not be 0 if SECURE-USER 
was specified. 

If the user specifies SECURE-USER, at startup this number 
of bytes is moved from load module $CC4Z9 to the user's 
security work area reserved in the resident CCP supervisor 
during the CCP generation. 

For a minimum system the value is O. 



$EFll - $CCPFILE Allocation 

What You Must Know 

Anticipated number of assignment sets to be 
placed into $CCPFILE 

. Anticipated number of programs and files in an 
assignment set 

Anticipated number of terminals in your 
configuration 

Number of main storage dumps to be retained 
in error situations 

Main storage size of processing unit 

Number of tracks to be reserved in $CCPFI LE 
for CCP trace entries 

Disk unit and pack name on which the file is to 
be created 

Beginning track location for $CCPFILE, if you 
wish to position the file on the pack 

The $EFI L generation control statement provides information 
which will affect the allocated size and location of $CCPFILE. 

This statement is always required. Only one $EF I L state
ment may be entered. This statement must immediately 
follow the $ESEC statement (if present) or the $EFAC 
statement (if $ESEC is not present). 

Except for the FLUNIT, FLPACK, and TRKLOC operands, 
which specify the location of the file, all other operands are 
used by the CCP generation only to estimate the disk space 
required for $CCPFI LE. 

You need not be overly concerned about the possibility of 
allocating too little space for $CCPFILE. If at some later 
time you find that the space is too small for your require
ments, you can enlarge the space for the file by either: 

• Using the $COPY program to copy the file to a larger 
space on disk. 

• Using the program $CC1SF, which will be present on 
your CCP production pack, and specifying a II FILE 
OCL statement to indicate the number of tracks re
quired. Run $CC1 SF, then rerun assignment to re
establish the contents of $CCPFI LE. 

$EFIL [SETS- {;}](.PROGS- {~}J[.DFILES- {;}) 

{
24K} 

(.TERMS- {;}) !.DUMPS- {~}) LCORE- !~~ I 

64K 

!.TRACE· {!;} 1 .FLUN(T· {~~ } .FLPACK."", 

[.TRKLOC-n) 

SETS- {M 
The SETS operand indicates the maximum number of assign
ment sets which the user anticipates placing into $CCPF I LE. 

Only one assignment set need be defined. If space is avail
able at assignment, it is possible to place more sets into 
$CCPF I LE than the value given here. This value simply 
serves as a guideline in allocating space for the file. 

The default value is 1. The maximum is 25. For a mini
mum $CCPFILE the value is 1. 

j 10t 
PROGS- tn! 

The PROGS operand indicates the number of user programs 
anticipated for each assignment set in $CCPFI LE. Minimum 
is 1 and the maximum is 255. The default value is 10. 

The value given here does not place any actual restriction 
on the number of user programs in an assignment set, but 
simply serves as a guideline to the CCP generation in allo
cating space for $CCPFILE. 

For a minimum $CCPF I LE the value may be 1. 

The DF I LES operand indicates the average number of disk 
files anticipated for each assignment set in $CCPF I LE. 
Minimum may be 0 if the user expects to use no disk files 
in any user programs. The maximum is 50. The default is 
5 . 

The value given here does not place any actual restriction 
on the number of disk files in an assignment set, but simply 
serves as a guideline to the CCP generation in allocating space 
for $CCPFILE. 
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Another factor to be considered in determining this operand 
va I ue is the n umber of / / FILE ca rds wh ich may be entered 

at the CCP startup (the maximum number of files that can 
be used in any CCP run). The DSM allowable maximum is 
40. If more than 40 files are defined for an assignment set 
when starting up the CCP, the excess must be suppressed. 

For a minimum $CCPFILE, a value of 0 can be specified. 

TERMS- {;} 

This optional operand indicates the number of terminals 
anticipated for each assignment set in $CCPFI LE. Minimum 
is 1 (the default value) and the maximum is 254. 

The value given here does not place any actual restriction 
on the number of disk files in an assignment set, but simply 
serves as a guideline to the CCP generation in allocating 
space for $CCPF I LE. 

For a minimum $CCPFI LE this value is 1. 

DUMPS- {; } 

The DUMPS operand indicates that space is to be reserved 
in $CCPFI LE for this number of dynamic main storage 
dumps. The default (and minimum) value is 1. The maxi
mum is 9. 

When a user program is forcibly terminated by the CCP and 
space is available in $CCPFI LE for dumps, the entire con
tents of core will be written out to disk. If space for a com
plete dump of core is not available, no dump will be taken. 

For a discussion of the dump to disk from forcible termina
tion, see IBM System/3 Model 10 Disk System Communi
cations Control Program Programmer's Reference, GC21-
7579. 

The user must be aware that moving his CCP system from 
a smaller CPU to a larger CPU without reallocating $CCPFILE 
will reduce the number of dumps which can be taken, be
cause each dump will require more space than on a smaller 
CPU. If, at startup, space is not available for at least one 
dump, the CCP is not allowed to continue execution. 
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1
24Kl 

CORE- 32K 
48K 
64K 

The COR E operand indicates object CPU size. The default 
is 24K. This operand value indicates the total main storage 
size, not the size of the anticipated CCP program level par
tition. 

$CCPFI LE dynamic main storage dump space allocation is 
based on this value. At startup, the DSM configured size 
of the CPU running the CCP is used to determine how many 
core dumps can be taken during the run. 

TRACE- H-} 
The TRACE operand indicates the number of tracks which 
are to be reserved in $CCPF I LE for CCP trace entries. The 
default is 1 (the minimum) and the maximum is 20. 

At the system operator's option, the CCP trace entries, used 
as a service aid, may be written from the internal trace table 
to disk. Each track holds 384 entries. For a discussion of 
the operator command to write trace entries to disk, see 
IBM System/3 Model 10 Disk System Communications 
Control Program System Operator's Guide, GC21-7581. 

FLUN'T-l~~ l 
The FLUNIT operand specifies the unit on which, during 
generation, the pack where $CCPF I LE is to be allocated. 
Any of the 5444 units is valid. There is no default para
meter. 

The value specified here need not be the CCP production 
pack. 

During the second pass of the CCP generation, when the 
space for $CCPF I LE is about to be allocated and its con
tents initialized, a II PAUSE statement which is provided in 
the input will permit the system operator to verify that the 
correct pack is mounted on this unit and, if not, to mount 
it. 

F LPACK-pack 

The FLPACK operand specifies the 5444 pack name upon 
which $CCPFI LE is to be allocated. There is no default 
value. 



TRKLOC-n 

The TRKLOC operand can be used to specify the beginning 
track location for the allocation of $CCPF I LE. 

If this operand is omitted, $CCPFILE will be allocated in 
the location determined by the DSM (the highest track lo
cations available). 

$EMLA - MLTA Support 

What You Must Know 

Number of M L T A lines to be supported 

If MLTA is to be supported, whether all pro
grams will deal with translated (EBCDIC) data, 
or whether some programs will operate upon 
data in line transmission code 

The $EMLA generation control statement indicates whether 
or not the Multiple Line Terminal Adapter (MLTA) is to be 
used by the CCP and, if so, the number of ML TA lines. 

This statement is optional. It need be included only if the 
M L T A is to be supported. Either the M L T A statements 
($EMLA and $EMLD) or the Binary Synchronous Commu
nication Adapter (BSCA) statements ($EBSC and $EBSD) 
must be included. Both may be specified. Only one $EMLA 
statement may be entered. If included: 

• This statement must immediately follow the $EF I L state
ment. 

• At teast one $EM LD statement is required to immediately 
follow this statement if the value of operand LINES is 
not zero. 

I SEMLAI LIN ES-nl.X LATE- 1 ~~S! I 

LIN ES-n 

The LINES operand indicates the number of teleprocessing 
lines on the user's ML TA. The minimum is 0, and the maxi
mum is 8. 

By implication, 0 indicates no ML TA support is to be gener
ated into the CCP and thus no $EMLD control statements 
are allowed. 

If this value is not 0, at least one $EMLD statement is re
quired. 
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XLATE- {YESt 
NO f 

The XLATE operand specifies whether or not, in the user 
program communications operations, programs always will
require translation of line transmission code to EBCDIC on 
input and translation from EBCDIC to line transmission 
code on output. 

The default is YES indicating that translation is always used 
in ML TA communications operations. NO indicates that 
translation may sometimes be suppressed, via a specification 
in the assignment stage TERMATTR statement. 

Regardless of the value of this operand, the forcing of upper 
case translation of input data is always allowed in the 
TERMATTR statement. 

For a minimum system, the value is YES. 
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$EMLD - MLTA Devices 

What You Must Know 

ML TA terminal devices to be supported 

ML TA line transmission code for each terminal 
type 

The $EM LD generation control statement indicates an 
MLTA terminal type to be supported with its features, the 
type of line the terminal is on, and the transmission code 
required on the line. 

This statement is optional. It need be included only if the 
ML TA is to be supported. 

If the ML TA is to be supported: 

• At least one $EMLD statement is required. 

• One $EM LD statement is required for each un ique ter
minal-type/transmission-code combination (not one for 
each terminal). 

• The first $EMLD statement must immediately follow a 
$EMLA statement. Other $EMLDstatements must fol
low the first. 

• Both operands on this statement are required. 

1050 
10500 
2740 
2740S 
2740C 
2740SC 
27400 

jCORR ! 
,XMCOOE- PTTCEBCO 

PTTCBCO 

) 27400T 
27400C l 
27400TC 

$EMLD TYPE- 2740M2S 
2740M2SB 

I 2740M2SC 
2740M2SCB 
2741 
27410 
CMCSTO 
SYS7C 
SYS7SC 
SYS70C 



1050 
10500 
2740 
2740C 
27400 
2740DC 
2740DT 
2740DTC 
2740M2S 

TYPE· 
2740M2SB 
2740M2SC 
2740M2SCB 
2740S 
2740SC 
2741 
27410 
CMCSTO 
SYS7C 
SYS70C 
SYS7SC 

The TYPE operand indicates the type of terminal with its 
features on a dial (switched) line or non-dial (nonswitched) 
line. 

The specification of a particular terminal type in a $EMLD 
statement causes the control logic support for that terminal 
type to be included in the CCP. Omission of a terminal 
type among the user's $EMLO statements indicates support 
for that type is not desired. 

The following table explains the meaning of each terminal 
type code: 

Terminal 
Type 

1050 

10500 

2740 

2740C 

27400 

27400C 

Description 

1050 on a nonswitched line 

1050 on a dial (switched) line 

2740 Model 1 without extra features on 
a nonswitched line 

2740 Model 1 with longitudinal redun
dancy checking (LRC) feature on a non
switched line 

2740 Model 1 without extra features on 
a dial (switched) line 

2740 Model 1 with longitudinal redun
dancy checking (LRC) feature on a dial 
(switched) line 

Terminal 
Type 

27400T 

27400TC 

2740M2S 

Description 

2740 Model 1 with transmit control fea
ture on a dial (switched) line 

2740 Model 1 with transmit control and 
longitudinal redundancy checking (LRC) 
features on a dial (switched) line 

2740 Model 2 with station control feature 
on a nonswitched line 

2740M2SB 2740 Model 2 with station control and 
buffer receive features on a nonswitched 
line 

2740M2SC 2740 Model 2 with station control and 
longitudinal redundancy checking (LRC) 
features on a nonswitched line 

2740M2SCB 2740 Model 2 with station control, 
longitudinal redundancy checking (LRC), 
and buffer receive features on a non-

2740S 

2740SC· 

2741 

27410 

CMCSTO 

SYS7C 

swi tched line 

2740 Model 1 with station control fea
ture on a nonswitched line 

2740 Model 1 with station control and 
longitudinal redundancy checking (LRC) 
features on a nonswitched line 

2741 on a nonswitched line 

2741 on a dial (switched) line 

Communicating Magnetic Card 
SE LECTR IC ® Typewriter on a dial 
(switched) line. The CMCST is supported 
to the extent that it functions identically 
toa27410 

System/7 functioning as a 2740 with 
longitudinal redundancy checking (LCR) 
feature on a nonswitched line. The 
System/7 is supported to the extent that 
it functions identically to a 2740C 
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Terminal 
Type 

SYS7DC 

SYS7SC 

Description 

System/7 functioning as a 2740 with 
longitudinal redundancy checking (LRC) 
feature on a dial (switched) line. The 
System/7 is supported to the extent that 
it functions identically to a 2740DC 

System/7 functioning as a 2740 with 
station control and longitudinal redun
dancy checking (LRC) features on a 
nonswitched line. The System/7 is sup
ported to the extent that it functions 
identically to a 2740SC 

{

CORR } 
XMCODE- PTTCEBCD 

PTTCBCD 

The XMCODE operand indicates the ML TA line transmis
sion code which the terminal in this $EMLD statement will 
use. 

CORR - Correspondence Code 

PTTCEBCD - Paper Tape Transmission Code EBCD IC 

PTTCBCD - Paper Tape Transmission Code BCD (Bi
nary Coded Decimal) 
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Specification of a particular code causes generation to in
clude the line-code-to-EBCDIC (upper and lower case) and 
EBCDIC-to-line-code translation modules when copying 
modules to the production pack. 

The following table indicates the valid values of XMCODE 
for each terminal type with its features: 

Terminal 

1050 
1050D 

2740 
2740C 
2740D 
2740DC 
2740DT 
2740DTC 
2740M2S 
2740M2SB 
2740M2SC 
2740M2SCB 
2740S 
2740SC 

2741 
2741D 

CMCSTD 

SYS7C 
SYS7DC 
SYS7SC 

Valid Transmission Code(s) 

PTTCEBCD 

CORR 
PTTCEBCD 
PTTCBCD 

CORR 
PTTCEBCD 
PTTCBCD 

CORR 

PTTCEBCD 



$ESSe - sse Support 

What You Must Know 

BSCA lines, line features, and BSe control 
logic to b~ included in the CCP support 

BSCA line transmission code for each terminal 
type 

The $EBSC generation control statement indicates general 
specifications concerning Binary Synchronous Communi
cations (BSC) support. 

This statement is optional. It need be included only if the 
Binary Synchronous Communications Adapter (BSCA) is . 
to be supported. Either the BSCA statements ($EBSC and 
$EBSO) or the ML TA statements ($EMLA and $EMLD) 
must be included. Bothmay be specified. Only one 
$EBSC sta~ement may be entered. If included: 

• This $EBSC statement follows the last $EMLO statement 
if MLTA support is included. If Ml TA supportis not 
included, this statement immediately follows the $EF I L 
statement. 

• At least one $EBSO statement is required to immecfiately 
follow this statement if the value of the BSCA operand' 
is other than zero. 

$EBSC (BSCA') H II.DIAL· {~~s} II.", {~~s} ( 
I.MP- {~~s} I (,CS- {~~s}) LGETMSG.' {~~s} ] 
tITS- {~~s}] [,RECSEP- 1 ~ ~ ] 

BSCA'{U 

LASCII- {~~s}] [,EBCDIC- {~~s}.) 

[,RESPOL- {~~s}) [,AUTORS. {~~s} ) . 
I,XPRNCY- {~~s} I 

The BSCA operand indicates the number of BSC adapters 
(lines) the CCP is to support. The minimum (and default) 
is O. Maximum is 2. 

A value of 0 indicates that asc.support is not to be in
cluded, in which case. no other operands should be speci
fied (if specified, they must not have other than default 
values). Also no $EBSD statements are allowed .. 

A·value of 1 or 2 indicates that SSC control logic support 
is to be included in the CCP . 

. DIAL~ i.YES
} t NO 

The 0 IAloperand indicates whether a BSCA dial (switched . 
line)' networkis'tobe supported by the CCP~ Thedefault 
is NO.' 

D·IAl-YES is valid only if the value of operand BSCAwas 
·1 or 2, and the 3735 or CPU is to be supported. 

. YES includes. the support and NO excludes it 

pp_ JYES}' 
t~ . 

The PP operand indicates whether a BSCA point-to-point 
(lei3sed or private) network betweenCPUs is to be supported 
by the CCP. 

PP-YESisvalid only if BSCA-1 or aSCA-2was specified . 

YES includes the support an~ NO e>ecludes 'the support. 

The MP operand indicates whether a BSCA multipoint tri
butary '!eased or private) network is to be supported under 
the CCP. This means the System/3 with the CCP is polled 
and addressed by another computer . 

. . . . . 

MP-YESis validohly if aSCA~l orBSCA-2was specified .. 
Y~S includes the support' and NO excludes the support. 

"The default is NO.' 
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cs- jYES} 
lNO 

The CS operand indicates whether a BSCA control station 
(leased or private) network is to be supported under the 
CCP. This means the System/3 with the CCP polls and ad
dresses other terminals. 

CS-YES is valid only if BSCA-1 or BSCA-2 was specified. 
YES includes the support and NO excludes the support. 

CS-YES must be specified if 3270 type terminals are to be 
supported under the CCP. 

The default is NO. 

The GETMSG operand indicates whether the BSC control 
logic to get a message should be included in the CCP (see 
IBM Systeml3 Model 10 Disk System Communication 
Control Program Programmer's Reference, GC21-7579). 

YES includes the functional capability to read (in one user 
requested operation) from start-of-message to EOT. For 
example, one could read from many separated fields on 
the screen of the 3277 and receive all the data as one con
tinuous string. GETMSG-YES is required if FORMAT-YES 
is specified on the $EFAC statement. 

The default is NO and excludes the support. 

The ITB operand indicates whether or not BSC intermediate
text-block characters will be used in communicating with 
BSC terminals. 

YES on this operand is valid only if BSCA-1 or BSCA-2 was 
specified. YES includes the control logic to handle fixed 
length block records with intermediate text-block charac
ters. 

The default is NO and excludes the support. 

REeSEp· {!;} 
The RECSEP operand specifies the hexadecimal record 
separator byte for BSC transmission. A CCP generated to 
support SSC terminals always includes code for handling 
variable length records. 
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The user can specify a record separator byte as any two 
hexadecimal digits. When separator bytes are used, the 
most commonly used byte is hexadecimal 1 E which is the 
default value. The record separator byte specified here is 
the character to be used in every instance of variable length 
block records. 

The ASCII operand specifies whether any CCP supported 
BSC adapter uses ASCII transmission code. 

YES includes the capability of translating between ASCII 
transmission code and EBCDIC code used by programs in 
the system. If BSCA is not 0, either ASCII-YES must be 
specified, or EBCDIC-NO must not be specified. 

The default is NO and excludes the translation for ASCII 
code. 

EBCDIC- J YES} 
lNO 

The EBCDIC operand specifies whether any CCP supported 
BSC adpter uses EBCDIC transmission code. 

When no ASCII or EBCDIC operand is specified and BSCA 
is not 0, EBCD IC-YES is assumed. 

The default if YES. 

The RESPOL operand specified whether SSC polling 
modules are to be core resident rather than executed as 
transients. 

YES makes the polling routines resident. NO specifies pol
ling is to be done by transients. There is no difference in 
function in the two methods. Core resident polling is used 
only for improved response time. The user may wish to 
use this feature (core resident polling) when his programs 
may be interactive with many terminals on one line. 

YES is valid only if BSCA-1 or BSCA-2 was specified in this 
same control statement. If RESPOL-YES is specified, CS
YES must be in effect. 

The default is NO. 



The AUTORS operand specifies whether the BSe multipoint 
tributary (non-control station) support to automatically 
send a negative response to polling and addressing sequences 
is to be included in the cep. This will be in effect only af
ter the first data transfer has completed and will remain in 
effect until a subsequent BSCA I/O operation or a MLMP 
CLOSE operation is issued to the line. This allows the CCP 
to respond faster and avoid possible timeout problems on 
the CPU that is polling or addressing your system. 

YES causes the proper module to be core resident. NO 
means that the module has to be loaded each time it is re
quired, and timeouts may occur while the module is being 
loaded. The user should specify YES, if he expects serious 
ti meout problems. 

If AUTORS-YES is specified, MP-YES must be in effect. 
The default is NO. 

The XPRNCY operand specifies whether or not the text 
transparency feature is to be used by application programs 
that will run under control of the CCP. 

YES includes support for text-transparency. NO excludes 
the support. 

If YES is specified, EBCDIC-NO must not be specified in 
this $EBSC statement. 

The default is NO. 

$EBSD - BSe Devices 

What You Must Know 

BSCA terminal devices to be supported 

The $EBSD generation control statement indicates a BSe 
device type which the CCP is to support. 

This statement is optional. It need be included only if 
BSC is to be supported. 

If BSe is to be supported: 

• At least one $EBSD statement is required. 

• One $EBSD statement is required for each unique ter
minal type. 

• The first $EBSD statement must immediately follow a 
$EBSC statement. Other $EBSD statements immedi
ately follow the first. Multiple $EBSD statements may 
be in any order. 

• The operand on this statement is required. 

$EBSD 

\ 

, 3275M1 } 
3217M1 
3284M1 
3286M1 l 

TYPE. 3275M2 

J 
3277M2 
3284M2 

( 
3286M2 ) 
3735 
CPU 
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TYPE· 

3275M1 
3277M1 
3284M1 
3286M1 
3275M2 
3277M2 
3284M2 
3286M2 
3735 
CPU 

The TYPE operand specifies a particular BSC terminal type 
to be supported. Specification of a terminal type causes 
the necessary control logic to be included into the CCP to 
support that type. On individual $EBSD statements, any 
or all of the above terminal types may be specified. 

The 3272 is not supported by the CCP. 

M1 indicates a 480·byte buffer terminal and M2 indicates 
a 1920·byte buffer terminal of the 3270 System series. 

3735 indicates the 3735 Programable Terminal. For a de· 
scription on how to create and transmit forms descriptor 
program (FDP), see IBM 3735 Programmer's Guide, 
GC30·3001; and IBM System/3 Model 10 Disk System 
3735 Application Package Coding Manual, GC21·5096. 

CPU indicates support for all CPUs capable of receiving or 
transmitting in BSC (see IBM System/3 Model 10 Disk 
System Communication Control Program Programmer's 
Reference, GC21-7579). 
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$EGEN - CCP Generation Stream 

What You Must Know 

Disk unit and pack name on which disk system 
management resides (F1 or R 1) 

Disk unit and pack name on which the CCP 
wi II be generated 

Disk unit(s) and pack name(s) where work file 
space can be found during generation 

Disk unit on which the Macro Processor and 
the distribution CCP modules reside 

The $EGEN generation control statement indicates where 
various unit and pack names are located during the CCP 
generation, and permits the user to specify the minimum 
size of resident code. 

This statement is always required. It must be the last of 
all $E generation control statements. Only one $EGEN 
statement can be entered. 

The disk units used in a CCP generation are not fixed, as in 
a generation of DSM. Any available unit may be used to 
hold any pack required, so long as: 

• The distribution pack remains mounted on the same 
unit throughout generation. 

• The system pack remains mounted on the same unit 
throughout generation. 

• The distribution pack is not used as the receiving pack 
for any relocatable or load modules produced by 
generation. 

$EGEN DSUNIT· {~~} 

CCUNIT· gn 
WKUNIT- {uni~ . .} 

'Unlt,uOIt,unlt' 

.DIUNIT· un WKPACK- {pack } 
'pack,pack,pack' 

(MINRES- {~~S} ) 



DSUNIT· {:n 
The DSUNIT operand specifies which 5444 disk unit (F1 
or R 1) contains the DSM during the CCP generation. This 
is the unit from which the user loads the DSM (performs 
IPL). Either of the values is valid. There is no default. 

CCUNIT· i ~i l 
The CCUNIT operand specifies the production 5444 disk 
unit upon which the generated CCP modules, except for 
those which directly support application program prepara
tion (specified in the $EPLG statement), are to be gener
ated. Any of the values is valid. There is no default. This 
unit can be the same as that specified for DSUNIT. 

WKUNIT- {uni~ . .} 
'Unlt,Unlt,Unlt' 

The WKUNIT operand specifies the 5444 disk unit(s) upon 
which work files are to be allocated during the CCP genera
tion. The value for unit may be R1, F1, R2, or F2. There 
is no default value. 

Either the single unit form or the triple unit form must be 
used. The same form must be used for the WKPACK oper
and. If the single unit form is used, $SOURCE, $WORK, 
and $WOR K2 will all be allocated on the same (specified) 
unit whenever they are required. 

If the triple unit form is used, the first unit indicates where 
$SOURCE is to be allocated whenever it is required. The 
second unit indicates where $WOR K is to be allocated 
whenever it is required. The third unit indicates where 
$WORK2 is to be allocated whenever it is required. 

The work space required is as follows: 

• For $SOURCE: 120 tracks 

• For $WORK: 40 tracks 

• For $WOR K2: 40 tracks 

There is sufficient space for all of these work files on the 
distribution pack, PID002 (full capacity pack only). How
ever, the time required for generation can be significantly 
reduced if these files (particularly $SOU RCE) can be allo
cated on another pack,.especially if that pack can be on a 
unit served by a separate disk arm. 

{
pack } 

WKPACK- 'pack,pack,pack' 

The WKPACK operand specifies the pack name(s) upon 
which the work files are to be allocated during the CCP 
generation. The value for pack is the appropriate user's 
pack name. There is no default value. 

Either the single pack form or the triple pack form must be 
used. The same form must be used as for the WKUNIT 
operand. If the single unit form was used for WKUNIT, 
then the single pack form must be used here. If the triple 
unit form was used for WKUNIT, then the triple pack form 
must be used here. If the single pack form is used, $SOURCE, 
$WORK, and $WORK2 will all be allocated on the same 
(specified) pack whenever they are required. 

If the triple pack form is used, the first pack indicates the 
pack name for allocation of $SOURCE whenever it is re
quired. The second pack indicates the pack name for allo
cation of $WOR K whenever it is required. The third pack 
indicates the pack name for allocation of $WORK2 when
ever it is required. 

DIUNIT·nn 

The DIUNIT operand specifies the 5444 disk unit which con
tains the Macro Processor and the distribution CCP modules 
as shipped from the IBM Program Information Department 
(PI D). The value must not specify a unit which is the same 
as that specified for CCUNIT, nor the same as any specified 
for PPUNIT in a $EPLG statement. 

The MINRES operand specifies whether or not the size of 
the resident CCP control routine is to be made as small as 
possible by making certain communications handling rou
tines transient rather than resident, as well as by deleting 
code that provides an incrementing halt code during the 
operational stage. For a description of the incrementing 
halt code, see IBM System/3 Disk System Communication 
Control Program System Operator's Guide, GC21-7581. 

YES indicates that the resident control routine is to be 
made as small as possible by the above method. NO, the 
default, indicates that these functions are to remain resident. 
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MINRES-YES makes available more space in main storage 
for user programs during a CCP run at the cost of a certain 
degree of response time of the system. The difference in 
main storage space is identified in Appendix F. Storage 
Estimates. 

CCP PROGRAMS USED IN GENERATION 

Print/Punch Utility ($CC1 PP) 

The disk-to-print/punch program ($CCl PP) is used in step 
5 of the CCP generation to print any error messages, or if 
there are no errors, to print and punch the input stream 
for the second pass of generation. 

The output from $CC1 PP can be punched on either the 
MFCU or the 1442, whichever is the standard punch device 
for the system on which generation occurred. 

SCP Generator ($CGxxx) 

The System Control Program Generator ($CGDRV and re
lated $CGxxx phases) is used in the second pass of gener
ation (step 6) to generate: 

• The initialization data for $CCPFILE. 

• The execution time resident load module ($CC4). 

• A null user security information module if a user security 
routine is to be used. 

Initialize Assignment File Build ($CC1BF) 

The initialize Assignment File Build program ($CCl BF) allo
cates and initializes $CCPFILE in step 6 of the CCP gener
ation to prepare $CCPFILE for the assignment stage. 

Reexecution of $CC1 BF (after proper scratching of 
$CCPFI LE) will reinitialize $CCPFI LE to the state it was 
before the first assignment set was entered. 

By changing the unit and pack name on the 1/ FI LE card of 
$CC1BF, $CCPFILE may be initialized on another unit and 
pack. By changing the TRACKS parameter of the II FILE 
card, the size of the new $CCPFILE can be changed. Mul
tiple $CCPFI LEs can exist so long as each is on a separate 
pack. Selection of the unit for the appropriate $CCPF I LE 
can be made at startup. 
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SOURCE MODULES USED IN GENERATION 

In addition to the source library modules used for generating 
the execution time resident code or supporting transients, 
the following source library members are present on the dis
tribution pack: 

$CGSMP 

$CGEND 

$CGSET 

CCPDAN 

CCPDHN 

CCPDPN 

CCPDTN 

CCP sample generation deck 

Instructions to the user at the end of 
generation 

Sample assignment input deck for the 
Installation Verification program (CCPIVP) 

Core dump program to be loaded from a 
5424; prints the dump on a 5203 or 1403 
with AN2 or LC2 print chain 

Core dump program to be loaded from a 
5424; prints the dump on a 5203 or 1403 
with HN2 print chain 

Core dump program to be loaded from a 
5424; prints the dump on a 5203 or 1403 
with PN2 print chain 

Core dump program to be loaded from a 
5242; prints the dump on a 5203 or 1403 
with TN5 print chain 

For additional information about the core dump programs, 
see IBM System/3 Disk System Communication Control 
Program System Operator's Guide, GC21-7581. 



During the CCP generation stage, the user fixes the maxi
mum size and capabilities of the CCP. During the assign
ment stage of the CCP, he describes the CCP operating en
vironment in more detail. 

During assignment, the user defines one or more sets of ter
minals, files, programs, and system environments that are 
avai lable to the CCP. These assignment sets are recorded 
in the assignment file ($CCPFI LE) allocated during the 
generation stage (see Chapter 6. Generation Stage). Each 
time the CCP is run, it operates under one of the assignment 
sets; that is, the CCP has access to a particular group of ter
minals, files, and programs. The user can restrict the re
sources defined by a set during operation startup (see index 
entry operational startup). This allows him, for example, 
to control which programs are eligible to be called during a 
particular CCP run or to restrict the use of certain files 
during a run. 

While the range of function specified during the CCP gener
a,tion will not vary by assignment set, the specific operating 
environment of the CCP execution may vary. For example, 
at generation the user may have limited the number of user 
programs which are permitted to run concurrently to 4; but 
the actual number which will be allowed to run may vary 
from one assignment set to another (up to four user pro
grams). 

The information placed in an assignment set during the 
assignment stage is valid for any number of CCP runs until 
a terminal, program, or file must be added to the set or re
moved or until aspects of the system environment change. 
When the system environment changes, the contents of the 
assignment file can be modified by repeating the assignment 
run, without regenerating the CCP. 

PLANNING FOR ASSIGNMENT 

The assignment run must be repeated each time a new pro
gram or file is added to a set, each time the group of ter
minals available to the CCP changes, or each time certain 
other aspects of the CCP configuration change. The assign
ment stage of the CCP can be run frequently or i nfre
quently, depending upon how often the CCP environment 
changes. 

Chapter 7. Assignment Stage 

If the CCP is to run under various sets of assignments in a 
given period of time, more than one set of assignments can 
be placed in the assignment file. For example, a certain set 
of terminals, files, and programs can be available during the 
day, with a restricted set available during night-time hours. 
Or, perhaps, a certain group of files, terminals, and pro
grams are required for the weekend, month-end, or year
end operations. 

Information from the assignment file, $CCPFILE, is re
quired by various people. The system manager and the 
system operator must be aware of all current system assign
ments so they can properly control and maintain the com
munication-based system. The terminal operator should 
be aware of some aspects of the system assignments, in
cluding which symbolic names are assigned to his terminal 
and what the current password or other sign-on security 
information is. Programmers also require current informa
tion about the system assignments, such as the symbolic 
file names and the actual files they reference. In order to 
make this information available to those who need it, pro
visions must be made to distribute all or part of the infor
mation from the assignment file whenever it changes. 

REQUIREMENTS FOR ASSIGNMENT 

In order to execute the assignment stage of the CCP, the 
system must meet minimum requirements. These require
ments are less than are needed for the CCP operational 
stage. The requirements are: 

• 18K of main storage available for the CCP assignment 
stage to execute (5410 Model A 15 Processing Unit, or 
larger) 

• One 5444 Model 2 Disk Storage Drive 

• 5424 Multi-Function Card Unit or 1442 Card Read/ 
Punch 

• 5203 or 1403 Printer 

The Assignment Build program, $CCPAS, and the Assign
ment List program, $CCPAL, operate under control of the 
System/3 Model 10 Disk System management. The assign
ment statements are entered in card form. The user must 
provide two FI LE OCl statements when loading the Assign
ment Build program, one for the assignment file, $CCPFI lE, 
and one for a work file ($CCPWORK). 
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ASSIGNMENT DIAGNOSTICS 

The CCP assignment stage, $CCPAS, analyzes each of the 
assignment statements for invalid specifications. If an 
error is found in any statement of a set, that set of state
ments is not processed by the assignment stage; however, 
the remaining statements in that set are also analyzed for 
syntax errors. 

The Assignment List program, $CCPAl, analyzes the LIST 
statement for errors. 

Error messages are written to the system logging devices. 

ASSIGNMENT FI lE ($CCPFI LE) 

During an assignment run, the user defines a specific CCP 
run environment in a set of tables contained in the CCP 
assignment file on disk. This file, allocated and initialized 
during the CCP generation, always has the name, $CCPFI LEo 
When the user starts his CCP in actual operation, the startup 
routines of the CCP will, using the information in 
$CCPFllE, initialize the CCP for this run so that only a 
specific set of terminals, files, and programs indicated by 
the user may be used. 

A set of specifications in the assignment file, once set by 
the user in an assignment run, hold for any number of 
operational runs of the user's CCP. The assignment file 
need be changed only when one or more sets of specific a
tions needs to be changed. 

Assignment allows the user to have more than one opera
tional environment in which to run the CCP. He might, 
for example, have one set of terminals, files, and programs 
with which he works during the day, and a different 
(though possible overlapping) set with which he must deal 
at night. His requirements might even be for more than 
two such environments. The assignment file may, if the 
user desires, contain several different set of specifics. 

The user may have more than one $CCPFI lE but only one 
per pack. The CCP system operator may, upon any startup 
of an operational run of the CCP, identify the unit con
taining the appropriate $CCPF I lE and the set of specifics 
that shall apply to the current run. 

Note: The maximum number of sets allowed in one assign
ment file is 25. 
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ASSIGNMENT STATEMENTS (ASSIGNMENT BU I LD 
PROGRAM) 

In order to place an assignment set in the assignment file, 
$CCPFllE, the user must run the Assignment Build pro
gram, $CCPAS. The user's input to the assignment program 
consists of a series of statements, similar to OCl statements, 
identifying the programs, files, terminals, and certain sys
tem options that constitute a CCP operating environment. 
The assignment statements are printed by $CCPAS on the 
system logging device. 

The Assignment Build program analyzes the statements to 
ensure that they are valid. Following successful validation, 
the specifications are encoded by $CCPAS and written into 
the assignment file as an assignment set (for example, a 
group of tables in the assignment file, $CCPFI LE, which de
fines one CCP operating environment). The assignment 
program can be used to create new assignment sets, de lete 
existing assignment sets, or replace existing sets with new 
specifications. Different assignment sets can be created, 
deleted, and replaced irithe same run of the assignment 
program. 

A set of assignment statements begins with a statement 
identifying the assignment set and whether it is to be modi
fied, created, deleted, or replaced. Only this statement is 
required to delete a set. Subsequent statements provide the 
specific information to be placed in the assignment set. 
When an item in an assignment set is replaced, a complete 
set of assignment statements must be entered (except for 
the modification of certain control information). 

$CCPAS may be run in any of four execution modes: 

1. Create a new assignment set. 

2. Delete an existing assignment set. 

3. Replace an existing assignment set. 

4. Modify the system environment portion of an existing 
assignment set. 



The input for $CCPAS is as follows: 

• The assignment file $CCPF I LE. 

• The OCL FI LE statements provided by the user. The 
source statements must be entered from the system in
put device. The following OCL statements are needed: 

1 4 B 12 16 20 24 28 32 

'II LO Am $C CP AS ,\.l nit-

~I F I LE NA ME -$ CC PF I L E , UN , T -u. n ; t , 
'II 'PA CK -p q,C k i~ 

'II F I LE NA ~E -$ CC p~ OR K , UN liT -14 n; t , 
'// PA CK -p <l.C k i ~ , RE riA IN - 5, 
'II TR AC KS -n 
II RUN 

Notes: 

1. The unit parameter for $CCPAS specifies the loca
tion of the Assignment Build program. 

2. The unit parameter for $CCPF I LE specifies the 
location of the assignment file to be operated on. 

3. 

4. 

$CCPWORK should have RETAIN-S specified to 
allow deletion after use and can be on any 5444 
unit the user chooses. 

The keyword RECORDS should not be used to 
define the size of $CCPWOR K; instead the key
word TRACKS should be used. Additionally, the 
size must be large enough to contain the largest 
set to be processed (see Appendix F. Storage 
Estimates) . 

• The assignment control statements instructing $CCPAS 
of the function(s) it is to perform. $CCPAS reads the 
control stdtements from the system input device. Each 
group of control statements, grouped together by the 
user to define an operating environment, is called an 
assignment set. The input to $CCPAS can consist of one 
or more sets of control statements. 

The following control statements define an assignment 
set and must be given in the order shown: 

II SET This required statement identi
fies the output assignment set 
operated on and the type of oper
ation to be performed. If multi
ple input assignment sets are pro
vided as input to $CCPAS, the 
II SET statement defines the be
ginning of each assignment set. 

II SYSTEM 

IITERMATTR 

II BSCALINE 

II BSCATERM 

II MLTALINE 

This required statement defines 
certain operational environment 
options not directly related to 
terminals, files, or programs when 
this set is used for execution of 
the CCP. 

Each of these statements defines 
the variable attributes of a ter
minal. Each terminal statement 
(BSCATERM and MLTATERM) 
must reference a TERMATTR 
statement. 

Note: Any BSCALIN Estate-
, ment with corresponding BSCA

TERM statements (as a group) 
can appear before or after any 
MLTALINE/MLTATERM group. 
The order of input lines deter
mines the priority of service 
during execution of the CCP. 
For example, the order may be: 

MLTALINE 
MLTATERM (one or more) 
BSCALINE 
BSCATERM (one or more) 
MLTALINE 
MLTATERM (one or more) 

Each of these optional statements 
identifies a BSCA line, its charac
teristics, and the order in which 
the terminals on that line (if 
there is more than one terminal) 
shall be polled. 

At least one of these statements 
must follow a BSCALI NE state
ment. Each BSCATERM state
ment identifies a terminal on the 
line, its operating characteristics, 
and whether or not it can issue 
commands to the CCP. 

Note: The BSCATERM state
ment must follow the BSCALINE 
statement for which the terminal 
is defined. 

Each of these optional statements 
identifies a ML TA line, similar to 
the BSCALINE statement. 
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IIMLTATERM 

IITERMNAME 

IIDISKFILE 

II SYMFILE 

II PROGRAM 

At least one of these statements 
must follow a MLTALINE state
ment. Each M L TATE R M state
ment identifies a terminal on the 
line, its operating characteristics, 
and whether or not it can issue 
commands to the CCP. 

Note: The ML TATERM state
ment must follow the MLTALINE 
statement for which the terminal 
is defined. 

Each of these required statements 
defines a symbolic terminal name 
by which a terminal may be refer
enced in an application program. 
The symbolic terminal name can 
be assigned to a physical terminal 
or can be left unassigned. 

Each of these optional statements 
defines a user disk data file and 
the physical attributes of the file. 

Each of these optional state
ments defines a symbolic name 
that can be used to reference one 
or more disk fi les specified on 
II DISKFILE statements. 

Each of these required statements 
identifies a user program which 
is permitted to execute during a 
CCP run which uses this set. The 
statement defines the program re
source requirements and opera
tional characteristics. 

When creating or replacing an assignment set, at least one 
BSCALINE and one BSCATERM statement, or one 
MLTALINE and one ML TATERM statement must be 
the control statements. 

• A /* statement must be given at the end of all input con
trol statements. 
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The output for the assignment build program is as follows: 

• A listing of the assignment control statements on the 
printer. 

• Appropriate diagnostics on the printer or log device and 
an error halt, at the end of the run, if necessary. 

• The $CCPF I LE containing created, replaced, or modified 
assignment sets, and no longer containing any sets speci
fied to be deleted; The $CCPF I LE is ready for use in 
operational startup. 

An assignmentset will be created or replaced in the assign
ment file only if the complete set, as read by the Assign
ment Build program, is free of errors. 

In a DPF system, $CCPAS cannot run concurrently in both 
levels nor run concurrently with the CCP in the other level. 
($CCPFI LE cannot be validly altered from both levels con
currently or while the CCP is running.) 

ASSIGNMENT CONTROL STATEMENTS 

Each control statement contains an identifier and para
meters. The identifier is a term that defines the type of 
control statement and is always the first field of the state
ment following the I I. The parameters are the control 
information being supplied to the program. Each para
meter consists of a keyword to identify the parameter, a 
hyphen, and the appropriate control information value. 
Parameters within any single control statement can be 
entered in any order. 

Writing Assignment Control Statements 

The rules for constructing assignment control statements 
are as follows: 

Statement Identifier: II in columns 1 and 2 followed by at 
least one blank preceding the statement identifier. 

Blanks: One or more blanks is required between the II and 
the statement identifier, and between the statement identi
fier and the first keyword. The first blank following a key
word value indicates the end of the statement. A blank fol
lowing a comma (which follows a value given for a keyword 
parameter) indicates that the statement is continued on the 
following input record (which must have a IIVJ in the first 
three columns). 



Keyword Parameters: These are separated by commas. A 
hyphen (-) separates each keyword from the corresponding 
value. Blanks are not allowed within or between parameters. 

Sublist: A Sublist is a series of values given for a single key
word. Each value is related (such as a series of filenames). 
The first value of a sublist always has an apostrophe (') 
given before the value, succeeding values are separated by 
commas, and the last value has an apostrophe after it. For 
example: EXAMPLE-'value,value,value'. 

Split- Value: A split-value is a group of values which may 
be given for a keyword parameter; however, each has a 
separate and distinct relationship to the keyword. These 
split-values are separated by a slash (f). If a series of split
values is given, the series is called a split-value sublist. If a 
split-value is not given as a sublist, then apostrophes need 
not be given in front of and behind the complete split
value. 

• Split-value example: KEYWORD-value1/value2/value3 

• Split-value Sublist example: KEYWORD-'value1!value2, 
value1/value2' 

Special Characters: Slashes (f), blanks, commas (,), 
hyphens (-), and apostrophes (') must not appear within 
the bounding apostrophes if a keyword is defined as either 
sublist or split-value capable. Any of these characters can 
appear within the apostrophes if the keyword is not defined 
as either sublist or split-value capable. In this case, a single 
apostrophe (') must be represented by two successive 
apostrophes ("). 

Statement Length: Positions 1 through 71 of a record may 
be used. The first blank encountered following a keyword 
parameter, without indication of continuation to the next 
record, delimits the statement. 

Continuation: Control statements can be continued on sub
sequent input records by placing a comma immediately 
after a keyword parameter value on a statement. The comma 
must be followed by one or more blanks prior to or in
cluding column 72. (Thus the comma can appear in column 
71 and a blank in column 72.) A continuation line must 
start with two slashes (1/) followed by one or more blanks, 
followed by the remaining values (if part of a sublist) or the 
remaining keyword parameters. Any number of continua
tion records can be used. 
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For example: 

1 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 

II ML TA II NE l' HE :T!Y tpE "''P P .. L.I NE NU M-11 1 .. . . 
II III 0 Ll II ST - I AlA \te Ii • 
1/ eel, 
II IDD ' -, 
II !AU ITO p~ lL -"( E~ 

Comments: The user can include, in addition to control 
statements, special statements that contain only comments. 
A comment statement is identified by an asterisk (*) in 
column 1 and may contain any combination of characters. 
Comments are limited only by the length of the physical 
input record. Any comments too long to be contained in 
88 columns are truncated from the right. 

In addition, comments can be included on any record of a 
control statement following the last parameter on that 
record. One or more blanks must separate the last para
meter from the comments. 

Special Meaning of Capital Letters, Numbers, and Special 
Characters: Capitalized words and letters, numbers, and 
special characters have special meanings in control state
ment descriptions: 

• In control statements, capitalized words and letters must 
be written as they appear in the statement description. 
If numbers appear with the capitalized information, they 
must also be written as shown. 

• Lower case terms indicate that a value must be substi
tuted for each term. 

SET Statement 

The SET statement identifies the assignment set to be oper
ated upon and which operation is to be done: create, re
place, delete, or modify. This is the only statement required 
to delete an assignment set. 

/I SET 
{

CREATE} 
[10- {.!} ] [ACTION- REPLACE 

c' DELETE 
SYSMOD 

[,DFLTEXEC- {~~S} ] 
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-I • 
40 44 48 52 56 

ix~ CO llE -IP TT ell! CD" 

,o-{H 
The I D parameter specifies which assignment set is to be 
affected. Each assignment set in $CCPFILE is identified by 
a different single character. 

If the parameter is omitted, the default value is the number 
1. Any single extended alphameric character (0-9, A-Z, #, 
$, @) can be used to identify the assignment set. 

lCREATE I 
ACTION- REPLACE 

DELETE 
SYSMOD 

The ACTION parameter specifies what operation is to occur. 
If it is omitted, the default value is CREATE. 

CREATE. If CREATE is used and the set ID does not exist 
in the file, the new set is added to the file. If the created 
set cannot fit, either because there is not enough room in 
the file for the tables or not enough room for the entry in 
the directory, an error message is given and the request ig
nored. A maximum of 25 sets are allowed in the control 
file. 

If a set exists already in the file with the same ID character, 
an error diagnostic is given and all succeeding control state
ments to the next SET or /* statement are checked for syn
tax errors. A diagnostic message is issued and the request 
to create this set is ignored. 

REPLACE. If REPLACE is used and the set exists in the 
file, the set in the file is entirely replaced with the informa
tion on the statements following the SET statement. If 
the value is REPLACE and the set cannot be found in 
$CCPFI LE, a warning message is given and the action de
faults to CREATE. 



DELETE. If DELETE is used and the set 10 does exist in 

the $CCPFI LE, the set and its table values are deleted from 
the file. If the value is DELETE and the specified set does 
not exist in the file, a warning diagnostic is given. 

SYSMOD. The SYSMOO action indicates that only the 
SYSTEM statement, or the execution default set identifi
cation, or both are to be modified in a set. The set must 
already be in the file (for further definition, see index 
entry SYSTEM Statement). 

DFL TEXEC- { ~~S } 

The DFL TEXEC parameter specifies whether or not this 
control set lOis to be used as a default if no set lOis given 
at the start of execution of the CCP. If the parameter is 
not given, the default value is NO. If the value YES is given, 
then this set is used as the default at startup. The last pro
cessed SET statement which has this parameter and the 
value YES specified overrides any previous values. 

SYSTEM Statement 

The SYSTEM statement defines several facts about the sys
tem environm"ent in which this assignment set will be used: 

• Maximum number of concurrently-executing user 
programs allowed 

• Minimum total main storage space required for the user 
programs which must execute under this assignment set 

• Whether the printer, MFCU, and 1442 will be initially 
allocated to the CCP program level or not (OPF system) 

• Password for this set, if the user chose the option at 
CCP generation 

• The number of bytes to be set aside as the CCP dynamic 
buffer area for communicating with terminals 

• Maximum length of commands and program requests 

• Number of entries to be allowed in tables for shared 
files and symbolic file reference 

• Amount of core space to be allowed for system trace 

• Pack on which the user's OFF formats reside 

It is possible to modify only the SYSTEM statement for a 
set which already exists in the $CCPFI LE. If ACTION
SYSMOD was specified on the SET statement, the SYSTEM 
statement must be the only other statement given for this 
set. In this case, only those parameters given on this state
ment are used to modify the parameters that were given 
when the set was created, replaced, or last modified. 

1/ SYSTEM MINUPA·nn.nnK.MINTP8UF-n [,MAXEUP· {~ } ) 

LPASSWORD·password] [,PRINTER· {~~S} ) 

LMFCU· {~~S} 1 [,RP1442· {~~S} ) 

[,PGMREOL- {~}) [,COMMANDL. {~o} 

3 
[,TRACE8LK· < 4 ) ) [,S08·n1 [,FSB·n] 

); ( 
12 
24 

{
SYSTEM } 

[,DFFPACK· PROGRAM ) 

MINUPA-nn.nnK 

The MINUPA parameter specifies the minimum size of user 
memory area for executing programs in an operational run 
of the CCP for this set. The size of user memory must be 
large enough to include the sum of: 

1. 

2. 

The size of the largest group of application programs 
that must be executed concurrently (if MAXEUP-' 
is specified, then simply the size of the largest appli
cation program to be executed). 

If the Display Format Facility (OFF) is used, then 
while any program which uses OFF is executing: 

a. The size of the OFF control routine. 

b. The size of the OFF output hold area for each 
line (largest BLKL parameter specified in the 
TERMATTR statement to be used on each line 
with OFF3270-YES specified). 

c. For each program which uses OFF, the size of the 
work space added to a OFF program. This size is 
determined by the OFFSFOT, OFFMTERM, and 
DFFNOF parameters in the PROGRAM statement. 
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The sizes associated with the OFF can be determined from 
Appendix F. /Storage Estimates. 

The value for this parameter must end with the letter K. 
K represents 1024 bytes. Any fractional portion of the 
value must be one of the following: 

. 0 

.00 

.25 

.5 

.50 

.75 

Examples of values which may be specified are: 

26.25K 
26.5K 
26.75K 
26K 
B.OK 
8.00K 
B.50K 

The minimum value allowed is 5K. 

MINTPBUF-n 

The MI NTPBUF parameter specifies the number of bytes 
which must be set aside for buffer work area for teleproces
sing communications. 

This is a common work area and is separate from and does 
not include the buffer for each communications line. The 
work area is also separate from the record area in the user 
program. For an example of determining the size of the 
TP buffer, see index entry sample assignment set: calcu
lation of core sizes. 

MAXEUP- {-U 
The MAXEUP parameter defines the maximum number of 
concurrently executing user programs which are allowed 
while operating with this set. The default value if this para
meter is omitted is 1; only one user program can execute 
at a time. The maximum number which can be specified 
is B. 

However, if a number greater than 1 is given, the validity 
of that number is checked to ensure that the number of pro
grams given on the SYSTEM statement is less than or equal 
to the number given in the MAXEUP operand on the $EFAC 
control statement at the generation of the CCP. 
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Note: When deciding on this value, ensure that the number 
is reasonable with respect to the MINUPA and MINTPBUF 
parameters. 

PASSWO R D-password 

The PASSWORD parameter specifies the system password . 
This parameter must be specified if the SECURE-CCP op
tion was selected on the $ESEC control statement at gener
ation, and must not be specified if that option was not 
selected. If the user chooses to use his own security system, 
then this parameter must be omitted (the security informa
tion he checks a sign-on against is set by using the program 
$CCPAU). 

If this parameter is given, the value must contain one to six 
characters specifying the system password. The password 
may be any combination of the 64-character set with no 
embedded blanks. 

If the value given for this parameter is a special character, 
it must be enclosed in apostrophes. (Special characters 
are any characters other than the 36 alphameric characters.) 
In order to code an apostrophe as a character in the pass
word, two successive apostrophes.must be coded. 

PRINTER- {~~s} 

The PRINTER parameter declares whether or not the 
printer is allocated to the program level in which the CCP 
is executing at the be.ginning of a CCP run. This parameter 
has meaning only in a DPF system. If the parameter is not 
given, the default is NO, which means that any program 
which uses the printer cannot be requested successfully 
until the system operator allocates the printer to the CCP 
level. If the YES option is chosen, the printer is available 
to the CCP program level at the beginning of the CCP run. 

The MFCU parameter declares whether or not the MFCU 
(Multi-Function Card Unit) is allocated to the program 
level in which the CCP is executing at the beginning of a 
CCP run. This parameter has meaning only in a DPF sys
tem. If the parameter is not given, the default is NO, which 
means that any program which uses the MFCU cannot be 
requested successfully until the system operator allocates 
the MFCU to the CCP level. If the YES option is chosen, 
the MFCU is available to the CCP program level at the 
beginning of the CCP run. 



RP1442- {~~S} 
The RP1442 parameter declares whether or not the 1442 
(Card Read Punch) is allocated to the program level in 
which the CCP is executing at the beginning of a CCP run. 
This parameter has meaning only in a DPF system. If the 
parameter is not given, the default is NO, which means 
that any program which uses the 1442 cannot be requested 
successfully until the system operator allocates the 1442 
to the CCP level. If the YES option is chosen, the 1442 is 
available to the CCP program level at the beginning of a 
CCP run. 

PGMREQL- {* } 
The PGMREOL parameter specifiesfhe length, in bytes, of 
the longest possible program request command from any 
terminal used in this set. This length includes program 
name and the data accompanying the program request if 
this option is used. The maximum value allowed is 80 
positions. If this parameter is not given, the default is six 
positions. The minimum value allowed is 2 positions. 

COMMANDL- { ~O} 

The COMMANDL parameter specifies the length, in bytes, 
of the longest possible terminal command, excluding the 
program request command, that can be entered from any 
command terminal used in this set. The maximum value 
allowed is 80 characters. If this parameter is not given, 
the default is 20 characters. The minimum value allowed 
is zero characters. 

~ 
1 
2 
3 

TRACESLK- 4 
6 
8 

12 
24 

The TRACEBLK parameter specifies the number of in-core 
blocks (256 bytes each) reserved at startup for the CCP 
execution-time trace tables. Each block can contain 16 
trace entries. If this parameter is zero or omitted, the CCP 
trace is not used while the CCP is executing using this set. 
The value given here can be overriden during the CCP 
startup. For further discussion, see the TRACE operand 
on the $EFI L generation control statement, and the TRACE 

command which may be specified by the system operator 
(see IBM System/3 Disk System Communication Control 
Program System Operator's Guide, GC21-7581). 

SOS·n 

The SOS parameter specifies the number of sector queue 
blocks (SOB) the user desires. Any numeric value from 0 
to 255 can be specified. If this parameter is omitted or 
zero, it indicates that no disk file sharing is permitted. 

Sector queue blocks are used to protect data when disk 
files in update mode are shared. Multiple user programs 
can update the same file, but an updating program is not 
allowed to access a particular sector of data until the pre
vious user has finished with the sector containing the data 
(the sector is written back into the file, a new sector is read 
back in from the file, or the previous program has termin
ated). If an SOS is not available when required, the user 
program requiring the SOB is cancelled. 

The value of this parameter must be zero or omitted if 
MAXEUP-1 was specified at generation time in the $EFAC 
control statement. It must not be zero if the MAXEUP 
value was greater than 1 and FSHARE-YES was specified 
at generation time in the $EFAC control statement. 

For a system in which multiple user programs can be exe
cuting and update file sharing is allowed, a sufficient num
ber can be calculated by the following formula: 

N x MAXEUP= n 

where 
N = the largest number of update files any user program 

accesses 
MAXEUP = the value of that parameter in this statement 

If file sharing is allowed, a SOB is needed for each shared 
file used in update mode in each concurrently executing 
program (see Appendix F. Storage Estimates). 

FSS-n 

. The FSB parameter specifies the number of file specifica
tion blocks (FSB) the user desires. Any numeric value from 
o to 255 can be specified. If this parameter is omitted or 
zero, it indicates that symbolic file reference is not used. 

The FSBs are used to equate symbolic disk file names with 
physical disk file names. 
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If a sufficient numbero'f FSBsisriot availableduringexe~ 
cution of the CCP, a terminal may not be, able to run a 
requested program that references·symbolic'files. 

A sufficient number ofFSBs can be· calculated as 'follows: 

N x CT =n 

where 
N = the maximum number of reference-name/actual

name/FI LE equates requi red to be in effect for 
anyone command terminal . 

CT = the number of command terminals 

The user can choose to have a lesser or greaternumber of 
FSBs than the suggested number. 

If any symbolic diskfileriames are used andindicated on 
the $EFAC control statement, this value cannotbe.zero, 
and the parameter must not be omitted. If SYMFI LE-NO 
was specified in the'$EFAC:statement, this parameter must 
be zero or omitted (see Appendix F. Storage Estimates). 

'DFFPACK~{SYST, EM,' , . }', ' 
PROGRAM 

The DFFPACK parameter specifies the pack whose object 
library contains, the display formats for this set. The dis
play formats must have previously been produced through 
the Display Format Generator routine ($CCPD,F). 

" . 

If this parameter is not spe~ified, the use of the Display· 
. Format Facility '(OFF) will not be,allowed for this set. All 
. other parameters referencing the OFF will be.diagnosed as 
invalid, 
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TERMA TTA Statement 

Each TERMATTR statement defines certain attributes of 
a,terminal and must follow the SYSTEM statement. The· 
number of these statements required depends on the num
berand type of terminals used and how they are to perform 
in this assignment set. Each TERMATTR statement de
fines one terminal attributes set. One user program can 
reference different attributes sets for the same terminal 
depending on the use of that terminal. Each terminal state
ment (BSCATERM and MLTATERM) must reference a 
TERMATTR statement. One TERMATTR statement cim 
provide the same attributes for several terminals and there
for~ be referenced by several terminals. 

/I TERMATTR ATTRID-attrid 

The following parameters may be specified for both the 
MLTAand BSCA terminals 

[,TRANSLAT. {~~S} ](,UPCASE- {~;S} 

, INOl 
[.SWITCHED- ,~6,) 
, AA 

, MA 

The following parameters may be specified for BSCA 
terminals only 

[,BLKL.nlLRECL-n] 

L'DATAFORM- l:~gg~D t ] LTRANSP- {~~s}l 
MESSAGE~ 

[,ITB- {~~s} ] [,VARL· {~~s} ] 
[,SPAN- {~~S} ] [,VERIFYID- {~~S} 

[,DFF3270. {~;s} ] 

ATTRID·attrid 

The ATTRID parameter must be specified and is a refer
encelD number used in a BSCATERM or MLTATERM 
statement to associate this attributes set with a specific 
terminal. the value for .this parameter can be any value 
between 1 to 255 inclusive. At startup time an amount 
of core (in bytes) equal to five times the highest number 
specified by 'any ATTRIO parameter in this set is reserved 
for the entire terminal attributes table. Thus, the ATTR1D 
values should be chosen from the smallest numbers available. 



TRANSLAT. {~~S} 

The TRANSLAT parameter specifies whether or not the 
CCP will automatically translate input data from line code 
to EBCDIC, and output data from EBCDIC to line code. 
A YES value indicates translation will take place for ML TA 
transmission, and for BSCA transmission using ASCII code. 

A YES value is also valid if the line code is EBCDIC, though 
it causes no actual translation to occur unless UPCASE
YES is also specified. This would be a consideration when 
defining attributes for an EBCDIC 3270 terminal with a 
typewriter keyboard. 

TRANSLAT-YES must be specified if using OFF with 
ASCII 3270 terminals. 

A value of NO indicates the CCP will not do the translation; 
either the data coming in or going out will be EBCDIC or 
the user will handle the responsibility of translation to and 
from the appropriate line code. 

The UPCASE parameter specifies whether or not lower 
case characters transmitted from the terminal will be con
verted to upper case characters when presented to the user 
by the CCP. The YES value is valid only if the TRANSLAT 
parameter has the value YES. A value of YES indicates the 
CCP will convert lower case to upper case before presenting 
data to the user program. A value of NO indicates the CCP 
will not convert lower case characters to upper case coming 
from the terminal. If no~ specified, UPCASE will default 
to the same value as TRANSLAT. 

The SWITCHED parameter specifies the options available 
on switched lines. This parameter must be specified in an 
attributes set used with a terminal which is on a switched 
line. The value AC is not valid for MLTA lines. The default 
is the value NO. The following explanations apply: 

NO Not a switched line terminal 

AC Auto Call, the CCP calls the terminal using the 
telephone number provided on the TERMNAME 
statement 

MC - Manual Call, the system operator calls the ter
minal using the phone number printed by the 
CCP as provided on the TERMNAME statement 

AA - Auto Answer, the CCP answers calls from this 
terminal 

MA Manual answer, the system operator answers 
the calls from this terminal 

For MLTA, AA and MA are treated the same. For a com
mand mode switched line, AC or MC must not be specified. 

BLKL-n 

The BLKL parameter defines the block length, in bytes, 
that is used for this terminal. It can be specified as 1 to 5 
numeric digits with a valid range of 1 through 49182, but 
the actual value is limited by available core. This parameter 
is required when specifying attributes for any BSCA ter
minal. The value used here must be equal to RECL times 
the number of records in a block. Up to 255 records can 
be contained in one block. 

The following are 3270 display formatting considerations: 

• If this attributes set will be used with the Display For
mat Facility (DFF3270-YES), then this parameter will, 
in addition to the above, be used to calculate the display 
output hold area size. The display output hold area is 
an area in core that holds the 3270 data stream for out
put operations. 

• The value for this parameter can vary from 1 to 5120. 
according to the performance desired. For best perform
ance this size should be large enough to hold the largest 
output display format that uses this terminal attributes 
set, the size of which is printed by the Display Format 
Generation routine. Performance cannot be enhanced 
by specifying a larger output hold area. 

• If the value is less than the largest format, display for~ 
mats will be broken into output blocks and performance 
will be decreased. With blocking the minimum required 
size of the output hold area is 512. 

• If two BSCA lines have terminals which use the OFF, two·· 
output hold areas are required, one per line. The size of 
the hold areas may differ in size according to the values 
specified for this parameter. 
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RECl-n 

The RECl parameter defines the record length, in bytes, 
that is used for this BSCA terminal. The value must be 
specified as 1 to 5 numeric digits with a valid range of 1 to 
the value given for the BlKL parameter. Use of this para
meter is valid only if the DATAFORM parameter on this 
statement has the value RECORD specified. 

{ 

RECORD} 
DATAFORM- BLOCK 

MESSAGE 

The DATAFORM parameter defines the format in which 
the CCP will present terminal input data to the user'pro
gram. 

RECORD indicates the CCP presents a portion of an input 
block as a complete record to the user program. 

BLOCK indicates a complete block (possibly consisting of, 
multiple records) is presented as a unit of data. 

MESSAGE indicates that all the data between the STX and 
the EOT is presented as one unit of data. MESSAGE is re
quired if the DFF3270 parameter on this statement has a 
value of YES. 

The default value is RECORD. 

TRANSP· {~~S} 
The TRANSP parameter specifies whether or not the 
EBCDIC transparency feature is used in transmission to or 
from this terminal. The value YES may be used only for 
a BSCALINE statement with the XMCODE parameter value 
of EBCDIC (must have the transparency feature installed 
on the adapter). The value YES is valid only if XPRNCY
YES was specified in the $EBSC generation control state
ment. The default~ if the parameter is omitted, is NO, in
dicating EBCDIC transparency is not to be used with this 
terminal. 

The ITB parameter specifies whether or not intermediate 
text blocks are sent or received when using this terminal. 
The value YES is valid only for BSCA terminals. If ITB is 
specified as YES (lTB-YES must also be specified on the 
$EBSC generation control statement) then the parameters 
VARl and SPAN on this statement must have the value 
NO. The default value is NO. 

The VARl parameter specifies whether or not variable 
length records with record separator characters are used in 
data transmission to or from this terminal. The value YES 
is valid only for BSCA terminals. The value YES is not 
valid if the ITB parameter on this statement has a value of 
YES. The value YES is not valid for 3270 terminals. The 
default is NO. 

The SPAN parameter specifies whether or not input records 
can span input blocks. The value YES is valid on Iy for 
BSCA terminal type 3735 or CPU. The value YES is not 
valid if the ITBparameter on this statement has a value of 
YES. The default is NO. 

The VERIFYID parameter specifies whether or not the 
CCP verifies the identification bytes sent from this terminal. 
YES indicates the CCP will verify. NO, the default value, 
indicates the CCP will not verify the ID of this terminal. 
The value YES is only valid for BSCA terminals on switched 
lines. 

{
YES} DFF3270- NO 

The DFF3270 parameter specifies whether or not the Dis
play Format Facility (OFF) will be used with all terminals 
referencing this terminal attributes set. This parameter is 
valid only for 3270 terminals on a BSCA line. If this para
meter is specified, the parameter DATAFORM-MESSAGE 
must be specified in this statement, and the SYSTEM state· 
ment in the assignment set must have the DFFPACK para
meter specified. The default value is NO. 



BSCALINE Statement 

The BSCALINE statement defines thetype of BSC line to 
be used and the features of the line. A BSCALINE state
ment must be followed by at least one BSCATERM state
ment. The BSCATERM statement defines the terminals 
which are attached to that line. If more than one commu
nication line or adapter is attached to the System/3, another 
line statement may be given and follows the last BSCATERM 
or MLTATERM statement for the previous line. The order 
in which line statements are entered determines the order 
of priority during the CCP execution. At least one line 
statement must be given for each assignment set, either 
BSCALINE or ML TALINE. 

/I BSCALINE TVPE- {~} I.LlNENUM- { ~ } J 

[XMCODE. {EBCDIC} 1 
, ASCII 

[,POLLLlST· 'termid [,termid] .. .' I 

[,NRETRY· {~}] [,IDEXSEND-exchngid] 

[,POLLLOOP. {2~6} ] 

[,DBLBUF· {~~S}] [,WAIT· t~o} 1 

TYPE-l~ I 
The TYPE parameter must be given and defines how this 
line is used. 

One of the following values must be specified: 

PP Point-to-Point 
Dedicated communication line (leased or private) 
network on this line between CPUs is to be sup
ported by the CCP; one and only one BSCATERM 
statement must follow this statement. 

CS 

SW 

MP 

Control Station 
Multipoint communication line (teased or private) 
network on this line is to be supported by the CCP; 
this processor is the control station, 1 to 34 
BSCATERM statements must follow this statement, 
and the POLLLlST parameter on this statement 
must be used. The maximum number of terminals 
permitted on a BSCA control station line is 34. 

Switched 
Telephone connected communication line; one or 
more terminals may be specified but only one ter
minal can communicate with the CCP at a time; 
one or more BSCATERM statements must follow 
this statement. 

Multipoint Tributary Station 
Multipoint communication line (leased or private) 
network on this line is to be supported by the CCP; 
this System/3 is a tributary to a controlling CPU; 
one and only one BSCATERM statement must 
follow this statement and must describe this Sys
tem/3 as a terminal. 

L1NENUM- H} 
The LlNENUM parameter identifies which BSCA line this 
line statement defines. The numbers 1 and 2 identify BSCA 
adapter numbers 1 and 2 respectively. If not given, 
LlNENUM defaults to line 1. Two BSCALINE statements, 
within one set, specifying the same line number are not 
accepted. 

XMCODE. {EBCDIC} 
ASCII 

The XMCODE parameter defines the transmission code 
used by the terminals on this line. If not given, XMCODE 
defaults to EBCDIC. EBCDIC is BSCA EBCDIC code. 
ASCII is ASCII code. 

POLLLlST-'termid [,termid] .. .' 

The POLLLlST parameter defines the order in which the 
terminals attached to this line are to be polled. This para
meter is valid only for TYPE-CS lines. The values can be 
given as a sublist: IDs are separated by a single comma 
and the entire parameter value is enclosed by apostrophes. 
Any value within the list must be a termid of a terminal 
specified on a BSCATERM statement. The termid given 
in a POLLLlST parameter in this BSCALINE statement 
must not appear in the POLLLlST parameter of another 
BSCALINE statement. A terminal 10 can appear more 
than once in the same POLLLlST parameter. The maxi
mum number of all terminal IDs that can appear in a poll 
list is 127. 
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The poll list must be given for all lines with TYPE-CS. 

Note: For printers attached to a 3277 control unit, the 
termid of the terminals must appear in the values for 
POLLLlST even though they are not input devices. The 
printers will be polled for status only when the CCP detects 
an error condition. 

NRETRV-{n 
The NRETRY parameter defines the number of retries 
which take place if there is a transmission error on the line 
before an error condition is considered to be uncorrectable. 
A 1 to 3-digit value up to 256 is acceptable. If the para
meter is omitted, the default value of 7 is assumed. If the 
error persists after the specified number of retries, the 
error is logged on the system console. If a program is in 
control of the terminal, then an error return code is re
turned to the user program. If the terminal is not under 
the control of a user program, the CCP permits the system 
operator to bypass or retry the operation. 

IDEXSEND-exchngid 

The IDEXSEND parameter specifies identification charac
ters this CPU (running CCP) sends to a remote terminal 
(CPUs or 3735 terminals) to allow the remote terminal to 
verify that this CPU is the one the remote terminal wants 
to communicate with. The identification characters can be 
specified as any 1 to 15 extended alphameric characters or 
any 2 to 30 hexadecimal characters. The identification 
characters must be expressed in the.transmissioncode 
(EBCDIC or ASCII). If the code is ASCII, only the nexa
decimal representation can be used. Two hexadecimal 
characters represent one byte, and therefore there must be 
an even number of hexadecimal characters specified. The 
value is identified as being hexadecimal by enclosing the 
value in asterisks. 

Example: IDEXSEND-*C1C2C3C4C5* 

This parameter should be specified only if the remote ter
minal expects to receive 10 exchange characters. 

This parameter must be given if the terminal(s) on this 
switched line will be 3735 terminals. 

This. parameter is valid only if the TYPE parameter value is 
SW. 
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POLLLOOP- {2~6} 

The POLLLOOP parameter specifies the number of times 
the poll list should be used before a message is given to the 
system operator informing him that no terminal has re
sponded with data. Any number from 1 to 256 may be 
given. The number 256 indicates an infinite number; that 
is, loop through the list an infinite number of times and do 
not give a message to the system operator. The default 
value is 256. 

This parameter is valid only for TYPE-CS lines. 

The DBLBUF parameter specifies whether or not terminals 
on this line are double line buffered. YES indicates double 
buffering will be provided by the CCP; the core will be re
served at startup. NO indicates a single buffer will be pro
vided by the CCP. The default is NO. Double buffering 
will generally improve data transmission time except, in an 
interactive environment such as exists with 3270 display 
stations. This specification refers to the line buffer, not 
the buffer work area specified by the MINTPBUF para
meter on the SYSTEM statement. 

WAIT- f~O} 
The WAIT parameter specifies a decimal delay count. The 
delay count is the number of seconds after receiving or 
transmitting a block of data that the CCP will wait for the 
user to receive or transmit another block of data for the 
same file. The CCP waits the specified number of seconds 
by using the WACK ENQ and TTD NAK line control 
sequences. 

Except when the end of file has been received or transmitted, 
the CCP aborts the transmission and posts a completion code 
if the delay count is exhausted between transmissions. 

If a value is not specified, an 180-second delay count is 
assumed. If a delay count is specified, consider the time 
that may be required for such items as device errors, halts, 
and ready I/O devices. 

This parameter applies only when user programs are com
municating with a terminal on this line. 



BSCATERM Statement 

The BSCATERM statement defines certain attributes of 
the terminals on BSCA lines. It also references terminal 
attributes sets that complete the terminal specifications. 
The BSCATERM statements must follow the BSCALINE 
statement for which the terminals are defined. 

The number of BSCATERM statements allowed depends 
on the line type; this is defined by the TYPE parameter on 
the BSCALINE statement. The maximum number of ter
minals allowed in a set is 239. 

/ / BSCATERM TERM I D-termid,TVPE-termtype, 
ATTRID-'attridLattrid] " .' 

jNO}' (VEst) 
,COMMAND- l YES LONLlNE- 't NO f 

LIDEXRCV-exchngid] LOFFACTN- {HOLD} 1 
"DROP 

[,ADDRCHAR-addressing characters] 

[,PO LLCHAR -polling characters] 

TERMID-termid 

The TERMID parameter assigns permanent (within this 
set) identification characters to the terminal. The valid en
tries for this keyword are two (exactly two) non-blank ex
tended alphameric characters and are the terminal ID 
referred to by the system operator. There is no default for 
this parameter. The value given must be unique for each 
terminal within this set. The value must not be the reserved 
ID,$C. 

TYPE-termtype 

The TYPE parameter specifies the terminal type the 
BSCATERM statement describes. For all lines, except 
BSCA switched, all terminals on a line must be of the same 
type. (All components of a 3270 system are considered to 
be of the same type.) Switched BSCA lines may have CPUs 
and 3735 terminals on the same line. CPU indicates all 
CPUs (S/360, S/370, S/7, S/3) capable of receivi ng or trans
mitting over binary synchronous communication lines, with 
the proper program support. There is no default for this 
parameter. 

The following terminal types may be specified: 

3275M1 
3277M1 
3284M1 
3286M1 
3275M2 
3277M2 
3284M2 
3286M2 
3735 
CPU 

Note: A BSCATERM statement is not allowed for the 
3284 Model 3 attached to a 3275. 3270 type terminals 
are supported by the CCP on control station lines only. A 
3735 type terminal on a nonswitched point-to-point line is 
supported as being on a control station line. 

ATTR I D-'attrid [,attrid] ... 

The ATTRID parameter specifies which terminal attributes 
set (specified by the TERMATIR statement) this terminal 
will use in the following cases: 

• If the attrid specification is omitted in the TE RMS para
meter on the assignment PROGRAM statement. 

• If no other specification is given when a user program 
acquires this terminal during execution. 

The values given must correspond with a value given for the 
ATTRID parameter on a TERMATTR statement. In addi
tion to the specifics given on this statement, the terminal 
attributes set will supply certain other specifics for this ter
minal. There is no default for this parameter., 

This parameter can be entered as a sublist, referencing the 
maximum of 32 attributes sets. The first attributes set 
referenced will be the default used by startup. All the sets 
referenced will be considered in calculating the maximum 
line block size for BSCA lines. 

It is required that all the attributes sets used with this ter
minal be given with this keyword. 
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COMMAND- {~~S} 

The COMMAND parameter specifies whether or not this 
terminal is capable of requesting programs. If this para
meter is given with the value YES, then the terminal must 
have both input and output capability. Any terminal can be 
specified as not being command capable; but, if the para
meter is given with the value YES and the terminal does 
not have both input and output capability, an error diag
nostic is given. 

YES is invalid for 3735 terminals. There is no default for 
this parameter. 

If command terminals are on a switched line, the attributes 
set must specify either auto answer or manual a~swer. 

ONLlNE- {~~S} 

The ONLINE parameter is used to specify whether or not 
the terminal is available to be used at the beginning of a 
CCP run. The default value for the omitted parameter is 
YES, indicating it is available. 

A terminal may be connected to the system, but temporarily 
not available because it is in the process of being serviced, 
or because no authorized person is presently at the terminal 
to use it. A value of NO indicates that this terminal should 
be treated by the CCP as if it were logically offline at startup. 

This specification can be overridden during the execution 
of the CCP by the system operator. 

IDEXRCV-exchngid 

The IDEXRCV parameter specifies the verification charac
ters the System/3 containing the CCP expects to receive 
when communicating with the proper remote switched 
station. The value for this parameter can be 1 to 15 ex
tended alphameric characters or 2 to 30 hexadecimal char
acters. The identification characters must be expressed in 
the transmission code (EBCDIC or ASCII). If the code is 
ASCII, only the hexadecimal representation may be used. 
Two characters represent one byte, therefore there must be 
an even number of hexadecimal characters specified. The 
value is identified as being hexadecimal by enclosing the 
value in asterisks. 

Example: IDEXRCV-*C1 C2C3C4C5 * 

This parameter should only be specified if the remote ter
minal will send 10 exchange characters. 
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OFFACTN. {HOLD} 
DROP 

The OFFACTN parameter applies only to command ter
minals (COMMAND-YES) and specifies the action to be 
taken with this terminal when the terminal operator issues 
the Sign-off command. The only two acceptable values 
are HOLD and DROP. 

HOLD means the line continues to be monitored by the 
system after the Sign-off command is given. HO LD is the 
default value for a nonswitched line. 

DROP means the terminal is set in offline status after the 
Sign-off command is given. The terminal is no longer 
monitored for input and, if the terminal is connected by a 
switched line, the line is disconnected. DROP is the de
fault value for a switched line. 

The terminal operator can override the parameter specified 
when using the Sign-off command. 

ADDRCHAR-addressing characters 

The ADDRCHAR parameter is the hexadecimal character 
representation of the address characters in the line code to 
be used with this terminal. The value for this parameter 
must be 4 to 14 hexadecimal characters in length. The 
identification characters must be expressed in the trans
mission code (EBCDIC or ASCII). For a multipoint line 
(that is, this CPU is a tributary station), this parameter refers 
to the characters by which this CPU will be addressed from 
the host CPU. This parameter is not valid for terminals on 
a switched line or a point-to-point line. The value is iden
tified as being hexadecimal by enclosing the value in aster
isks. For a description of the valid characters for System/3, 
see IBM System/3 Model 10 Disk System Multiline/Multi
point Binary Synchronous Communications Reference 
Manual, GC21-7573. The terminal addr~ss and transmission 
code are physically wired at each terminal. Consult your 
IBM Customer Engineer for the exact code wired. 

POLLCHAR-polling characters 

The POLLCHAR parameter is the hexadecimal character 
representation of the address characters in the line code to 
be used with this terminal. The value of this parameter 
must be 4 to 14 hexadeci ma I characters in length. The 
identification characters must be expressed in the trans
mission code (EBCDIC or ASCII). For multipoint line 
(that is, this CPU is a tributary station) this parameter refers 
to the characters by which this CPU will be polled from the 
host CPU. This parameter is not valid for terminals on a 
switched line or point-to-point line. The value is identified 



as being hexadecimal by enclosing the value in asterisks. 
For a description of the valid character for System/3, see 
IBM System/3 Model 10 Disk System Multiline/Multipoint 
Binary Synchronous Communication Reference Manual, 
GC21-7573. General poll is not supported for 3270 type 
terminals. 

M L TALI N E Statement 

The MLTALINE statement is used to define the type of 
communication line to be used and the features of the line. 
A MLTALINE statement must be followed by at least one 
ML TATERM statement. The MLTATERM statement:de
fines the terminals which are attached to that line. If more 
than one communication line or adapter is attached to the 
System/3, another line statement may be given and will 
follow the last BSCATERM or MLTATERM statement 
for the previous line. The order in which line statements 
are entered determines the order of priority during the 
CCP execution. At least one line statement must be given 
for each set, either ML TALINE or BSCALINE. 

( 3~) . PP . 

/I MLTALINE TYPE. ~;~} ,L1NENUM. ':) 

tcw. ~I f 

1 
PTTCEBCD! 

,XMCODE· PTTCBDC 
CORR 

,MAXRECL·nLPOLLlIST·'termidLtermid] .. :] 

LDATARATE- l!~~ t ] LAUTOPOLL-l NO t 
1200~ YES ~ 

_ LRCVINT- {~~S}] [,NRETRY· {~} ] 

j YES} [,DELAY·n] LTIOLT· V~(), ] 

TYPE'I~l 
The TYPE parameter defines how this line will be used. 
There is no default. 

The following values may be specified: 

PP Point·to·Point 
Dedicated communication line (leased or private); 
one and only one MLTATERM statement must 
follow this statement. 
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CS Control Station 
Multipoint communication line (leased or private); 
this processor is the control station; all terminals 
on this line must have the Station Control hard
ware feature regardless of the number of terminals 
on the line; one or more ML TATERM statements 
must follow this statement. 

SW Switched 
Telephone connected communication line; one 
and only one MLTATERM statement must follow 
this statement. 

CW Switched with Control Station Feature 
Telephone connected communication line (valid 
only for lines supporting 1050D terminals); one 

and only one ML TATERM statement must follow 
this statement. 

1 
2 
3 

LlNENUM-
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

The LlNENUM parameter identifies which MLTA line this 
statement defines. The numbers 1 to 8 identify the M L TA 
line numbers 1 to 8 respectively. There is no default for 
this parameter. Multiple MLTALINE statements, within 
one set, specify'ing the same line number are invalid. 

fPTTCEBCD l 
XMCOOE-)PTTCBCO ( 

.CORR ) 

The XMCODE parameter defines the transmission code 
used on this line. The value given must correspond to the 
installed hardware feature on the terminal(s) to be used: 

PTTCEBCO - Paper Tape Transmission Code EBCD. 
PTTCBCD - Paper Tape Transmission Code BCD. 
COR R - Correspondence code. 

MAXRECL-n 

The MAXR ECL parameter defines the maximum record 
length, in bytes, which is used on this line. It must be 
specified by giving one to three numeric digits. The speci
fied length should not include room for line control charac
ters. However, it does include any terminal device control 
characters that are used. For example, carriage return and 
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idle characters inserted by the CCP in output to a type
writer terminal are included in the record (16 characters 
at the beginning and/or end of the message; the 2740 Model 
2 with Buffer Receive requires one character at the begin
ning and/or end of the message). The valid range, for non
command terminals, is 16 to 256 characters. The record 
length should not be less than the size of the largest record 
to be sent or received from an application program. 

If any terminal on the line isa command terminal and that 
terminal is a 2740 Model 2, the minimum MAXR ECL 
value is 77. If the command terminal is not a 2740 Model 
2, the minimum MAXRECL value is 107. 

Note: System operator initiated online tests require a 
minimum record length of 100 bytes. 

POLLLlST-'termid [,termid] .. .' 

The POLL LIST parameter defines the order in which the 
terminals attached to this line are to be polled. The values 
can be given as a sublist, for example, terminal IDs are 
separated by a single comma and the entire sublist must be 
IDs of terminals specified on MLTATERM statements. The 
ID~ given in the POLLLlST parameter must be unique for 
each line statement. (A particular ID cannot appear in the 
POLLLlST parameter of more than one MLTALINE state
ment in a set.) A terminal ID can appear more than once 
in the same POLLLlST parameter. The maximum total 
number of terminal IDs that can appear in a POLLLlST 
parameter is 127. For terminal types 1050 or 10500, the 
maximum number is 31. 

The poll list must be given for all lines when TVPE-CS is 
specified on this statement. 

J 134 t 
DATARATE-) 600 5' 

t 1200 

The OATARATE parameter specifies the data rate of trans
mission this line is capable of handling; 134.5, 600, or 1200 
bits per second. A data rate 1200 is not available in the 
U.S.A. This parameter, if omitted, will default to 134 
(meaning 134.5 bits per second). 



fNO l 
AUTOPOll- t YES f 

The AUTOPOll parameter specifies whether or not the 
Autopoll feature is installed in the Ml TA. Consult the IBM 
Customer Engineer to determine if this feature was installed. 
It may be installed if the 2740 Model 1 and Model 2 terminals 
have the station control feature, or if any terminals in the 
1050 System are used. This parameter must be specified for 
every line statement if the feature is installed on the M L TA. 
If the parameter is omitted, the default is NO. 

fNO l 
RCVINT- t YES f 

The RCVINT parameter specifies whether or not the receive 
interrupt feature is installed on the terminals. The default 
value, if the parameter is omitted, is NO; indicating it is not 
installed. The value YES is valid only for full duplex lines. 

NRETRY· {~} 

The NRETRY parameter defines the number of retries 
which will take place if there is a transmission error on the 
line. A 1 to 3-digit value up to 256 is acceptable. If the 
parameter is omitted, the default value of 2 is assumed. 

If the error persists after the specified number of retries, 
the error will be logged on the system console. If a pro
gram is in control of the terminal, then an error return code 
is returned to the user program. If the terminal is not under 
control of a user program, an error message is sent to the 
system operator. 

DElAY-n 

The DELAY parameter defines the delay time for control 
station type Ml TA lines after the poll list has been used 
and before polling will start again This time is given in 
tenths of a second. If the number 15 were given, this would 
mean one and a half seconds. 

The maximum value which can be given is 256 (25.6 
seconds). 

If this parameter is not specified, there is no de:ay. 

TIOlT- .f YES} t NO 

The TIOl T parameter specifies whether or not the terminals 
on this line will be allowed to request an online test. The 
default is YES. This parameter does not affect the ability 
of the system operator to initiate an online test. 

NO should be specified only if five consecutive nines 
(99999) must be entered as data. 

Notes: 

1. No additional core storage is required to utilize the 
online test function. 

2. Online test requires a minimum record length of 100 
bytes. 
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MLTATERM Statement 

The ML TATERM statement defines certain attributes of 
the terminals on ML TA lines. It will also reference a ter
minal attributes set that will complete the terminal speci
fications. The ML TATERM statements must follow the 
MLTALINE statement for which the terminals are defined. 

The number of ML TATERM statements allowed depends 
on the line type. This is defined by the TYPE parameter 
on the ML TALINE statement. The maximum number of 
terminals allowed in a set is 239. 

1/ MLTATERM TERMID-termid,TYPE-termtype, 

,ATTRID-'attrid [,attrid] .. .' ,COMMAND- {~~S} 

J YES} [,ADDR-xx] [,ONLlNE- l NO, ] [,PINCOMP-n] 

JHOLDt 
[,POUTCOMP-n] [,OFFACTN- l DROP f ] 

TERMID-termid 

The TERMID parameter assigns permanent (for this set) 
identification to this terminal. The valid entries for this 
parameter are any two (exactly two) non-blank extended 
alphameric characters and will be the terminal ID referred 
to by the system operator. There is no default for this 
parameter. The value given must be unique for each ter
minal within this set. The value must not be the reserved 
ID,$C. 

TYPE-termty pe 

The TYPE parameter specifies the terminal type this 
MLTATERM statement describes. All terminals on any 
one ML TA line must be identical; (for example, 2740S, or 
2740SC, or 1050). If a 1050 System is being described, 
refer to the parameters PINCOMP and POUTCOMP on this 
statement for further component description. 
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Anyone of the following terminal types may be specified: 

Character 
to Specify 

1050 

1050D 

2740 

2740C 

2740D 

2740DC 

2740DT 

2740DTC 

2740M2S 

2740M2SB 

2740M2SC 

2740M2SCB 

2740S 

Terminal and Features 

1050 on a nonswitched line 

1050 on a dial (switched) line 

2740 Model 1 without additional 
features on a nonswitched line 

2740 Model 1 with longitudinal 
redundancy checking (LRC) 
feature on a nonswitched line 

2740 Model 1 without additional 
extra features on a dial (switched) 
line 

2740 Model 1 with longitudinal 
redundancy checking (LRC) feature 
on a dial (switched) line 

2740 Model 1 with transmit con
trol feature on a dial (switched) 
line 

2740 Model 1 with transmit control 
and longitudinal redundancy check
ing (LRC) features on a dial (switched) 
line 

2740 Model 2 with station control 
feature on a nonswitched line 

2740 Model 2 with station control 
and buffer receive features on a 
nonswitched line 

2740 Model 2 with station control 
and longitudinal redundancy check
ing (LRC) features on a nonswitched 
line 

2740 Model 2 with station control, 
longitudinal redundancy checking 
(LRC), and buffer receive features 
on a nonswitched line 

2740 Model 1 with station control 
feature on a nonswitched line 



Character 
to Specify 

2740SC 

2741 

27410 

CMCSTD 

SYS7C 

SYS7DC 

SYS7SC 

Terminal and Features 

2740 Model 1 with station control 
and longitudinal redundancy check
ing (LAC) features on a nonswitched 
line 

2741 on a nonswitched line 

2741 on a dial (switched) line 

Communicating Magnetic' Card 
SELECTAIC®Typewriter on a dial 
(switched) line. The CMCST is 
supported to the extent that it 
functions identically to a 27410 

System/7 functioning as a 2740 
with longitudinal redundancy check
ing (LCR) feature on a nonswitched 
line. The System/7 is supported to 
the extent that it functions iden
tically to a 2740C 

System/7 functioning as a 2740 
with longitudinal redundancy check
ing (LAC) feature on a dial (switched) 

. line. The System/7 is supported to 
the extent that it functions iden
tically to a 2740DC 

System/7 functioning as a 2740 
with station control and longitudinal 
redundancy checking (LAD) features 
on a nonswitched line. The System/7 
is supported to the extent that it 
functions identically to a 2740SC 

ATTAID-'attrid [,attrid] ... ' 

The ATTAID parameter specifies which terminal attributes 
set (specified by the TEAMA TTA statement) this terminal 
will use in the following cases: 

• If the attrid specification is omitted in the TEAMS para
meter on the assignment PAOG AAM statement. 

• If no other specification is given when a user program 
acquires this terminal during execution. 

The values given must correspond with a value given for the 
ATTAID parameter on a TEAMATTA statement. In addi
tion to the specifics given on this statement, the terminal 
attributes set will supply certain other specifics for this ter
minal. There is no default for this parameter. 

This parameter can be entered as a sublist, referencing the 
maximum of 32 attributes sets. The first attributes set 
referenced will be the default used by startup. 

It is required that all the attributes sets used with this ter
minal be given with this keyword. 

COMMAND- {~~s} 

The COMMAND parameter specifies whether or not this 
terminal is capable of requesting programs. If this parameter 
is given with the value YES, then the terminal must have 
both input and output capability. Any terminal can be 
specified as not being command capable, but if this para
meter is given with the value YES, and the terminal does 
not have both input and output capability, an error diag
nostic is given. There is no default for this parameter. 

ADDA-xx 

The ADDA parameter is the 2-hexadecimal character repre
sentation of the transmission line code of the terminal ad
dress. The terminal address and transmission code are physi
cally wired at each terminal. Consult your IBM Customer 
Engineer for the exact code wired. 

ONLlNE- {~~S} 

The ONLINE parameter is used to specify whether or not 
the terminal is available to be used at the beginning of a CCP 
run. The default value for the omitted parameter is YES. A 
value of NO indicates that this terminal should be treated 
by the CCP as if it were logically offline at startup. This 
specification may be overridden during the execution of the 
CCP by the system operator. 
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PINCOMP-n 

The PINCOMP parameter is used only for 1050 terminals, 
and specifies the principal (or only) input device for a 1050 
System specified as a command terminal and indicates the 
component from which the CCP receives the terminal opera
tor's input commands. For a non-command terminal, either 
this parameter or the POUTCOMP parameter is required; 
both may be specified if the terminal has both input and 
output capability. 

The following numbers will apply for the 1050 System: 

1 - Keyboard 
2 - Reader 1 
3 - Reader 2 

POUTCOMP-n 

The POUTCOMP parameter is used only for 1050 terminals, 
and specifies the principal (or only) output device of that 
terminal. This parameter is required for a 1050 System 
specified as a command terminal and indicates the com
ponent to which the CCP will output messages to the ter
minaloperator. For a non-command terminal, either this 
parameter, or the PINCOMP parameter is required; both 
may be specified if the terminal has both input and output 
capabilities. 

The following numbers will apply for the 1050 System: 

5 - Printer 1 
6 - Printer 2 
7 - Punch 1 
8 - Punch 2 

OFFACTN- {HOLD} 
DROP 

The OFFACTN parameter is used only for command ter
minals (COMMAND-YES), and specifies the action to be 
taken with this terminal when the terminal operator issues 
the Sign-off command. The only two acceptable values 
are HOLD and DROP. 

HOLD means the line will continue to be monitored by the 
system after the Sign-off command is given. HO LD is the 
default value for a nonswitched line. 
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DROP means that, when the Sign-off command is given: 

• If the terminal is connected by a nonswitched line, that 
terminal's status is changed from online to offline. 

• If the terminal is connected by a switched line, the line 
is disconnected. 

DROP is the default for a switched line. 

The terminal operator can override the parameter specified 
when using the Sign-off command. 



TERMNAME Statement 

The TERMNAME statement defines symbolic names to be 
associated with terminals and sub-terminals (a sub-terminal 
is a component of a 1050 system). This statement can also 
associate a telephone number to a specific terminal con
nected by a switched line. A maximum of 254 TERMNAME 
statements can be given for one assignment set. 

At assignment time, every terminal must have at least one 
symbolic name associated with it. If more than one sym
bolic name is associated to a specific terminal by giving the 
same TERMID parameter value on more than one TERM
NAME statement, the first one given will be called the pri
mary name and those following will be secondary names. 

1/ TERMNAME NAME-termnamel.TERMID-termid] 

LMSTRNAME-termname] [,INCOMP-n] 

l,OUTCOMP-n] [,PHONENUM-number1 

NAM E-termname 

The NAME parameter specifies a symbolic name to be 
associated with either a terminal or an input and/or output 
sub-terminal. If the parameter TERMID is specified on this 
statement, this NAME is associated with a specific terminal 
at the beginning of a CCP run. If the parameter MSTRNAME 
is specified, this NAME is the name of an input and/or out
put sub-terminal. 

The value for this parameter must be one to six extended 
alphameric characters; it cannot be all blanks, CONSOL, or 
ALL. It must be different from any other name given on 
any other TERMNAME statement. 

This symbolic name can be given and not associated with a 
terminal at assignment time. In this case it could, during a 
CCP run, be assigned to a terminal by the system operator. 
Also, if this symbolic name is assigned to a terminal, by 
using the TERMID parameter on this statement, it can be 
reassigned to another like terminal by the system operator 
during a CCP run. 

TERMID-termid 

The TERMID parameter associates the terminal which has 
this 2-character 10 with the symbolic name given in the 
NAME parameter. Specifying this parameter implies the 
NAME parameter value is a terminal name and therefore 
the parameters I NCOMP, OUTCOMP, and MSTR NAM E 
cannot be given on this statement. The termid value must 
be a termid given for a terminal on a BSCATERM or 
MLTATERM statement. 

The first TERMNAME statement that has both NAME and 
TERMID parameters given for a specific terminal is the pri
mary name for this terminal. 

MSTR NAM E-termname 

The MSTRNAME parameter is used to associate the sub
terminal with a terminal symbolic name. This parameter 
should only be used when describing sub-terminals and 
cannot be specified if the TERMID parameter is specified, 
If this parameter is specified, either the INCOMP and/or 
OUTCOMP parameters must also be specified. The value 
given here must match a value given as a terminal symbolic 
name on a previous TERMNAME statement. 

When describing a 1050 System, this parameter will asso
ciate the sub-terminal specified on this statement to a 1050 
System symbolic name. 

INCOMP-n 

The INCOMP parameter specifies an input sub-terminal 
(input component of a multi-component terminal) and im
plies the name given in the NAME parameter will be the 
symbolic name associated with this sub-terminal. If this 
parameter is specified, then the MSTRNAME parameter 
must also be specified to associate this sub-terminal to a 
terminal symbolic name. 

The value for this parameter mU'st be a single digit number. 
For the 1050 System the following numbers apply: 

- Keyboard 
2 - Reader 1 
3 - Reader 2 
4 - Anyone input component of the polled line 

OUTCOMP-n 

The OUTCOMP parameter specifies an output sub-terminal 
(output component of a multi-component terminal) and 
implies the name given in the NAME parameter is the sym
bolic name associated with this sub-terminal. If this para
meter is specified, then the MSTRNAME parameter must 
also be specified to associate this sub-terminal to a terminal 
symbolic name. 

The value for this parameter must be a single digit number. 
For the 1050 System the following numbers apply: 

5 - Printer 1 
6 - Printer 2 
7 - Punch 1 
8 - Punch 2 
9 - Any or all output components of the polled system 
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PHDNENUM-number 

The PHDNENUM parameter defines the telephone number 
for this terminal. The use of a telephone number is re
quired for switched lines using auto call or manual call. The 
value given must be a string of numeric digits representing 
the exact telephone number needed to place the call to this 
terminal. This parameter may be specified only if the 
TERMID parameter is given on this statement. A maximum 
of 25 digits can be given for anyone telephone number. 
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DISKFILE Statement 

The DISKFI LE statement is used to describe the disk files 
which will be used during the execution of this set. The 
information given on this statement must correspond with 
the actual type of file as it exists or will exist on disk. 

A DISKFI LE statement must be given for each disk file 
used by any program in this set, specifying the name by 
which programs reference this file. 

The number of DISKFILE statements, plus the number of 
SYMFILE statements, must not exceed 100 in one assign
ment set. 

/I DISKFILE . {5444 l NAME-fllename{,~EVICE- 5445 f } 

,ORG- \ ~ \ ,REel-n[,KEYl-n] 

(,KEYPOS-n} (,MSTRINDX- {'YES). } 
NO f 

(,MIXSIZE-n} 

NAM E-filename 

The NAME parameter specifies the name by which a pro
gram references the file. This name must be the same in 
every program in this assignment set that uses this file 
(except where the file is referenced by a // SYMF I LE name). 
This name matches the name on an DCL 1/ FI LE 
NAME-cccccccc, ... statement to be included at startup 
(unless that file is suppressed). As with a single program 
running under DSM, the name of the actual disk file is 
specified by the LABEL parameter of the DCL /1 FILE 
statement; if the LABEL parameter is omitted in the DCL 
1/ FILE statement, then this name is also the name of the 
actual disk file. 

Note that every program in this assignment set that refer
ences the indicated file must reference it by this name. 

DEVICE. {5444} 
5445 

The DEVICE parameter defines the storage device for this 
file, 5444 or 5445. The default value for an omitted 
DEVICE parameter is 5444. 



ORG- {n 
The ORG parameter specifies how the file is organized on 
disk. There is no default for this parameter. 

The following values may be specified: 

C - Consecutive (sequential) 
D - Direct 

- Indexed 

RECl-n 

The RECl parameter specifies the record length of the file 
on disk. The record length on disk and the record length 
for that file in a program must be the same. The value given 
for this parameter may be from 1 to 4096. 

KEYl-n 

The KEYl parameter (required for indexed file) specifies 
the length of the key in an indexed file. The value can be 
from 1 to 29 but must correspond to the key length as de
fined in the file on disk. 

KEYPOS-n 

The KEYPOS parameter (required for indexed file) defines 
the location of the key within the record. Specifically, the 
position given must be the position of the first character of 
the key in the record. This value is not a displacement 
value. This parameter must be given for all indexed files 
and may be from 1 to 4096, but must correspond with the 
value used when the file was created. 

The MSTRINDX parameter specifies whether or not this 
file should have an in-core master index. The parameter 
can be omitted and the MIXSIZE parameter can be used to 
specify a master index to be used and the core allocation 
for it. Master index is not supported for the 5445 disk 
files. This parameter is valid only if the ORG parameter 
has a value of I. 

If MSTRINDX-YES is specified and the MIXSIZE para
meter is omitted, a master index of one entry per index 
cylinder is built at startup. 

The default is NO, unless MIXSIZE-n is specified with a 
non-zero value indicating no master index within the CCP. 
This master index is external to the user's program and 
will be the only master index used for this file when this 
program is run under the CCP. Thus, if space for a master 
index was included in the user program, it will not be used 
under the CCP. 

The master index is a table containing entries for tracks in 
the index portion of an indexed data file. Each entry con
tains a track address and the lowest key field associated 
within that track. The most efficient size for the master 
index is equal to the key field length plus 2, multiplied by 
the number of tracks in the file index. 

Use of a master index can significantly reduce the amount 
of time needed to process an indexed file on a 5444. 

MIXSIZE-n 

The MIXSIZE parameter specifies the number of bytes to 
be allocated to the in-core master index for this file. The 
user can specify up to 16,383 bytes for the master index. 
The minimum value that can be specified is the number 
specified for KEYl plus 5. This parameter is valid only if 
the ORG parameter has a value of I specified. 

The following chart indicates results of various combinations 
of the MSTRINDX parameter and the MIXSIZE parameter: 

MIXSIZE Parameter 

Nonzero Omitted 

MSTRINDX 
Parameter 

YES Valid, the speci- Valid, one en-
fied nLimber of try per cylinder 
bytes will be of index 
used for master 
index 

NO Invalid Valid, no mas-
ter index 

Omitted Valid, the speci- Valid, no mas-
fied number of ter index 
bytes will be 
used for master 
index 
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Disk File Names (Not Using Symbolic File Facility) 

7-26· 

-The filename used in 
the program .... 

Program 

.... is the name that must 
be specified in a DISKFI LE 
statement during assignment ... 

.... and is the name that 
must appear as the NAM E 

. parameter in an OCl FILE 
statement at the startu p 
qf CCP. 

Assignment Set 

OC L at Startup 

----.~ ---

//PROGRAM 

1/ OISKFllE 

$CCP,--



Relationship of Filename Used in Program to Name of File on Disk' 

Program' 

II PROGRAM 

Assignment Set 
II DISKFIU: 

OCl at Startup 

$CCP,-

If the LAB E L parameter is specified in the OeL FILE state
ment, the actual file referenced is the file that resides on 
disk under thp. name specified by that LABEL parameter. 

OC l at Startup 

II LOAD $CCP,--

,(no LABEL 
parameter 

If no LABEL parameter is specified in the OCL FILE state
ment, the actual file referenced is the file that resides on 
disk under the name specified by the NAME parameter. ' 
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SYMF I LE Statement 

The SYMFILE statement defines the symbolic disk file 
reference name, and specifies the set of disk files with which 
that symbolic name can be validly associated by the ter- . 
minal operator IFI LE commands (see index entry file com
mand). 

/I SYMFILE NAME-cccccc,DISKFI LE-'ccc ... [,ccc ... ] .. .' 

NAM E-cccccccc 

The NAME parameter specifies a symbolic name which will 
be used as a file reference name within one or more pro
grams in this assignment set. This name does not identify 
a particular file (as a DISKFILE statement NAME para
meter does). A File command from the terminal operator 
is required to specify which disk file is actually to be refer
enced in execution of the program. The File command 
must specify one of the disk files identified in this state
ment. It cannot duplicate any name on a DISKF I LE state
ment or another SYMFI LE statement. 

DISKFI LE-'ccc ... [,ccc ... ] .. .' 

The DISKFILE parameter specifies one or more file names 
previously specified by the NAME parameter on a DISK-
FI LE statement. All files referenced in the DISKFI LE para
meter of the SYMFI LE statement must have identical 
characteristics. A symbolic file name cannot reference both 
5444 and 5445 disk files. 
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$ymboJic Disk File Name 

This filename used in a program 
is a symbolic filename. 

Assignment Set 

Program 

II PROGRAM The assignment set indicates 
that this name might refer to 
anyone of three different disk 
files, depending on which one /I SYMFllE 

the terminal operator says to 
use. 

/I OISKFllE 

eel at Startup 

Each of the possible disk file 
names must appear as the NAME 
parameter of an OCl FilE state
ment at the startup of CC.P. 

$CCP,--

NAME-
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Symbolic File Reference 

Before running the program, 
the terminal operator entered 
this command: 

/ FILE XYZ,DEF 

When the program is requested 
by the terminal operator, the 
program accesses the actual disk 
file identified by the disk file 
name DEF. 

NAME-

$CCP,--

Because in this OCL, the disk 
file identified by the name 
DEF is specified as being on 
the disk under the name ABC, 
the file ABC is the actual file 
referenced in this run of the 
program. 
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/I PROGRAM 

NAME-

----=3 
~--. --

Assignment 
Set 

OCL at Startup 
ofCCP 

If the terminal operator had 
entered: 

/FILE XYZ,GHI 
the actual file GHI would 
have been referenced. If 
the terminal operator had. 
entered: 

/FILE XYZ,JKL 

the actual file MNO would 
have been referenced. 



Two Filenames Used in a Program Refer to the Same File 

Before running the program, 
the terminal operator entered 
this command: 

Through the use of a 
symbolic file, the same 
fi Ie is used under two 
names, perhaps in order 
to process the file in 
two different ways in 
the program. 

II DISKFI~E 

II DISKFILE 

NAME-JKL 

NAME- GHI 

$CCP,--

-J 

Program 

II PROGRAM 

GHI, JKL' 

NAME -JKL 

Assignment Set 

OC L at Startup of CCP 
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PROGRAM Statement 

The PROGRAM statement defines the logical structure and 
resource requirements of a user program. One PROGRAM 
statement must be given for each program which can be re
quested by a command terminal during the execution of 
the CCP using this assignment set. A maximum of 255 
PROGRAM statements can be entered within one assign
ment set. For additional discussion about the programming 
languages supported, see IBM System/3 Model 10 Disk Sys
tem Communication Control Program Programmer's Refer
ence, GC21-7579. 

1/ PROGRAM 
COBOL 

{

FORTRAN} 

NAME-pgmname,LANGUAGE- RPGII 

ASSEM 

LMRTMAX-n) LREUSABLE- { ~~S} J 

[,NEVEREND- {~~S} J LRUNALONE- {~~S} J 

[,PRINTER- {~~S} ] LMFCU- {~~S} ] 

[,RP1442- {~~S} ] [,PGMDATA- {~~s} ] 
LENDMSG- {~~S} ] 

LTERMS-'termname[/attrid] [,termname[/attrid]] 
000 'J 

[,FI LES-'filename/access[1 {~~~HR} ),0':] 

[SHAREDIO- {NO} ] [PACK- {PROGRAM} 1 
, YES' SYSTEM 

LDFFMTERM-n] LDFFNDF-n] LDFFSFDT-n] 

NAM E-pgmname 

The NAME parameter defines the name of a program which 
resides on a user's CCP pack or system pack. The name 
must be two to six extended alphameric characters, except 
that it cannot start with a $ or a numeric character. 

! FORTRAN l 
LANGUAGE- COBOL 

RPGII 
ASSEM 

The LANGUAGE parameter specifies the programming 
language used to compile this program. There is no default 
for this parameter. 
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MRTMAX-n 

The M RTMAX parameter specifies that the program is capa
ble of servicing multiple requesting terminals, and the num
ber of terminals it is capable of servicing at one time. For 
a discussion about multiple requesting terminals, see IBM . 
System/3 Model 10 Disk System Communication Control 
Program Programmer's Reference, GC21-7579. If this para
meter is omitted, it indicates that this program (a single 
requester program) is not capable of servicing mUltiple re
questing terminals. The valid range of numbers for this 
parameter is 1 to 239. 

The REUSABLE parameter specifies whether or not this 
program is reusable without the necessity of reloading it. 
RPG II and FORTRAN programs are not reusable programs. 
A never-ending program cannot be specified REUSABLE. 
The default value if this parameter is omitted is NO. 

The NEVEREND parameter specifies whether or not the 
program is never ending. The term never ending defines a 
program which, once it is initiated and loaded into memory, 
will remain in memory communicating either with one or 
many terminals, or at times with none,- until the shutdown 
of the CCP. 

A reusable program cannot be specified as never ending. 

RUNALONE- {~~s} 

The RUNALONE parameter states whether or not this pro
gram (when it is running) is required to be the only program 
executing under control of the CCP in a multiprogramming 
environment. This parameter applies only to a version of 
the CCP which was generated to handle more than one con
currently executing user program. This parameter has no 
effect on the other programming level in a DPF system. 
The default value is NO. 

The PR I NTER parameter specifies whether or not the line 
printer is used in the program. The default is NO. 



The MFCU parameter specifies whether or not the MFCU is 
used in the program. The default is NO. 

The RP1442 parameter specifies whether or not the 1442 is 
used in the program. The default is NO. 

PGMDATA- {~~S} 

The PGMDATA parameter specifies whether or not a pro
gram request from a terminal can have data entered with it. 
The default value if the parameter is not given is YES. If a 
terminal operator gives data with the program request, and 
the value in this parameter is NO, then the terminal opera-
tor will receive an error message. A program specified as 
servicing mUltiple requesting terminals (parameter MRTMAX) 
must not specify PGMDATA-NO. If PGMDATA-YES is 
specified, the requesting terminal is not required to enter 
data. However, the program must be able to handle zero 
data length input. 

If PGMDATA-NO is specified, any program request con
taining data is rejected by the CCP. 

ENDMSG- {~~S} 
The ENDMSG parameter specifies whether or not the ter
minal which requested this program will receive a message 
from the CCP whenever: 

• The program goes to end-ot-job 

• The program releases the terminal 

The default, if this parameter is omitted, is YES, indicating 
that a message is to be sent at these times. A specification 
ENDMSG-NO indicates that the following four messages 
are not to be sent to the requesting terminal: 

S03 
S05 
SOl 
S02 

PROG END - PROCEED 
PROG END - SHUTDOWN 
PROG REL - PROCEED 
PROG REL - SHUTDOWN 

Use of this parameter with the value NO may be particularly 
important if this program is requested by 3270 type ter
minals. When a requesting terminal goes from data mode 
(communicating with a program) to command mode (able 
to communicate with the CCP), the first 160 positions of 
the screen are cleared and set by the CCP. If the display is 
to remain intact after the program releases the terminal or 
goes to end-of-job, ENDMSG-NO must be specified. (The 
first 160 positions of the display are cleared unless 
ENDMSG-NO is specified.) 

TERMS-'termname [/attrid] [,termname [/attrid] ] 

The TERMS parameter specifies terminals which are re
quired to be available when this program is requested to 
execute. Terminal attributes sets can also be specified for 
these terminals. 

The values for this parameter can be entered as split-values 
and/or sublists. 

The value for termname is the symbolic name of a required 
terminal and must correspond to the NAME parameter on a 
TERMNAME statement. Each terminal name given for this 
parameter within one program must be unique. The terminal 
names do not have to be assigned to a specific terminal I D 
at assignment time; however, the system operator must 
assign them prior to the execution of this program. No two 
terminal names may be assigned to the same terminal ID. 

The value for attrid specifies a terminal attributes set to be 
associated with this terminal during execution of this pro
gram. If the attrid value is omitted, the first attributes set 
given on the BSCATERM or ML TATERM statement apply. 

The requesting terminal is not normally specified as a re
quired terminal, but if it is, then the above conditions apply. 

The maximum number of required terminals allowed within 
one PROGRAM statement is 80, or less depending on this 
formula: 

T + 2F ~ 113 

where 
F = the number of filenames entered in the FI LES 

parameter on this statement 
T = the maximum number of required terminals 

allowed on this statement 
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{
SHR } FI LES-'filename/access(J NOSHR ] 

[,filename/access, .. .1 ' 

The FILES parameter must be specified if disk files are used 
in this program. The values for each file are given as split
values and if m~ltiple disk files are used, the entire value 
for the FILES parameter is a sublist. (The TERMS para
meter on this statement defines for the maximum number 
of files that may be specified on the PROGRAM statement.) 

The value for filename is required for each disk file used 
and must be a disk file name as specified in the program. 
Each filename specified here must correspond to the NAM E 
parameter given on a DISKFILE statement or SYMFILE 
statement. 

The value for access is required and describes the assumed 
organization and mode of access of this file as used by this 
application program. For additional discussion about the 
value for access, see IBM System/3 Model 10 Disk System 
Communication Control Program Programmer's Reference, 
GC21-7579. 

Note: Creating new direct data disk files is not supported 
under the CCP. Direct files referenced by programs run
ning under the CCP must already exist on disk. 

The following terms may be entered for the access value: 

CO
CG
CU
CA
DG
DGA
DU
DUA
lS
ISA
ISL
ISU
ISUL-

ISUA
lA
IR
IRA
IRU
IRUA-
10-
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Consecutive output 
Consecutive input 
Consecutive update 
Consecutive add 
Direct input 
Direct input binary keys 
Direct input and update 
Direct input and update, binary 
Indexed sequential input only 
Indexed sequential input and add 
Indexed sequential in'putwith limits 
Indexed sequential input and update 
Indexed sequential input and update with 
limits 
Indexed sequential input, update, and add 
Indexed add only 
Indexed random input only 
Indexed random input and add 
Indexed random input and update 
Indexed random input, update, and add 
Ordered indexed load 

IOU - Unordered indexed load 
I RANA - Indexed random add data management 

access is used to read records, but no 
records will be added into the file 

IRUANA - Indexed random update and add data 
management access is used to read records 
(and possibly update records), but no 
records will be added into the file 

The optional parameter 

{ SHR } specifies whether or not this file may be shared 
NOSHR 

with another program while this program is executing. The 
CCP allows the sharing of disk files in either input or up
date mode but the sharing of the same record at the same 
time is prohibited within the CCP. SHR, the default value 
for input, update, and add files if SOSs were specified in 
the SYSTEM statement, indicates this file can be shared 
with another program. NOSHR, the default for load files, 
or when SOSs were not specified in the SYSTEM state
ment, indicates this file is not shared with any other pro
gram during execution of this program. SHR must not be 
specified if the access is CO, 10, or IOU. 

SHAREDIO- {~~S} 

The SHAREDIO parameter indicates whether or not this 
program was compiled specifying shared I/O. A YES value 
indicates the program does use shared I/O and a value of NO 
indicates the program does not use shared I/O. The default 
value is NO. RPG II and FORTRAN are the only program 
languages which support shared I/O. 

{
PROGRAM} 

PACK- SYSTEM 

The PACK parameter, specifies the disk pack which contains 
this program. PROGRAM is the default value and indicates 
this program resides on the pack $CCP was loaded from. 
SYSTEM indicates this program resides on the pack from 
which the user loaded DSM (IPL). 

DFFMTERM-n 

The DFFMTERM parameter specifies the maximum num
ber of terminals this program will communicate with con
currently using the Display Format Facility (DFF). 

A 1 to 3-digit value from 1 through 239 can be specified. 
If this parameter is omitted it is assumed none of the ter
minals serviced by this program will use DFF. 



If this parameter is specified, the parameters OF FNDF and 
DFFSFDT must also be specified on this statement. 

DFFNDF-n 

The DFFNDF parameter specifies the maximum number 
of display format names that are referenced during any 
executions of this program. 

A 1 to 3-digit value from 1 through 255 can be specified. 
Ilf this parameter is omited, it is assumed no terminals ser
viced by this program will make use of DFF. 

If this parameter is specified, the parameters DFFMTERM 
and DFFSFDT must also be specified on this statement. 

DFFSFDT-n 

The DFFSFDT parameter specifies the size of the largest 
field descripter table of any display format referenced by 
this program. 

The value for this parameter can be from 1 through 3584 
but must correspond to the largest field descripter table 
used, as printed by the Display Format Generation routine. 
If this parameter is omitted, it is assumed no terminals ser
viced by this program will make use of DFF. 

If this parameter is given, the parameters DFFMTERM and 
DFFNDF must also be given on this statement. 

ASSIGNMENT LIST PROGRAM 

The Assignment List program ($CCPAL) can be executed 
anytime after the Assignment File Build program ($CC1BF) 
has been executed. $CCPAL has four purposes: 

1. 

2. 

List either the contents of all the assignment sets in 
the assignment file,,$CCPFILE, or the contents of 
any individual set in the file, to show the contents 
of the set or sets. 

List the request count for each program in the assign
ment file, if the program request count option was 
chosen at generation time. The request counts can 
be listed either separately for each set or as a total 
for all sets. The user can clear the request count to 
zero either after listing the counts or without listing 
the counts. 

3. List the assignment file directory. 

4. List the CCP configuration. This is allowed anytime 
after generation, even before an assignment run. 

The CCP Assignment List program ($CCPAL) can be used 
to list the following assignment file data: 

• Assignment File configuratiqn record, directory, or 
assignment sets. 

• An option to list and/or reset the program request-count 
(if request-count was selected at generation). 

The input for the assignment list program is as follows: 

• The previously built file $CCPF I LE. 

• The OCL statement provided by the user. The source 
statements must be input from the system input device. 
The following OCL statements are needed: 

1 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 

II L.O AD $C CP AL. ,ll nit 
II F I LE NA ME -.$ CC 'PF I L EO) UN IT -u ni t, 
II 'PA CK -p Q.C kid 
I) RUN 

• The assignment control statements instructing $CCPAL 
of the function(s) it is to perform. 

A combination of parameters on the /I LIST control 
statement to define the options the user wishes to exer
cise in listing the file, $CCPFI LE. 

• The /* statement at the end of all input control state
ments. 

The output for the assignment list program is as follows: 

• A user selected listing of portions of the file $CCPFI LE. 

• A user selected resetting of the program request-count 
within the file (if request-count was selected at genera
tion). 

All listings are output to the printer. The control state
ments are output to the system log device. 

Keyword parameters are listed in the form used by the 
Assignment Build program control statements. 
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LIST Statement 

. The Assignment List program is controlled by the LIST 
statement, which the user enters from the system input 
device. The LIST statement specifies: 

• What is to be listed - an individual set, all sets, only 
the control file directory, or only the CCP configuration 

• Whether or not the program request count should be 
printed for one or all of the sets in the file 

• Whether the program request count should be reset to 
zero for one or all of the sets in the file 

II LIST 

"d 

[SET- {~~ } ][PGMSTAT- {~~S}] 
CONFIG. 

JNO l 
LRESETPS- t YES f ] 

The statement identifier is the word LIST. Any number of 
LIST statements can be entered for a single execution of 
$CCPAL. No continuation statements are allowed. This 
control statement must be given but no parameters are re
quired on the statement. 

If no parameters are specified, the statement contains the 
following information only: 

/I LIST 

All defaults are assumed, the contents of all the sets in the 
file are listed, and the program request-count is left un
touched. 

ALL lid I 
SET- OIR 

CONFIG 

The SET parameter specifies which parts of the $CCPFILE 
to list. 

The value id refers to any valid assignment set that exists in 
the control file and causes that set to be printed provided 
no other parameters are included in this statement. If the 
parameters PGMSTAT and/or RESETPS is included, the 
id value refers to all request-counts within that set. 
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The value ALL, the default value, causes all assignment sets 
to be listed provided no other parameters are included in 
the statement. If the parameters PGMSTAT and/or 
RESETPS is included, the value ALL refers to all request
counts within all assignment sets in the file. 

The value DIR causes the control file directory (contains 
the IDs of assignment sets contained in the file) to be 
printed. If the value SET-OI R is given, no other parameters 
can be given on this statement. 

The value CONFIG indicates the CCP configuration record 
should be printed. If the value SET-CONFIG is given, no 
other parameters can be given on this statement. 

The PGMSTAT parameter states whether or not the pro
gram request-counts should be printed on the printer. If 
the value for the SET parameter is ALL or not given, the 
value YES is given for this parameter, and the option was 
chosen at generation time, the .. program request-counts for 
all assignment sets are printed. If the value given is for a 
particular valid set 10 and the value YES is given for this 
parameter, the request-counts for just that set are printed. 
The default, if this parameter is omitted, is NO. If the 
value YES is given for this parameter, and the system was 
defined at generation time as not containing request-counts, 
a diagnostic message is given and this statement is ignored. 

R ESETPS- {~~S} 

The RESETPS parameter states whether or not the program 
request-counts should be reset to zero. If the value YES is 
given and the value ALL is given (or defaulted) for the SET 
parameter on this statement, the program request-counts 
for all sets in the file are reset to zero. 

If the value YES is given and a valid set lOis given for the 
SET parameter on this statement, the program request
counts are reset to zero for just that set. The default, for 
the omitted parameter is NO. If the value YES is given 

I 

with this parameter, and the system was defined at gener-
ation time as not containing request-counts, a diagnostic 
message is given and this statement is ignored. 

Combinations of parameters and their associative meaning 
for the LIST statement follows. Whenever a parameter is 
omitted, the same effect would occur if the parameter were 
given with its default value. 



II LIST 
List all sets in the file 

II LIST SET-id 
List this particular set 

II LIST SET-ALL 
List all sets in the file 

II LIST SET-DJ R 
List only the directory 

II LIST SET-CONFIG 
List only the configuration record 

II LIST PGMSTAT-YES 
List the program request-counts for all sets 

/I LIST RESETPS- YES 
Reset the program request-counts to zero for all sets 

II LIST SET-id,PGMSTAT-YES 
List the program request-counts for this set only 

II LIST SET-id,RESETPS-YES 
Reset the program request-counts for this set only 

1/ LIST PGMSTAT-YES, RESETPS-YES 
List the program request-counts for all sets and reset 
them to zero 

IILlST SET-id,PGMSTAT-YES,RESETPS-YES 
List the program request-counts for this set and reset 
them to zero after listing them 
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SAMPLE ASSIGNMENT SET: OUTPUT FROM THE 
ASSIGNMENT BUILD PROGRAM ($CCPAS) 

II LOG PRINTER 
II LOAD $CCPAS,R2 
II FilE NAME-$CCPWORK,RETAIN-S,TRACKS-3,UNIT-R2,PACK-CCPOBJ 
II FilE NAME-$CCPFILE,RETAIN-P,UNIT-R2,PACK-CCPOBJ 
II RUN 
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II SET ID-],AtTIO~-CREATE,OFLTEXEC-YES 
II SYSTEM MINUPA-21.00K,MINTPBUF-2840,MAXEUP-2, 
II PASSWO~D-FECD, 
II COMMANDL-SQ,TRACEBLK-2,SYB-2,FSB-2,DFFPACK-PROGRAM,PGMREQl-15 

* 
* II TERMATTR ATTRIO-l,TRANSLAT-NO,RLKl-512,DATAFORM-MESSAGE, 
II VERIfYIO-NO,DFF3210-YES 

* 
* .********THIS STMNT TYPE REQD FOR CCPIVP OR MlTAllNE STMNT 
II BSCAllNE TYPE-CS,lINENU~-1,POLlLtST-'OO,Ql,10,11' 
1/ BSCATERM TERMID-QO,TYPE-]211M2,ATrRID-1,COMMA~D-YES,OFFACTN-HOlOt 
/f ADDRCHAR-*60b04040*,POLlCHAR-*40404040* 
1/ BSCATERM TERMID-Ol,TYPE-3217M2,ATTRIO-l,COMMAND-YES,OFFACTN-HOlD, 
/1 ADDRCHAR-*6060CICl*,POllCHAR-*4040ClC1* 
I I OSCA T ER"'1 TE RM 1 0-10, TYPE-3 277M2, A TJlU 0-1, COM MAND-NO, 
II ADORCHAR-*61614040*,POLLCHAR-*CIC14040* 
II 13 S CAT E R M T E R M I 1)- 11 , T Y P E - 3 277M 2 , A T T R I 0- 1 ,C 0 M MA NO - NO , 
II AODRCHAR-*6161CICl*,POLLCHAR-*ClClClC1* 

* II TERMNAME NAME-CUuDVO,TERMIO-OO 
II TERMNAME NAME-CUODV1,TERMID-Ol 
1/ TERMNAME NAME-CUIDVO,TERMID-IO 
II TERMNAME NAME-CUIDVl,TERMID-ll 

* *********THIS STMNT TYPE REQD FOR CCPIVP 
II DISKFILE NA~E-CGIVFIL1,OEVICE-5444,ORG-C,RECL-16 

* 
* *********THIS STMNT TYPE REQO FOR CCPIVP 
II DISKfllE NAME-CGIVFIl2,DEVICE-5444,ORG-C,RECl-16 
*********NOTE THAT ONE DISKFILE STATEMENT -CGIVfILE- WOULD BE NEEDED 
*********IF SY~BDLIC FilES A~E NOT BEING USED. 

* 
* II DISKFllE NAME-OUMMY1,DEV[CE-5444,ORG-D,RECL-256 
/1 DlSKFILE NAME-DUMMY2,DEVICE-5444,ORG-I,RECL-64,KEYl-S,KEYPOS-1, 
II MSTRINDX-YES 
*******(l:*THIS STMNT TYPE REQ!) FOR CCPIVP IF SYMBOLIC FILES ARE USED. 
/1 SYMFILE NAME-CGIVFILE,DISKFllE-'CGIVFIL1,CGIVFIL2' 

* *********(l:**(l:THIS STMNT NECESSARY FO~ CCPIVP,PACK AND PRINTER VALUES 
********(l:****CAN BE CHANGED FOR YOUR CONFIG. 
II PROGRAM NAME-CCPIVP,LANGUAGE-ASSEM,~GMDATA-YES, 
1/ FILES-'CGIVFILE/CO/NOSHR', 
II PACK-PROGRAM,PRINTER-YES 

* 
* *********NOTE THAT CCPIVP MUST BE ON CORRECT PACK AT STARTUP OF CCP. 
*********IF THE PRINTER IS TO BE USED CCPIVR MUST BE LINK EDITED FIRST 
*********AS CCPIVP. CCPIVP MUST BE ON CORRECT PACK AT STARTUP •• ****** 

* II PROGRAM NAME-DUMMY1,lANGUAGE-RPGll,MRTMAX-2,PGMDATA-YES, 
/1 FILES-'DUMMYI/OU/SHR,OUMMY2/IRUA/SHR',PACK-SYSTEM,OFFMTERM-4, 



II DFFNDF-2,OFFSFOT-1006 
II PROGRAM NAME-DUMMV2,lANGUAGE-COBOl,MRTMAX-2.PGMDATA-VES, 
II fllES-'OUMMY1/DU/SHR,DUMMV2/IRANA/SHR',PACK-SYSTEM,DFFMTERM-2. 
II OFFNDF-l,OFFSfOT-396 
*1* REPLACE WITH 1* 
1* 

o WARNING MESSAGES 

o TERMINATION MESSAGES 



SAMPLE ASSIGNMENT SET: OUTPUT FROM THE 
ASSIGNMENT LIST PROGRAM ($CCPAL) 

$CCPFILEOIRECTORY LIST 

NUMBER OF SETS IN THIS CCP F[LE 

NUMBER OF ENTRIES AVAILABLE FOR SETS 

DATA OBTAINED FROM LAST CCP RUN USING THIS FILE 

MEMORY SIZE OF OBJECT CPU 

MAXIMUM NUMBER OF CORE DUMPS IN THIS CCP FILE 

START OF MEMORY DUMPAREA 'C/S' 

END OF MEMORY DUMP AREA START OF TRACE 'C/S' 

END OF TRACE AREA 'CIS' 

EXECUTION TIME - DEFAULT SET 10 

DATE FILE LAST UPDATED 

05/31113 

65536 

180/00 

202/00 

203/00 

5 

20 

o 

0.5/31/73 

SET [0 IN THE FILE 
B 

LENGTH OF SET IN SECTORS 
52 

Q} 7 
o 10 
1 8 
2 10 
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$CCPFILE CONFIGURATION 

MAXIMUM NUMBER OF CONCURRENT USER PROGRAMS 8 

SIGN-ON SECURITY - CCP 

05/31/73 

110 DEVICE SUPPORT R1 Fl R2 F2 01 02 MFCU. RP1442 5203 

,PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE SUPPORT 

DPF SYSTEM 

UPDATE FILE SHARING 

SYMBOL IC FILES 

COBOL FORTRAN ASSEMBLER RPGII 

PROGRAM REQUEST-COUNT STAT1STICS KEPT 

DATA MODE ESCAPE CHARACTERS 111111 

NUMBER OF MLTA LINES AVAILABLE TO CCP 8 

MLTA TRANSMISSION CODES CORRESPONDENCE PTTCEBCO 

MLTA TERMINAL SUPPORT 1050 1050D 2740 27405 2140C 2740SC 

27400 27400T 27400C 27400TC 2740M2S 2740M2SB 2740M2SC 

2140M2SCB 2741 21410 SYS7C SYS70C 

NUMBER OF BSCA LINES AVAILABLE RO CCP 2 

BSCA LINE-TYPE SUPPORT 

SWITCHED 

POINT-TO-POINT MULTIPOINT CONTROL-STATION 

B5CA FACILITIES RECORD-SE~ARATOR-X'lE' GET-MESSAGE ITB EBCDIC 

AUTD-RESPONSE RESIDENT-POLLING BSCA-TRANSP 

BSCA DEVICE-TYPE SUPPORT 3277M1 3275H2 3277H2 3286H2 3735 CPU 
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SET-Q) $CCPFILE SYSTEM INFORMATION TABLE 05/31113 

MAXEUP MINTPBUF PRINTER RP1442 SOB PGMREOL DFFPACK 
MINUPA PASSWORD MFCU TRACEBLK FSB COMMANOL. 

2 21. OOK . 2640 FECD NO NU NO 2 2 2 15 50 PROGRAM 

SET-@ $CCPFILE TER~INAL ATTRIBUTES TABLE 05/31113 

ATTRIO UPCASE DATAFQRM BLKL TRANSP SPAN DFF3210 
VARL TRANSLAT SwITCHED REeL ITB VERIFYID 

1 NO NO NO MESS~GE 512 NO NO NO NO NO 

SET-@ $CCPFILE liNE CONTROL TABLE 05/31113 

llNENUM DATARATE RCVINT DBlBUF NRETRY CALC BSCA WAtT 
TYPE AUTOPOLL TIOlT 

BSCA-1 CS NO 

LINENUM IOEXSEND 
DELAY/POlLlOOP 

BSCA-l 256 

SET-iil SCCPFllE TERMINAL USED 

LINE TYPE ONLINE ATTRIO 

XMCODE 

EBCDIC 1 

POLlLIST 

00,01,10,11 

TARLE 

PINCOMP ADDRCHAR 

BLOCK SIZE RECl 

554 

05/31113 

POLLCHAR 
TERMID COHMANO OFFACTN ADDR POUTCOMP IDEXRCV 

IH 00 3271184/86-M2 YES YES HOLD 1 61)604040 40404040 
81 01 3211184/8b-M2 YES YES HOLD 1 6060CIC1 4040C1C1 
B1 10 3211/84/B6-M2 NO YES 1 61614040 CIC14040 
Bl 11 3217/84/B6-M2 NO YES l' 6161C1Cl C1CIC lC 1 

SET-iil . SCCPFILE TERMINAL NAME TABLE 05/31/13 

NAME TERMID MSTRNAME INCOMP OUTCOMP 10 PHONENUM 

CUODVO 00 
CUOOVl 01 
CUIDVO 10 
CUIDVl 11 
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SET-i SCCPFILE FILE CONTROL TABLE 05/31/73 

"F I LENAME DEV ICE ORG RECl KEYL KEYPOS MSTRINDX MIXSIZ 

CGIVFILl 5444 C 16 
CGIVFIl2 5444 C 16 
OUMMY1 5444 0 256 
DUMMY2 5444 I 64 8 1 YES 0 

SYMBOLIC NAME" D I SKFILE NAME/S 

CGIVFILE CGIVFIll CGIVFIL2 

SET-Gl SCCPFILE PROGRAM CONTROL TABLE 05/31/73 

PROG RUNALONE NEVEREND MFCU SHAREDIO PGMOATA OFFSFOT PACK 
NAME LANGUAGE MRTMAX PRINTER RP1442 REUSABLE ENDMSG DFFWKA 

CCPIVP ASSEM NO NO YES NO NO NO NO YES YES PROGRAM 
DUMMYl RPGIl NO 2 NO NO NO NO NO NO YES YES 1024 1536 SYSTEM 
DUMMY2 COBOL NO 2 NO NO NO NO NO NO YES YES 512 768 SYSTEM 

PROG FILES TERMS 
NAME FILENAME ACCESS SHR TERMNAME ATTRID 

CCPIVP CGIVFILE LOAD NO 
OUMMYl DUMMYl UPDATE YES 

nUMMY2 ADD YES 
DUMMY2 DUMMYl UPDATE YES 

DUMMY2 REF YES 
1* 
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SAMPLE ASSIGNMENT SET: CALCULATION OF 
CORE SIZES 

II lOG PRINTER 
1/ lOAD $CCPAS,R2 
II FILE NAME-$CCPWO~K,RETAIN-S,TRACKS-3,UNIT-R2,PACK-CCPOBJ 
// FILE NAME-$CCPF[LE,~ErAIN-p,UNIT-R2,PACK-CCPOBJ 
/1 RUN 
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/1 SET ID-j,ACTIO~-CREATE,OFLTEXEC-YES 
1/ SYSTEM MINUPA-21.QOK,MINTPBUF-2840,MAXEUP-2, 
/1 PASSWOq,D-FECD, III 'iB 
1/ COMMANDL-50,TRACEBlK-2,S~B-2,FSB-2,DFFPACK-PROGRAM,PGMREQl-15 

EJ ' IJ:~ 10 * 
* II TERMATTR ATTR10-l,TRANSLAT-NO,ALKl-512,DATAFORM-MESSAGE, 
/1 VERIFYIQ-NO,DFF3Z10-YES 111,111 
* 
* *********THlS·STMNT TYPE REQD FOR CCPJVP OR MlTAlINE STMNT 
,1/ BSCAllNE TYPE-CS,lINENUM-l,POlLlIST-'OO,Ol,lO,lll 
1/ BSCA TERM TERM 10-00, TYPE-,3277MZ, A fTR 1 0-1, COMMAND-YES, OFFACTN-HOLO, 
II ADORCHAR-*60b04040*,POLLCHAR-*40404040* 
/1 BSCATERM TERMID-Ol,TYPE-3277MZ,ATTRIO-l,COMMAND-YES,OFFACTN-HOl0, 
II ADDRCH'AR-*6060C IC 1 *, POLLCH AR-*4040C IC 1* 
/1 BSCATERM TERMIO-IO,TYPE-3277M2,ATT~ID-1,COMMANO-NO, 
1/ ADORCHAR-*616l4040*,POLLCHAR-*CIC14040* 
II 8SCATERM TERM 10-11, TYPE-3217M2, A TTR 10-1, COMMA NO-NO, 
II AOORCHAR-*6161CICl*,POLLCHAR-*ClClClC1* 

* II TERMNAME NAME-CUODVO,TERMIO-OO 
II TERMNAME NAME-CUODV1,TERMI0-Ol 
II TERMNAME NAME~CUIDVO,TERMID-10 
II TERMNAME NAME-CUIDV1,TERMIO-ll 

* *********TH1S STMNT TYPE REQD FOR CCPIVP 
II DISKF(lE NAME-CGlVFILl,OEVICE-5444,ORG-C,RECl-16 

* 
* *********THIS STMNT TYPE REQD FOR CCPIVP 
II DISKFllE NAME-CGIVFIL2,OEVICE-5444,ORG-C,RECl-16 
*********NOTE THAT ONE OISKFILE STATEMENT -CGIVFILE- WOULD BE NEEDED 
*********IF SY~BOlIC FILES ARE NOT BEING USED. 

* 
* II OISKF1LE NAME-DUMMY1~DEVtCE-5444,ORG-D,RECL-256 
II 0ISKF[LE NAME-DUMMV2,OEVICE-5444,ORG-I,RECL-64,KEYl-8.KEYPOS-1, 
II MSTRINDX-YES 
*********THIS STMNT TYPE REQO FOR CCPIVP IF SYMBOLIC FILES ARE USED. 
II SYMFILE NAME-CGIVFILE,OISKFIlE-'CGIVFIL1,CGIVFIL2' 

* 
* *************THIS STMNT NECESSARY FOR CCPIVP,PACK AND PR(NTER VALUES 
*************CAN BE CHANGED FOR YOUR CONF[G. 
II PROGRAM NAME-CCPIVP,lANGUAGE-ASSEM,PGMOATA-YES, 
II FILES-'CGIVFILE/CO/NOSHR', 
II PACK-PROGRAM,PRINTER-YES 

* 
* *********NOTE THAT CCPIVP MUST BE ON CORRECT PACK AT STARTUP OF CCP. 
*********tF THE PRINTER IS TO BE USED CCP[VR MUST BE LINK EDITED FIRST 
*********AS CCPIVP. CCPIVP MUST BE ON CORRECT PACK AT STARTUP •• ****.* 

* 1/ PROGRAM NAME-DUMMYl,LANGUAGE-RPGII,MRTMAX-Z,PGMOATA-YES, 
II FllES-'OUMMYI/OU/SHR,DUMMYZ/IRUA/SHR',PACK-SYSTEM,OFFMTERM-4, 

II 



IIvl OFfNDf-2,OFFSFDT-I006111 
II PROGRAM NAME-OUMMY2,LANGUAGE-COBOL,MRTMAX-2,PGMDATA-YES, 
II FIlES-'OUMMYI/OU/SHR,DUMMY2/IRANA/SHR',PACK-SYSTEM,DFFMTERM-2, 

1EJ111 DfFNOF-l, DFFSFOT-396 III EI, 
*1* REPLACE WITH 1* 
/* 

o WARNING MESSAGES 

o TERMINATION MESSAGES 
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D Program request with no data to be keyed in for 
DUMMY1 and DUMMY2: DUMMY1, DUMMY2 = 

6 + 0, program request, data for CCPIVP = 6 + 8 = 14. 
Therefore the value of the PGMREQL is 14. 

fJ The maximum terminal command length is 50 posi
tions. 

II Only two user programs may run at one time. It is 
possible to specify three programs, but only two of 
them can run at one time and the worse case if the 
two programs (DUMMY1 and DUMMY2) using the 
shared direct file in update mode. Therefore the 
value of SOS is 2. 

D The CCPIVP program is the only program using sym
bolic files, and it uses only one symbolic file. Since 
only two copies of CCPIVP can run concurrently in 
this system, two File commands can potentially be 
in the system at one time. Therefore the value of 
FSS is 2. 

B DUMMYl communicates to two requesting terminals 
and when loaded, issues acquires to two additional 
terminals. DUMMYl may run only with one of the 
terminals at a time, but it can run with up to four 
terminals at the same time. (Reference iD ) 

ra DUMMY2 communicates with up to two requesting 
terminals at anyone time. (Reference W ) 

a 1006 is the largest field descriptor table used by this 
program (DUMMY1 uses format $ZOREN and 
$Z0009). (Reference III ) 

o 396 is the size of the only format used by this pro
gram (DUMMY2 uses only format $Z0009). (Refer
ence W) 

fJ DUMMY1 uses two data formats. (Reference m ) 
Ir:1 DUMMY2 uses one data format. (Reference OJ ) 

mUse L1 R fJ in the formula (127 + [DFFMTERM 
x 37] + [DFFNDF x 18] + [DFFSFDT rounded up 
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to the next multiple of 256] ) rounded up to the next 
multiple of 256 for additional core to be added to the 
size of when it is executing under the CCP. For 
example: 127 + 4 x 37 + 2 x 18 + 1024 (1006 
rounded up to the next multiple of 256) = 1536 
(1335 rounded up to the next multiple of 256). Re
fer to the following printout of a $CCPDF run: 
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,'lAMt 

FIELD 
,~Ar-\t 

~Al.)l)Kl 

ITEMNI 
I TtMN 3 
ITE~i\45 

ITl:MN7 

!-ll:Lu tND 
LEIliG IH PUS I H ur-. 

fIeLD E:NO 
li:NG TH PUSITluN 
C~2 OC51 
uca Ule7 
U08 0131 
LiC8 C155 
C08 ()179 
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Use. m 1.1 1m in the above formula to determine 
additional core to be added to the size of DUMMY2. 
For example: 135 + 2 x 37 + 1 x 14 + 512 (396 
rounded up to the next multiple of 256) = 768 (735 
rounded up to the next multiple of 256). Refer to 
the following printout of a $CCPDF run: 

Sl0009 DISPLAY FORMAT INFORMATION 

EXECUTION-TIME-DATA OUTPUT RECORD AREA FORMAT 

FIELD 
NAME 
$Z0009 

fIELD END 
LENGTH POSITION 

006 0006 

FIELD 
NAME 

I NPUT RECORD AREA FORMAT 

FIELD FIELD END FIELD 
NAME LENGTH POS ilION NAME 
- AID- 001 0001 NAMEGl 

·SECON@ 038 0111 THIRDf# 
S(XTH@ 038 0269 ONE 
FOUR 044 0445 FIVE 

FIELD END 
LENGTH POSITION 

FIELD END 
LENGTH POSITION 

020 0021 
038 0155 
044 0313 
044 0489 

INFORMATION FOR USE DURING. ASSIGNMENT STAGE 

FIELD 
NAME 

FIELD 
NAME 
NAME# 
FORTH~ 
TWO 
SIX 

FIELD END 
LENGTH POSITION 

FIELD END 
LENGTH POSITION 

020 0041 
038 0193 
044 0351 
044 0533 

THE DECIMAL LENGTH OF THE fIELD DESCRIPTOR TABLE IS 0396 
THE DECIMAL LENGTH OF THE OUTPUT TEXT IS 0457 
THE DECIMAL LENGTH OF THE INPUT TEXT IS 0519 

IIJ For this line the output hold area could be the maxi· 
mum of 1280 (1078, length of output from 
$ZOREN, rounded up to the next multiple of 256) 
and 512 (457, length/of output from $Z0009, 
rounde~ up to the-,next multiple of 256) for full 
performance. But\ in order to conserve core storage, 
512 is used. For output text lengths above 256, 512 
is the smallest output hold area supported by the 
Display Format Facility (DFF). The size of the out· 
put hold area is specified in the BlKL parameter 
value. 

Note: When an output hold area less than the out· 
put text length is encountered byDFF, DFF sends 
the output in segments using the output hold area. 

III This value is'usedi,by $CCPAS to calculate the line 
buffer size as well as the output hold area. The out· 
put from $CCPAl indicates the actual line buffer 
size. 
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FIELD 
NAME 

FIELD 
NAME 
FIRST II 
fIFTH# 
THREE 

FIELD END 
LENGTH POSITION 

FIELD END 
LENGTH POSITION 

038 0079 
038 0231 
044 0401 



III Based on the fact that only two tasks (user programs) 
can run concurrently and that the largest programs 
(DUMMY1 and DUMMY2) are multiple request 
programs (cannot have multiple copies in core con
currently). The worse case for two concurrent user 
programs is calculated for the following: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

CCPIVP core size is 4028 bytes (no OFF). 

DUMMY1 core size is 8448 (8193 rounded up 
to the next multiple of 256) (compiler output, 
including linkage edit) + 1536 (for OFF pro
gram control information) or 9984. 

DUMMY2 core size is 6144 (6140 rounded up 
to the next multiple of 256) (compiler output, 
including linkage edit) + 768 (for OFF program 
control information) or 6912. 

Using the worse case of DUMMY1 and 
DUMMY2 in core concurrently, the value of 
the MINUPA parameter would be 9984 + 6912 
= 16896 (16.50K). 

Note: If the operating environment is such that 
DUMMY1 and DUMMY2 would never run concur
rently, the value of parameter MINUPA could be 
made less (DUMMY1 and CCPIVP run concurrently, 
DUMMY2 and CCPIVP run concurrently). 

Since the OFF control routine also requires space in 
the user program area, additional core must be added 
to the 16.50K. The control routine occupies 4096 
bytes. The OFF output hold areas also occupy space. 
In this example with one line, the OFF output hold 
area equals 512 bytes, therefore 4608 bytes must be 
added to the 16896 value to obtain 21504 (or 21.00K 
rounded up to the next multiple of 256). 

111 Analyzing the program REQl and COMMANDl para
meter values and the user programs (CCPIVP, 
DUMMY1, and DUMMY2), the following statements 
are made: 

1. The teleprocessing buffer area is calculated us
ing the following formula: 

Buffer Area = 1.2 x ([TC x l] + [TN x 0]) 

where 

l Maximum command length specified 
o = Maximum length for Invite Input and/or 

Get operations issued by the user programs 

TC (number of command terminals plus 
console) = 5 

2. 

3. 

l = 50 (maximum command length speci-
fied - COMMAND-50) 

When no programs are running, the 
MINTPBUF parameter must be large enough 
to handle 250 bytes (four terminals on one 
line and the console [5 x 50] ). 
TN (total number of terminals, not including 

the console ) = 4 
o = 579 (largest input text listed for the for

mats to be used). 

Based on the analysis of the worse possible case 
when all terminals are in control of a program 
(CCPIVP, DUMMY1, or DUMMY2), the worse 
case is when DUMMY1 is running and is com
municating to all four terminals and the con
sole is being used for CCP commands. (The 
maximum input for CCPIVP is 8 characters.) 

Buffer Area = 1.2 x ([1 x 50] + [4 x 579]) 
= 1.2 x (50 + 2316) 
= 2839.2 
= 2840 is the value for the 

MINTPBUF parameter (this 
value if for maximum perfor
mance). 

Notes: 

• If two lines were being used the consideration for 
worse case in this sample environment (number 2 
above) would add the fact that DUMMY2 could 
be running concurrently with DUMMY1 and there 
would be additional terminals on line 2. 

• If the value of the MINTPBUF parameter is less 
than 2840, the system may run satisfactorily if 
timing is such that the largest input format (579) 
is not in use at all four terminals concurrently. 
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USER SECURITY DATA PROGRAM ($CCPAU) 

The intention of the User Security Data program ($CCPAU) 
is to take input from the system input device, process it, 
and, if correct, write it out to the object module $CC4Z9 
as the user's security data. This program is provided only if 
at generation SECURE-USER was specified in the $ESEC 
statement. 

Input is in the form of security data records which can be 
one of seven types. The type of record is specified by the 
. first position of the input. The type indicator can be any 
of the following: C, Z, X, I, J, K, and L. In addition, a 
comment input record is allowed and is designated by an 
asterisk (*) in position 1. Comment records are logged to 
the system log device. 

Each type of input record is intended to define a unique 
type of data. The following apply to all input data types: 

• Positions 2 and 3 define the number of data bytes (in
cluding the sign) to be used from the input record and 
the data must begin in position 5. 

• Position 4 is expected to be blank. Some record types 
may define signed (+ or -) values. In this case the sign, 
if present, is entered in position 5 and the data begins 
in position 6. The position occupied by the sign in the 
input record is counted in the number of input data 
characters that is specified in positions 2-3. 

Each input record defines data to be placed in successive 
locations in the object module $CC4Z9. 

The following input data types are accepted by $CCPAU. 
The data type is signified by the character specified in posi
tion 1: 

'C' - Character String 
The data can include any character from the ex
tended character set including blanks. The out
put is the characters specified, in EBCD IC. The 
output length is the number of bytes specified 
in positions 2-3. 

'Z' - Zoned Decimal 
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The data can include any decimal digits and may 
be preceeded by + or -. The output is a signed 
zoned-decimal number. The output length is the 
number of digits entered (that is, the number of 
bytes specified in positions 2-3, less one if a sign 
was specified). 

'X' - Hexadecimal Data 
The count in positions 2-3 must be even. Every 
character of input data must be in the range 0-9, 
A-F. The output is a set of bit configurations cor
responding to the hexadecimal input. The output 
length is half the number of bytes as were specified 
in positions 2-3. 

'-I' - One-Byte Binary Integer 
The input data is limited to three positions plus 
an optional sign. The numeric value must not 
exceed 255. The resultant data will occupy one 

byte in $CC4Z9, and be represented as a binary 
, integer. 

'J' - Two-Byte Binary Integer 
The input data is limited to five positions plus an 
optional sign. The numeric value must not exceed 
65535. The resultant output will occupy two 
bytes in $CC4Z9, and be represented as a binary 
integer. 

'K' - Three-Byte Binary Integer 
The input data is limited to eight positions plus 
an optional sign. The numeric value must not 
exceed 16777215. The resultant output will 
occupy three bytes in $CC4Z9, and be repre
sented as a binary integer. 

'L' - Four-Byte Binary Integer I 
The input data is limited to ten positions plus an 
optional sign. The numeric value must not ex
ceed 4294967295., The resultant output will oc
cupy four bytes in $CC4Z9, and be represented 
as a binary integer. 

$CCPAU will continue to accept input data from the sys
tem input device until a /* is read, or until enough data to 
fill $CC4Z9 has been accumulated. At this time the data 
to be written to $CC4Z9 will be printed, in hexadecimal 
character form, on the system log device so that the data 
may be verified. After printing has finished, a CPU-A3 halt 
will occur. Option 0 as a reply will cause the data to be 
written to $CC4Z9. Option 2, will cause the job to be ter
minated and $CC4Z9 not to be updated. 



The following eCl statements are needed: 

1 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 

IJIJ L~ ~D ~C CIP AU ,Iu nit 

IJIJ FI ILE NA ~E -$ CC ~F I L E. UN IT -X XI. 
IJI) tpA ~f<-
I/IJ RUN 

IS 

f-f-~ I nput Data Records 

15 
1/[* 

For a description of writing a user security program, see 
IBM System/3 Model 10 Disk System Communication 
Control Program Programmer's Reference, GC21· 7579. 
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Appendix A. Generation Control Statement Summary Chart 

The following is a summary chart containing all valid CCP 
generation control statements. The statements are listed in 
alphabetic order. Three items are given for each statement: 

• Name 

• Format of the statement with all valid operands 

• Synopsis of the functional description 

For more detailed information on any of the CCP genera
tion control statements, see index entry generation control 
statements. 

Generation Control Statement Summary Chart A-1 



$EBSC 

$EBSD 

$EFAC 

A-2 

Generation Control Statement Description 

$EBSC 

$EBSD 

~ Q l { YES} { YES} " [BSCA- 1 ~ ) ] [,DIAL- riQ ] [,PP- ~ ] 

[,MP- {~;s} n.es- {~;s} I[.GETMSG- {~;S} 

{
YES} , {1E} [,ITB- NO ] [,RECSEP- XX ] 

{
YES} {YES} LASCII- NO ] [,EBCDIC- NO ] 

{
YES} "{YES} [,RESPOL- NO ] [,AUTORS- NO 

[.XPRNCY- {~;S} I 

J 3275M1 \ 

I 3277M1 J 
3284M1 

1 3286M1 I 
TYPE- < 3275M2 ) 

1 
3277M2 I 
3284M2 

j 3286M2 ) 
, 3735 

CPU 
I 

$EFAC [MAXEUP- {;;} ][.DPF- ~ ~;s ~ 

[,ESCAPE- {~~cccc, } ] 
X'xxxxxxxxxxxx' 

[.PGMCNT- ~ ~;s ~ I 

LFSHARE- ~ ~;s ~ I LSYMFIL- ~ ~;s ~ I 

LFORMAT- ~ ~~s ~ 

Function 

Indicates general specifications 
concerning Binary Synchronous 
Communications (BSC) support. 

Indicates a BSC device type 
which the CCP is to support. 

Indicates options which 
determine the CCP facili
ties to be included during 
generation. 



$EFIL 

$EGEN 

$EIOD 

$EMLA 

Generation Control Statement Description 

$EFIL [SETS- {-I;} J[,PROGS- {~O} J[,DFILES- {~} J 

[,TERMS- {';;} J [,DUMPS- {~} J LCORE- {!~~}] 
64K 

. {R1} 
[,TRACE- {-I;} J ,FLUNIT- =~ ,FLPACK-pack 

[,TRKLOC·n] 

$EGEN DSUNIT- {~~} 

CCUNIT- { ~i } 
WKUNIT- {unit } 

'unit,unit,unit' 

WKPACK- {pack } DIUNIT {~~} 
'pack,pack,pack" - ~~ 

$EIOD [CARD- {~;U } 1 LPRINTR.l ~~3 t 
'MFCU,1442' 1403 ~ 

[,DISKS- 1 ~~ t] ['05445- 1 ~~ t 1 
'R2,F2'\ '01,02' \ 

I $EMLAI LIN ES-n [,X LATE- {~;s} J 

Function 

I ndicates user options on 
sizes of items which will 
affect the allocated size 
and location of $CCPFILE. 

Indicates where various unit 
and pack names are located 
during the CCP generation. 

Indicates the unit record 
devices which may be used by 
the user programs under the 
CCP and disk drives attached 
to the object system beyond 
the minimum requirements. 

Indicates whether the Multiple 
Line Terminal Adapter (ML TA) 
is to be used by the CCP and, if 
so, the number of MLTA lines. 
Also indicates whether or not 
line translation is always used on 
all M L T A operations. 
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$EMLD 

$EPLG 

$ESEC 

A-4 

Generation Control Statement Description 

1050 
10500 
2740 
2740S 
2740C 
2740SC , 27400 
27400T 

) 27400C I 
27400TC rORR 

~ $EMLO TYPE- 2740M2S ,XMCOOE- PTTCEBCO 

J 
2740M2SB I PTTCBCO 
2740M2SC 
2740M2SCB 
2741 
27410 
CMCSTO 
SYS7C 
SYS7SC 
SYS70C 

$EPLG 
{

COBOL } 
LANG- FORTRAN 

ASSEM 
RPGII 

,PPUNIT- gf} 

$ESEC [SECUR E- 1 ~~P t ] [,LUSI- {£}] 
USER\ n 

Function 

Indicates an ML TA terminal type 
to be supported with its features 
and the transmission code re
quired on the line. 

Indicates a programming language 
the user wishes to use for program 
preparation under the CCP. 

Indicates the type of terminal 
sign-on security to be used 
(if any). 



Appendix B. Assignment Control Statement Summary Chart 

The following is a summary chart containing all valid CCP 
assignment control statements. The statements are listed 
in alphabetic order. Three items are given for each statement: 

• Name 

• Format of the statement with all valid parameters 

• Synopsis of the functional description 

For more detailed information on any of the CCP assignment 
control statements, see index entry assignment control 
statements. 
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Name 

BSCALINE 

BSCATERM 

DISKFILE 

B-2 

Assignment Control Statement Description 

1/ BSCALINE 
{

PP} 
TYPE· ~~ [,LlNENUM- {~ } i 

[XMCODE- {EBCDIC}] 
, ASCII 

[,POLLLlST- 'termid [,termid] .. .' ] 

[,NRETRY· {~}] [,IDEXSEND-exchngid] 

[,POlllOOP. {2;:S} I 

[,DBlBUF· {~~S} J[,WAIT· t~o} I 

1/ BSCATERM TERMID-termid,TYPE-termtype, 
. ATTR ID-'attrid [,attrid] .. .' 

j NO } {YNOES }] ,COMMAND- t YES, ,[,ONLINE-

. JHOLD} [,IDEXRCV-exchngld] [,OFFACTN- l DROP ] 

[,ADDRCHAR-addressing characters] 

[,POLLCHAR-polling characters] 

/I DISKFllE NAME·fllename[,DEVICE- {=} I 

,ORG· ~ ~ ~ ,RECl·n[,KEYl·n] 

[,KEYPOS-n] [,MSTRINDX- {YES l ] 
NO f 

[,MIXSIZE-n] 

Function 

Defines the type of BSC line 
to be used and the features of 
the line. 

Defines certain attributes of the 
terminals on BSCA lines. 

Describes the disk file which will 
be used during the execution of 
this set. 



Name 

LIST 

MLTALINE 

MLTATERM 

Assignment Control Statement Description 

/I LIST [SET- {~lL } ][PGMSTAT- J ~ l] 
DIR t YES f 

.CONFIG 

/I MLTAllNE TYPE- {~ } 

CW. 

1 
PTTCEBCD\ 

,XMCODE- PTTCBDC 
CORR 

,MAXR EC L-n [,PO LLLlST -'termid [,termid] .. .'] 

[,DATARATE- l~~~ ~ ] [,AUTOPOLl-l ~~S t 
1200\ . \ 

_ JNO l {2l 
[,RCVINT t YES f ] [,NRETRY- ; f ] 

JYES} [,DElAY-n] [,TIOlT- t NO ] 

/I MLTATERM TERMID-termid,TYPE-termtype, 

,ATTRID-'attrid [,attrid] .. .' ,COMMAND-

(,ADDR-xx] (,ON LlNE- {~~s} ] LPINCOMP-n] 

J HOlDl 
[,POUTCOMP-n] [,OFFACTN- t DROP f ] 

Function 

This is a control statement for 
$CCPAL that defines which 
options the user wishes to exer
cise in listing the contents of 
the file, $CCPFILE. 

Defines the type of communi
cation line to be used and the 
features of the line. 

Defines certain attributes of the 
terminals on MLTA lines. 
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Name 

PROGRAM 

SET 

SYMFILE 

8-4 

Assignment Control Statement Description 

I/PROGRAM 

/I SET 

NAME-pgmname,LANGUAGE- {~~i~~AN} 
ASSEM 

LMRTMAX-nJ [,REUSABLE- { ~~S} J 

[,NEVEREND- \{~~S} )[,RUNALDNE- {~~S} J 

[,PRINTER- {~~S} J(,MFCU- {~~S} J 

[,RPI442- {~~S} )[,PGMDATA- { ~~S} J 

[,ENDMSG- { ~~S} J 

l,TERMS-'termname[/attrid] [,termname[/attrid]] 
OO./J 

[,FI LES-'filename/accessU {~~~HR} J, 00 .'J 

{
NO} {PROGRAM} [,SHAREDIO- YES J [,PACK· SYSTEM ] 

[,DFFMTERM-n] [,DFFNDF-n] [,DFFSFDT-n] 

{

CREATE} 
[10- {1} h ACTION- REPLACE 

c' DELETE 
SYSMOD 

[,DFLTEXEC. {~~S}] 

Function 

Defines the logical structure and 
resource requirements of a user 
program. 

Specifies which set is to be 
operated upon and what 
operation is to occur. 

Defines a symbolic file name and 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~specHiesthe d~kfileswithwhich 
/I SYMFILE NAME-cccccc/DISKFI LE-'ccc .. 0 [,ccc 00 oj 0 0 .' 

it can be validly associated. 



Name 

SYSTEM 

TERMATTR 

Assignment Control Statement Description 

1/ SYSTEM MINUPA-nn.nnK,MINTPBUF-n [,MAXEUP- {~ } ] 

[,PASSWORD-password] [,PRINTER- {~~S} 

[,MFCU- {~~S} J[,RPl442- {~~S} I 

[,PGMREQL- {~} I [,COMMANDL- {2nO} 

It) 
[,TRACEBLK-

3 ( 
< 4 ] [,SOBon] [,FSB-n] 

)6 

I!q 
[,DFFPACK- {

SYSTEM } 
PROGRAM ] 

II TERMATTR ATTRID-attrid 

The following parameters may be specified for both the 
M L T A and BSCA terminals 

[,TRANSLAT- {~;S} ][,UPCASE- {~;s} 

[,SWITCHE~ En] 
The following parameters may be specified for BSCA 
terminals only 

[,BLKL-nl [,RECL-n] 

[,DATAFORM- l:~g~~D t ] [,TRANSP- {~~S}] 
MESSAGE\ 

LITB- {~~S} ] LVARL- {~~S} I 

[,SPAN- {~~S} ] [,VERIFYID- {~~S} 

[,DFF3270- . {~~S} ] 

Function 

Defines parts of the environment 
in which the CCP will execute. 

Defines certain attributes of a 
terminal. 
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Name 

TERMNAME 

8-6 

Assignment Control Statement Description 

/I TERMNAME NAME-termname[,TERMID-termid] 

[,MSTRNAME-termname] [,INCOMP-n] 

[,OUTCOMP-n] [,PHONENUM-number] 

Function 

Defines symbolic names to be 
associated with terminals and 
sub-terminals. 



GENERATION STAGE MESSAGES 

These messages will be issued at generation time to inform 
the user of invalid specifications of operands in the Genera
tion Control statements. 

The format of each message is as follows: 

Positions 1-7: *ERROR* or WARNING. *ERROR* 
indicates generation will proceed no further. WARNING 
indicates an error was detected, the default value is assumed, 
and generation continues. 

Positions 10-89: Message number and message 

Examples 

*ERROR* CC906 COMMA AFTER LAST OPERAND 
BUT NO CONTINUATION INDICATOR 

WARNING CC482 RESPOL-YESSPECIFIEDWITH 
CS-NO - TREATED AS RESPOL-NO 

The errors signaled by the CCP generation fall into the 
following classes: 

1. Error in the format of the statement itself, such as: 

• Unknown statement type 

• Incorrect keyword 

• Invalid continuation of the statement 

Errors in this class do not permit the statement to be 
examined further; therefore, there might be other 
errors in the statement that cannot be detected if 
an error of this class is detected. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Appendix C. Messages 

Error in the sequence of statements. A statement 
which must precede this statement of another type, 
but that other statement has preceded this one. This 
error can also occur because of an error of class #1 
on the preceding statement. 

A required operand is missing. Certain operands are 
required. If these are not specified, generation cannot 
proceed successfully. 

The parameter specified in an operand is not one of 
the valid choices. If an invalid parameter is specified, 
generation cannot proceed successfully. 

Conflict among operands specified. Either: 

• Two operands specified cannot be specified 
together, or 

• An operand specified requires a certain other 
operand be specified, and it was not. 

The messages issued by the CCP generation explain in their 
texts the reason the diagnostic was issued. Consult Chapter 
6. Generation Stage, for a full explanation of the specifi
cation rules. The possible diagnostics are listed by the 
generation statements for which they might be issued. 

Messages C-l 



*ERROR* 
*ERROR* 
*ERROR* 
*ERROR* 
*ERROR* . 

*ERROR* 
*ERROR* 
*ERROR* 
*ERROR* 
WARNING 
*ERROR* 
*ERROR* 
*ERROR* 
*ERROR* 

*ERROR* 
*ERROR* 

*ERROR* 

*ERROR* 
*ERROR* 
*ERROR* 

*ERROR* 
*ERROR* 
*ERROR* 
*ERROR* 
*ERROR* 

*ERROR* 
*ERROR* 
*ERROR* 
*ERROR* 
*ERROR* 
*ERROR* 
*ERROR* 
*ERROR* 
*ERROR* 
*ERROR* 

C-2 

CC005 
CC010 
CC015 
CC020 
CC025 

CC050 
CC055 
CC060 
CC065 
CC067 
CC075 
CC080 
CC085 
CC090 

CC100 
CC105 

CC110 

CC115 
CC120 
CC125 

CC150 
CC155 
CC160 
CC165 
CC170 

CC200 
CC205 
CC210 
CC215 
CC220 
CC225 
CC230 
CC235 
CC240 
CC242 

Messages Associated with the $EIOD Statement 

$EIOD STATEMENT NOT IN PROPER SEQUENCE 
INVALID 'CARD' PARAMETER - MUST BE MFCU/1442/,MFCU,1442'/NO 
INVALID 'PRINTR' PARAMETER - MUST BE 5203/1403/NO 
INVALID 'DISKS' PARAMETER - MUST BE R2/'R2,F2'/NO 
INVALID '05445' PARAMETER - MUST BE Dl/,D1,D2'/NO 

Messages Associated with the $£FAC Statement 

$EFAC STATEMENT OUT OF SEQUENCE - OR PRECEDING STATEMENT ERROR 
INVALID 'XAMEUP'PARAMETER - MUST BE DIGIT IN RANGE 1-8 
INVALID 'DPF' PARAMETER - MUST BE YES/Y/NO/N 
INVALID 'FSHARE' PARAMETER - MUST BE YES/Y/NO/N 
FSHARE-YES SPECIFIED WITH MAXEUP-1 - TREATED AS FSHARE-NO 
INVALID 'SYMFIL' PARAMETER - MUST BE YES/Y/NO/N 
INVALID 'PGMCNT' PARAMETER - MUST BE YES/Y/NO/N 
INVALID 'ESCAPE' PARAMETER - MUST BE '6 CHARS'/X'12 CHARS'/NO 
INVALID 'FORMAT' PARAMETER - MUST BE YES/Y/NO/N 

Messages Associated with the $£PLG Statement 

$EPLG STATEMENT OUT OF SEQUENCE - OR PRECEDING STATEMENT ERROR 
INVALID 'LANG' PARAMETER - MUST BE COBOL/RPGII/ASSEM/FORTRAN 

I 
RPGII I 

DUPLICATE $EPLG STATEMENT FOR ;~~~~AN LANGUAGE 

ASSEM 

INVALID 'PPUNIT' PARAMETER - MUST BE R1/F1/R2/F2 
MISSING 'LANG' OPERAND - MUST BE SPECIFIED 
MISSING 'PPUNIT' OPERAND - MUST BE SPECIFIED 

Messages Associated with the $ESEC Statement 

STATEMENT OUT OF SEQUENCE - OR PRECEDING STATEMENT ERROR 
INVALID 'SECURE' PARAMETER - MUST BE CCP/USER/NO 
INVALID 'LUSI' PARAMETER - ONLY 0 IS VALID UNLESS SECURE-USER 
LUSI-OSPECIFIED, OR 'LUSI' OPERAND OMITTED, WITH SECURE-USER 
INVALID 'LUSI' PARAMETER - MUST BE NUMBER IN RANGE 1-4096 

Messages Associated with the $EFIL Statement 

$EFIL STATEMENT OUT OF SEQUENCE - OR PRECEDING STATEMENT ERROR 
INVALID 'SETS' PARAMETER - MUST BE NUMBER IN RANGE 1-25 
INVALID 'PROGS' PARAMETER - MUST BE NUMBER IN RANGE 1-255 
INVALID 'DFILES' PARAMETER - MUST BE NUMBER IN RANGE 0-50 
INVALID 'TERMS' PARAMETER - MUST BE NUMBER IN RANGE 1·254 
INVALID 'DUMPS' PARAMETER - MUST BE NUMBER IN RANGE 1·9 
INVALID 'CORE' PARAMETER - MUST BE 24K/32K/48K/64K 
INVALID 'TRACE' PARAMETER - MUST BE NUMBER IN RANGE 1-20 
MISSING 'FLUNIT' OPERAND - MUST BE SPECIFIED 
INVALID 'FLUNIT' PARAMETER - MUST BE R1/F1/R2/F2 



*ERROR* 
*ERROR* 
*ERROR* 

*ERROR* 
*ERROR* 
*ERROR* 
*ERROR* 
*ERROR* 

*ERROR* 
*ERROR* 
*ERROR* 
*ERROR* 
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CC244 
CC245 
CC248 

CC250 
CC255 
CC260 
CC265 
CC270 

CC300 
CC305 
CC310 
CC315 
CC320 

. CC325 

CC330 

CC400 
CC405 
CC410 
CC415 
CC420 
CC425 
CC430 
CC435 
CC440 
CC445 
CC450 
CC455 
CC460 
CC465 
CC470 
CC472 
CC480 
CC482 
CC485 
CC487 
CC490 
CC492 

MISSING 'FLPACK' OPERAND - MUST BE SPECIFIED 
INVALID 'FLPACK' PARAMETER - MUST BE 1-6 CHARACTERS 
INVALID 'TRKLOC' PARAMETER - MUST BE NUMBER IN RANGE 8-405 

Messages Associated with the $EMLA Statement 

$EMLA STATEMENT OUT OF SEQUENCE - OR PRECEDING STATEMENT ERROR 
INVALID 'LINES' PARAMETER - MUST BE NUMBER IN RANGE 0-8 
MISSING 'LINES' OPERAND - MUST BE SPECIFIED IF STATEMENT USED 
L1NES-O, BUT OTHER KEYWORD SPECIFIED WITH NON-DEFAULT PARAMETER 
INVALID 'XLATE' PARAMETER - MUST BE YES/Y/NO/N 

Messages Associated with the $EMLD Statement 

$EMLD STATEMENT OUT OF SEQUENCE - OR PRECEDING STATEMENT ERROR 
STATEMENT USED, 'BUT NO MLTA LINES SPECIFIED 
MISSING 'TYPE' OPERAND - MUST BE SPECIFIED 
INVALID 'TYPE' PARAMETER - MUST BE MLTA TERMINAL DESIGNATION 
MISSING 'XMCODE' OPERAND - MUST BE SPECIFIED 
INVALID 'XMCODE' PARAMETER - MUST BE CORR/PTTCEBCD/PTTCBCD 

{ 

PTTCEBCD} 
XMCODE PTTCBCD . NOT VALID FOR TERMINAL TYPE SPECIFIED 

CORR 

Messages Associated with the $EBSC Statement 

$EBSC STATEMENT OUT OF SEQUENCE - OR PRECEDING STATEMENT ERROR 
MISSING 'BSCA' OPERAND - MUST BE SPECIFIED IF STATEMENT USED 
INVALID 'BSCA' PARAMETER - MUST BE NUMBER IN RANGE 0-2 
BSCA-O, BUT OTHER OPERAND SPECIFIED WITH NON-DEFAULT PARAMETER 
INVALID 'DIAL' PARAMETER - MUST BE YES/Y/NO/N 
INVALID 'PP' PARAMETER - MUST BE YES/Y/NO/N 
INVALID 'MP' PARAMETER - MUST BE YES/Y/NO/N 
INVALID 'CS' PARAMETER - MUST BE YES/Y/NO/N 
BSCA PRESENT BUT NO LINE TYPES SPECI FlED 
INVALID 'GETMSG' PARAMETER - MUST BE YES/Y/NO/N 
INVALID 'ITB' PARAMETER - MUST BE YES/Y/NO/N 
INVALID 'RECSEP' PARAMETER - MUST BE TWO HEX DIGITS 
INVALID 'ASCII' PARAMETER - MUST BE YES/Y/NO/N 
INVALID 'EBCDIC' PARAMETER - MUST BE YES/Y/NO/N 
BSCA PRESENT BUT NEITHER TRANSMISSION CODE IS USED 
EBCDIC-YES AND ASCII-YES SPECIFIED WITH BSCA-1 - NOT POSSIBLE 
INVALID 'RESPOL' PARAMETER - MUST BE YES/Y/NO/N 
RESPOL-YES SPECI FI ED WITH CS-NO - TREATED AS RESPOL-NO 
INVALID 'AUTORS' PARAMETER - MUST BE YES/Y/NO/N 
AUTORS-YES SPECIFIED WITH MS-NO - TREATED AS AUTORS-NO 
INVALID 'XPRNCY' PARAMETER - MUST BE YES/Y/NO/N 
XPRNCY-YES SPECIFIED WITH EBCDIC-NO - NOT VALID 
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*ERROR* CC500 
*ERROR* CC505 
*ERROR* CC510 
*ERROR* CC515 

*ERROR* CC600 
*ERROR* CC605 
*ERROR* CC610 
*ERROR* CC615 
*ERROR* CC620 
*ERROR* CC625 
*ERROR* CC630 
*ERROR* CC635 
*ERROR* CC637 
*ERROR* CC640 
*ERROR* CC645 
*ERROR* CC650 
*ERROR* CC655 
*ERROR* CC660 
*ERROR* CC665 
*ERROR* CC670 

*ERROR* CC700 
*ERROR* CC705 
*ERROR* CC710 
*ERROR* CC715 

*ERROR* CC901 
*ERROR* CC902 
*ERROR* CC903 
*ERROR* CC904 
*ERROR* CC905 
*ERROR* CC906 
*ERROR* CC907 
*ERROR* CC909 
*ERROR* CC990 
*ERROR* CC991 
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Messages Associated with the $EBSD Statement 

$EBSD STATEMENT OUT OF SEQUENCE - OR PRECEDING STATEMENT ERROR 
$EBSD STATEMENT USED, BUT NO BSC ADAPTERS SPECIFIED 
MISSING 'TYPE' OPERAND - MUST BE SPECIFIED 
INVALID 'TYPE' PARAMETER - MUST BE BSCA TERMINAL DESIGNATION 

Messages Associated with the $EGEN Statement 

$EGEN STATEMENT OUT OF SEQUENCE - OR PRECEDING STATEMENT ERROR 
DUPLICATE $EGEN STATEMENT - CONTENTS IGNORED 
MISSING 'DSUNIT' OPERAND - MUST BE SPECI FlED 
INVALID 'DSUNIT' PARAMETER - MUST BE R1/F1 
MISSING 'CCUNIT' OPERAND - MUST BE SPECIFIED 
INVALID 'CCUNIT' PARAMETER - MUST BE R1/F1/R2/F2 
MISSING 'WKUNIT' OPERAND - MUST BE SPECIFIED 
INVALID 'WKUNIT' PARAMETER - MUST BE R1/F1/R2/F2 OR SERIES OF 3 
WKUNIT/WKPACK ERROR - PACKS ****** AND ****** BOTH ON UNIT ** 
MISSING 'WKPACK' OPERAND - MUST BE SPECIFIED 
INVALID 'WKPACK' PARAMETER - MUST BE 1-6 CHAR NAME OR SERIES OF 3 
MISSING 'DIUNIT' OPERAND - MUST BE SPECIFIED 
INVALID 'DIUNIT' PARAMETER - MUST BE R1/F1/R2/F2 
'CCUNIT' SAME AS 'DIUNIT' - NOT PERMITTED 
'PPUNIT' FROM $EPLG STATEMENT SAME AS 'DIUNIT' - NOT PERMITTED 
INVALID 'MINRES' PARAMETER - MUST BE YES/Y/NO/N 

Messages Associated with Special Situations 

NO MLTA OR BSCA SUPPORT SPECIFIED - AT LEAST ONE REQUIRED 
FORMAT-YES SPECIFIED IN $EFAC REQUIRES GETMSG-YES IN $EBSC 
NO PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE SUPPORTED - AT LEAST ONE REQUI RED 
FORMAT-YES IN $EFAC REQUIRES 3270 DISPLAY DEVICE IN $EBSD 

Messages Associated with Each Statement 

INVALID STATEMENT TYPE OR SOURCE LIBRARY ON WRONG PACK 
INVALID STATEMENT TYPE, OR PREVIOUS ERROR ON STATEMENT 
A KEYWORD USED IS NOT VALID FOR THIS STATEMENT TYPE 
A PARAMETER IS MISSING OR HAS INVALID FORM 
A DELIMITER IS EITHER INVALID OR WRONGLY PLACED IN THE STATEMENT 
COMMA AFTER LAST OPERAND BUT NO CONTINUATION INDICATOR 
ON CONTINUATION CARD, COLS. 1-13 MUST BE BLANK - THEY ARE NOT 
ERROR ,**, ISSUED BY MACRO PROCESSOR - POSSIBLE CCP ERROR 
INCOMPLETE INPUT TO CCP GENERATION 
NOT A VALID STATEMENT FOR CCP GENERATION 



ASSIGNMENT STAGE MESSAGES 

These messages will be issued at assignment time to inform 
the user of invalid specifications of operands in the assign
ment control statement. Wherever possible the position 
with which the error is associated, is marked by an asterisk 
in the following print line. 

The actual format of the message is as follows: 

Positions 1-5: Message number 

Position 7: T, W, or I. T indicates an error was found in a . 
statement of this assignment set; this set of statements will 
not be processed by the assignment stage; however, the 
remaining statements in this set are also analyzed for errors. 

W indicates an error was detected, the default value is 
assumed, and assignment continues. 

I indicates information only. 

Positions 10-89: Message 

Examples 

CA004 T VALUE FOR KEYWORD IS NOT YES/NO 

CA163 W MAXBLKL TOO SMALL, VALUE GIVEN IGNORED 

The following is a list of the message numbers and messages 
associated with the Assignment Build control statements: 

CA002 T DELIMITING APOSTROPHE MISSING 

Reason - Only one apostrophe was found in a 
keyword value. 

System 
Action 

The set is not processed. 

CA003 T INVALID KEYWORD FOR THIS STATEMENT 
OR PAST COL 71 

Reason - The keyword is not correct for this 
statement type. The keyword extends 
into column 72; the keyword is ex
pected but not given or not followed 
by a hyphen. 

System 
Action 

The set is not processed. 

CA004 T VALUE FOR KEYWORD IS NOT YES/NO 

Reason - The value for the keyword must be 
YESor NO. 

System 
Action 

The set is not processed. 

CA005 T KEYWORD GIVEN PREVIOUSLY IN THIS 
STATEMENT 

Reason - There are duplicate keywords within 
a statement; not allowed. 

System 
Action 

The set is not processed. 

CA006 T DATA IS IN COLUMN 72 

Reason - A format or punctuation error occurred. 
The keyword or value must not be in 
column 72. 

System 
Action 

The set is not processed. 

CA007 T VALUE IS NOT NUMERIC OR INVALID SIZE 
NUMBER GIVEN 

Reason - The value must be numeric and within 
the specified range. 

System - The set is not processed. 
Action 
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CAOOS T VALUE IS NOT CORRECT RESPONSE FOR 
THIS KEYWORD 

Reason - The value given is not valid for this 
keyword. 

System - The set is not processed. 
Action 

CA009 T SUBLIST NOT VALID FOR THIS KEYWORD 

Reason - An apostrophe preceded a value but 
there was no apostrophe after the 
value. 

System 
Action 

The set is not processed. 

CA011 T INCORRECT USE OF SUBLIST VALUES 

Reason - Two apostrophes were given in front of 
a value or there were embedded blanks. 

System - The set is not processed. 
Action 

CA012 T TOO MANY OR TOO FEW CHARACTERS IN 
VALUE 

Reason - The value length was not specified 
correctly. 

System - The set is not processed. 
Action 

CA013 T INCORRECT USE OF SPLlT·VALUE 
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Reason - A blank follows a slash, or there are too 
many slashes for this keyword. 

System - The set is not processed. 
Action 

CA014 T KEYWORD EXPECTED OR INCORRECT USE 
OF PUNCTUATION 

Reason - There is no hyphen to indicate a key·' 
word (syntax error), or attempted to 
use a sublist and an apostrophe did not 
precede the first value. 

System - The set is not processed. 
Action 

CA015 T VALUE GIVEN IS TOO LONG 

Reason - The value cannot exceed the specified 
maximum value. 

System - The set is not processed. 
Action 

CA025 T REQUIRED KEYWORD NOT GIVEN 

Reason - A required keyword was not given. 

System - The set is not processed. 
Action 

CA026 W START·UP DEFAULT SET DELETED 

Reason - Deletion of the startup default set 
has been specified. 

System - The set is deleted; the default set 
Action lOis set to null. 

CA027 T FOUND HYPHEN INSTEAD OF COMMA OR 
APOSTROPHE 

Reason - The delimiting apostrophe for a previous 
sublist was not given, or the value was 
not given for the previous keyword. 

System - The set is not processed. 
Action 



CA028 T TOO MANY STATEMENTS GIVEN 

Reason - The maximum number of statements 
allowed was exceeded. 

BSCATERM } 
MLTATERM 

239 maximum 

TERMNAME - 254 maximum 

DISKFILE } 100 maximum 
SYMFILE 

PROGRAM - 255 maximum 

BSCATERM } Too many terminals MLTATERM 
for line type 

System - The set is not processed. 
Action 

CA029 T TOO MANY ENTRI ES GIVEN 

Reason - The sublist exceeded the maximum 
number of entries allowed. 

System 
Action 

The set is not processed. 

CA033 T INVALID TERMINAL 10 

Reason - At least one of the 10 characters was 
not a non-blank extended alphameric 
character, or the I D was a restricted 
10 ($C). 

System - The set is not processed. 
Action 

CA040 T DISK ERROR OCCURRED ON EITHER 
$CCPWORK OR $CCPFI LE 

Reason - A disk hardware error on a read or 
write operation occurred. 

System - The set is not processed. 
Action 

CA041 T STATEMENT NOT IN PROPER SEQUENCE 

Reason - The statements must be in proper 
sequence. 

System - The set is not processed. 
Action 

CA043 W SET 10 NOT FOUND IN DI RECTORY 

Reason - A II SET statement with ACTION
DELETE was specified, but the set 10 
is not in the directory. 

System - The statement is ignored. 
Action 

CA044 T CREATE SET 10 EXISTS ALREADY 

Reason - A II SET statement with ACTION
CREATE was specified, and the 10 
given is the same as an 10 that already 
exists in the directory. 

System _. The set is not processed. 
Action 

CA045 T CCP OR AUX PROG EXECUTING IN OTHER 
LEVEL 

Reason - To run the assignment program, the 
other level must not be running a 
program supplied with the CCP. 

System - The set is not processed. 
Action 

CA046 W REPLACE SET 10 NOT FOUND, ASSUME 
ACTION-CREATE 

Reason - A II SET statement with ACTION
REPLACE was specified, but the 10 
given does not exist in the directory. 

System 
Action 

The set is processed assuming 
ACTION-CREATE. 
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CA051 T STATEMENT DOES NOT START WITH '//' 

Reason - The statement read was not a comment 
/* , or a valid control statement. ' 

System - The set is not processed. 
Action 

CA052 T INVALID STATEMENT IDENTIFIER 

Reason - The statement identifier following the 
/ / is unidentified. 

System 
Action 

The set is not processed. 

CA053 T $CCPFILE UNUSABLE 

Reason - The $CCPFI LE has been altered, and is 
not usable. The first two characters of 
of the configuration record do not match 
those inserted by generation. 

System 
Action 

The set is not processed. 

CA054 T SYSIN READ ERROR 

Reason - A read error occurred on the system 
reader. 

System - The set is not processed. 
Action 

CA055 T SYMBOLIC NAME IS REOUI RED FOR ALL 
DEFINED TERMINALS 

c-s 

Reason - The MLTATERM or BSCATERM 
statements defined a terminal, and 
there was not a TERMNAME state
ment specified to define a symbolic 
name for that terminal. 

System 
Action 

The set is not processed. 

CA060 T NO MORE ROOM IN $CCPFILE OR 
$CCPWORK 

Reason - The end of the extents has been reached 
in $CCPWORK or $CCPFI LE. 

System - The set is not processed. The operator 
Action may rerun with a larger work file. 

CA061 T INVALID ADDR/POLL CHARACTERS 

Reason - The ADDRCHAR or POLLCHAR para
meter values are not valid. 

System - The set is not processed. 
Action 

CA070 T ATTRIBUTES SET WAS NOT SPECIFIED FOR 
THIS TERMINAL 

Reason - The attributes set to be used with a 
terminal was not associated with any 
terminal on that line. 

System - The set is not processed. 
Action 

CA071 T DUPLICATE REOUI RED TERMINALS 
INVALID 

Reason - The same terminal name was referenced 
twice, or two terminal names referenced 
the same terminal 10. 

System - The set is not processed. 
Action· 

CA072 T TERMINAL NAME INVALID 

Reason - A restricted terminal name was given 
(for example, CONSOL, AL L, or all 
blanks). 

System - The set is not processed. 
Action 



CA073 T ADDR INVALID WITH LINE TYPE SW OR PP 

Reason - A terminal on SW or PP type lines 
cannot have an address. 

System - The set is not processed. 
Action 

CA074 T ADDR REOUI RED WITH LINE TYPE CS OR 
CW 

Reason 

System 
Action 

A terminal on CS or CW type lines must 
have an address. 

The set is not processed. 

CA075 T TERMINAL TYPE 2740 INVALID WITH 
RECEIVE INTERRUPT 

Reason - 2740 terminals cannot support receive 
interrupt. 

System - The set is not processed. 
Action 

CA076 T DELAY/AUTOPOLL IS INVALID WITH LINE 
TYPE SW OR PP 

Reason - Line types SW and PP cannot support 
delay or autopoll. 

System - The set is not processed. 
Action 

CA077 T ADDR/POLLCHAR INVALID WITH LINE 
TYPE SW OR PP 

Reason - Line types SW and PP do not support 
ADDRCHAR or POLLCHAR. 

System - The set is not processed. 
Action 

CA078 W PGMREOL LESS THAN MINIMUM REQUIRED, 
ASSUME DEFAULT 

Reason - The PGMREQL parameter requires a 
minimum value of 2. 

System - The set is processed using the value of 
Action 6 for the PGMREQL parameter. 

CA09a W MINTPBUF TOO SMALL, CALCULATED 
VALUE USED 

Reason - The minimum TP buffer size is equal to 
the larger of the following: 

1. The value of PGMREQL + 4 plus a 
variable based on core area required 
for the largest assignment 
PROGRAM statement. 

2. Value of COMMANDL + 4. 

Note: If the calculated value is used, 
this value may be displayed using 
$CCPAL and will appear as the value 
for MINTPBUF. 

System - The set is processed using the larger of 
Action 1 or 2 as a value for MINTPBUF. 

CA099 I PREVIOUS SET NOT PROCESSED 

Reason - At least one termination error was 
found while processing this set. 

System - The set is not processed. 
Action 

CA101 T SET 10 NOT VALID 

Reason - 10 is not an extended alphameric 
character (0-9, A-Z, #, $, or @). 

System - The set is not processed. 
Action 
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CA102 T MINUPA VALUE INVALID 

Reason - The character K was not specified as 
the last character of the value, or the 
value is not in 256-byte increments, or 
the value is less than 5K. 

System - The set is not processed. 
Action 

CA103 T MAXEUP GREATER THAN GIVEN AT 
GENERATION 

Reason - The value for MAXEUP given here was 
greater than what was specified for 
MAXEUP on the $EFAC generation 
control statement. 

System - The set is not processed. 
Action 

CA104 W SOB MUST BE ZERO FOR ONE USER 
PROGRAM, VALUE IGNORED 

Reason - The value must be zero if MAXEUP-l 
was specified. 

System - The set is processed with the value of 
Action zero for SOB. 

CA106 T SOB VALUE NOT ALLOWED, GENERATION 
CONFLICT 

Reason - No file sharing was specified during 
generation. 

System - The set is not processed. 
Action 

CA108 T FSB VALUE IS NOT ALLOWED, GENERA
TION CONFLICT 
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Reason - No symbolic file names were specified 
during generation. 

System - The set is not processed. 
Action 

CA109 T PASSWORD SHOULD HAVE BEEN GIVEN 

Reason - The use of a password was specified 
during generation. 

System - The set is not processed. 
Action 

CAll0 T PASSWORD NOT SUPPORTED AT 
GENERATION 

Reason - The use of a password was not specified 
during generation. 

System - The set is not processed. 
Action 

CA 111 T GENERAL POLL NOT SUPPORTED BY CCP 

Reason - BSCA line EBCDIC and POLLCHAR -
second character is X'7F'; or BSCA 
line ASCI I and POLLCHAR - second 
character is X'22'. 

System - The set is not processed. 
Action 

CAll5 W DUPLICATE 'ATTRID' VALUE GIVEN, 
STATEMENT IGNORED 

Reason - Duplicate values for ATIRID are not 
allowed. 

System - The set is processed, and the statement 
Action is ignored. 

CAll6 T UPPERCASE REOUIRESTRANSLATE 

Reason - UPCASE-YES is valid only if 
TRANSLAT-YES is specified. 

System - The set is not processed. 
Action 



CA117 T BSCA NOT SUPPORTED AT GENERATION, 
BSCA KEYWORD GI VEN 

Reason - The BSCA is not specified in the con
figuration record. 

System - The set is not processed. 
Action 

CA118 W VARL/SPAN INVALID WITH ITB, ASSUME 
VARl/SPAN-NO 

Reason - VARl and SPAN are not valid when 
ITB has been specified. 

System - The set is processed with NO assumed 
Action as the value for VARL/SPAN 

CA119 T DUPLICATE TERMINAL ADDRESS ON SAME 
LINE IS INVALID 

Reason - The ADDR value is a duplicate of a 
previous ADDR value on this line. 

System - The set is not processed. 
Action 

CA120 T RECl ONLY VALID IF DATAFORM-RECORD 
IS SPECI FI ED 

Reason - When RECl-n is specified, DATAFORM
RECORD must also be specified. 

System - The set is not processed. 
Action 

CA121 T RECl LARGER THAN BlKl OR INVALID 
BLOCKING FACTOR 

Reason - The record length cannot be specified 
as larger than the block length, or 
blocking factor exceeds 255. 

System - The set is not processed. 
Action 

CA122 T RECl NOT EVEN MULTIPLE OF BlKL 

Reason - The record length must be an even 
multiple of the block length, except 
if SPAN-YES is specified. 

System - The set is not processed. 
Action 

CA125 T IDEXSEND/IDEXRCV IS VALID ONLY ON 
SWITCHED LINES 

Reason - IDEXSEND/IDEXRCV is valid only if 
TYPE-SW is specified. 

System - The set is not processed. 
Action 

CA126 T POLLLlST AND POLLLOOP ARE VALID 
ONLY ON CS LINES 

Reason - POLLLlST and POLLLOOP are valid 
only if TYPE-CS is specified. 

System - The set is not processed. 
Action 

CA127 T TRANSPARENCY INVALID WITH XMCODE
ASCII 

Reason - TRANSP-YES cannot be specified with 
XMCODE-ASCII. 

System - The set is not processed. 
Action 

CA 129 T MAXRECL IS LESS THAN MINIMUM RE
QUIRED 

Reason - A value less than the minimum required 
(16 bytes) by MAXRECL has been 
specified. 

System - The set is not processed. 
Action 
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CA133 W MAXRECL SIZE WILL NOT SUPPORT ON· 
LINE TEST 

Reason - The online test and the maximum 
record size specified is less than 100. 

System - The set is processed. 
Action 

CA135 T LINE NUMBER GIVEN ON PREVIOUS 
STATEMENT 

Reason - The same line cannot be specified twice. 

System - The set is not processed. 
Action 

CA136 T L1NENUM OR LINE TYPE NOT SUPPORTED 
AT GENERATION 

Reason - L1NENUM or L1NETYPE is not speci· 
fied in the configuration record; or the 
configuration record specifies one 
BSCA line, and both BSCA lines have 
been entered. 

System - The set is not processed. 
Action 

CA 138 T TYPE·CS REQUI RES A POLL LIST 

Reason - TYPE·CS is valid only if POLL LIST is 
specified. 

System - The set is not processed. 
Action 

CA140 T INVALID HEXADECIMAL CHARACTER 
ENTERED 
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Reason - Wrong length, leading asterisk and no 
trailing asterisk, or an invalid hexa· 
decimal character has been specified in 
one of the following: 

MLTA 

BSCA 

ADDR 

IDEXSEND 
IDEXRCV 
ADDRCHAR 
POLLCHAR 

System - The set is not processed. 
Action 

CA141 T TOO MANY OR TOO FEW CHARACTERS 
IN VALUE 

Reason - IDEXRCV exceeds 15 characters, 
ADDRCHAR or POLLCHAR exceeds 
7 characters, ADD RCHAR or 
POLLCHAR less'than 2 characters, or 
ADDRCHAR not same length as 
POLLCHAR. 

System - The set is not processed. 
Action 

CA142 T TRANSMISSION CODE NOT SUPPORTED AT 
GENERATION 

Reason - The transmission code is not specified 
in the configuration record. 

System - The set is not processed. 
Action 

CA160 T TYPE REQUIRES EDEXSEND OR 
ADDRCHAR~OLLCHAR 

Reason - The 3735 type terminal on a switched 
line requires IDEXSEND, or the 3735 
type terminal on a CS line requires 
ADDECHAR/POLLCHAR. 

System - The set is not processed. 
Action 

CA161 T DEFINED TERMINAL NOT IN POLL LIST 

Reason - A terminal was defined as being on a 
CS line, but the ID was not found in 
the POLL LIST for that line. 

System - The set is not processed. 
Action 

CA162 W TYPE NOT COMMAND CAPABLE, ASSUME 
COMMAND·NO 

Reason - COMMAND· YES is not supported for 
the 3735 or BSCA terminals on a 
switched auto or manual call line. 

System - The set is processed and COMMAND·NO 
Action is assumed. 



CA 163 T 'POLL LIST TOO LONG 

Reason - The ML TA poll list is limited to a 
maximum of 127 IDs; each 1050 entry 
in a poll list requires four. 

System - The set is not processed. 
Action 

CA164 T VERIFYID REQUIRES IDEXRCV 

Reason - If IDs are to be verified, then 
IDEXRCV must be specified. 

System - The set is not processed. 
Action 

CA165 W VERIFYID IGNORED, INVALID WITH 
LINE TYPE SPECIFIED 

Reason - The value YES is only valid for BSCA 
terminals on switched lines. 

System - The set is processed assuming 
Action VERI FYID·NO. 

CA166 W SPAN VALID ONLY FOR 3735 AND CPU, 
ASSUME SPAN·NO 

Reason - The value YES is valid only for BSCA 
terminal type 3735 or CPU. 

System - The set is processed assuming SPAN·NO. 
Action 

CA167 T SPAN/VARl REQUIRES RECl TO BE 
OMITTED OR EQUAL BlKL 

Reason - If span records or variable length 
records is specified, the record length 
must equal the block length or be 
omitted. 

System - The set is not processed. 
Action 

CA168 W OFF ACTION APPLIES TO COMMAND 
TERMINALS ONLY 

Reason - COMMAND was specified as NO 
and OFFACTN was specified. 

System 
Action 

The set is processed and the 0 F F ACTN 
value is ignored. 

CA172 T TERMINAL 10 GIVEN ON PREVIOUS 
STATEMENT 

Reason - The same terminal I D cannot be 
specified twice. 

System - The set is not processed. 
Action 

CA173 T TERMINAL TYPE NOT SUPPORTED AT 
GENERATION 

Reason - The terminal type is not specified in 
the configuration record. 

System - The set is not processed. 
Action 

CA174 T COMBINATION OF TERMINAL TYPES ON 
THIS LINE INVALID 

Reason - A 3270 type terminal was specified on 
other than a control station line, or a 
3735 terminal was specified on a PP 
or MP line. All the terminals on a 
line must be of the same type. 

System - The set is not processed. 
Action 

CA175 T ATTRIBUTES SET INVALID 

Reason - The attributes required have not been 
previously defined on a TERMATTR 
statement, or an attribute set was 
specified for a BSCA terminal and no 
block length was specified (a required 
parameter for BSCA terminals). 

System - The set is not processed. 
Action 
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CA176 T LINE TYPE CONFLICTS WITH ATTRIBUTES 
SWITCHED VALUE 

Reason - If the attributes specify switched line, 
the ML TALINE statement associated 
with a terminal which uses this attri
bute set must have TYPE-SW or 
TYPE-CW specified. 

System - The set is not processed. 
Action 

CA177 W MAXRECL TOO SMALL, MINIMUM REQUIRED 
VALUE USED 

Reason - If any terminal on a line is a command 
terminal, the minimum MAXRECL 
value is as follows: 

1. Terminal type 2740 Model 2, 
minimum value of 77. 

2. Any other terminal type, minimum 
value of 107. 

System - The set is processed, assuming the 
Action minimum required value. 

CA178 T PREVIOUS POLLLlST CONTAINS AN 
INVALID TERMINAL 10 

Reason - All terminal lOs in a POLLLlST must 
have been defined on BSCA TE RM or 
MLTATERM statements following the 
appropriate line statement. 

System - The set is not processed. 
Action 

CA179 T SYSTEM STATEMENT SPECIFIES NO 
SYMBOLIC FILES 
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Reason ;... The FSB value in the SYSTEM state
ment was zero or omitted indicating no 
symbolic files are to be used with this 
assignment set. 

System - The set is not processed. 
Action 

CA185 T 1050 REQUIRES PINCOMP AND/OR 
POUTCOMP 

Reason - The 1050 on a dial (switched) line 
requires that PINCOMP and POUTCOMP 
be specified. 

System - The set is not processed. 
Action 

CA186 T TERMINAL TYPE CONFLICTS WITH LINE 
TYPE 0 R XMCODE 

Reason - The terminal type specified conflicts 
with the line type or transmission code 
specified. 

System - The set is not processed. 
Action 

CA187 T PI NCOMP/POUTCOMP VALID ONLY 
FOR 1050 

Reason - The PI NCOMP and POUTCOMP para
meters can be specified only for the 
1050 system. 

System - The set is not processed. 
Action 

CA188 W TERMINAL ATTRIBUTES CONTAIN BSCA 
KEYWORDS 

Reason - The terminal attributes should contain 
ML TA specifics only. 

System - The set is processed. 
Action 

CA195 T DUPLICATE TERMINAL NAME ENTERED 

Reason - Two terminals cannot have the same 
name. 

System - The set is not processed. 
Action 



CA196 T TERMID NOT DEFINED ON BSCATERM OR 
MLTATERM STATEMENT 

Reason - The terminal I D has not been specified. 

System - The set is not processed. 
Action 

CA197 T PHONE NUMBER VALID ONLY IF TERMI
NAL ID IS SPECI FlED 

Reason - The terminal I D has not been specified. 

System - The set is not processed. 
Action 

CA198 T INCOMP/OUTCOMP/MSTRNAME INVALID 
WITH TERMINAL TYPE 

Reason - INCOMP, OUTCOMPand MSTRNAME 
have been specified for a terminal type 
other than the 1050. 

System - The set is not processed. 
Action 

CA200 T MASTER NAME REOUI RES INCOMP OR 
OUTCOMP 

Reason - If MSTRNAME is specified, either 
INCOMP and/or OUTCOMP must 
also be specified. 

System - The set is not processed. 
Action 

CA202 T PHONE NUMBER IS REOUI RED FOR AUTO 
OR MANUAL CALL 

Reason - PHONENUM is required for switched 
lines using auto call or manual call. 

System - The set is not processed. 
Action 

CA203 T MASTER NAME NOT PREVIOUSLY DEFINED 

Reason - The value specified by MSTRNAME 
must match a value given as a terminal 
symbolic name on a previous 
TERMNAME statement. 

System - The set is not processed. 
Action 

CA209 W MSTRINDX INVALID WITH 5445, ASSUME 
NO MSTRINDX 

Reason - Master index is not supported for the 
5445 under the CCP. 

System - The set is processed using no master 
Action index. 

CA210 T DEVICE NOT SUPPORTED AT GENERATION 

Reason - The 5445 specified is not specified in 
the configuration record. 

System - The set is not processed. 
Action 

CA212 T KEYL AND KEYPOS REOUI RED FOR 
INDEXED FILES 

Reason - Indexed files require that KEYL and 
KEYPOS be specified. 

System - The set is not processed. 
Action 

CA213 T KEYL, KEYPOS, AND MASTER INDEX 
REOUI RES ORG-I 

Reason - KEYL, KEYPOS, and MSTR I NDX 
were specified for other than an 
indexed file. 

System - The set is not processed. 
Action 
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CA214 T DISKFILE NAME NOT PREVIOUSLY 
DEFINED 

Reason - A DISKFI LE name specified on a 
SYMFI LE statement has not been pre
viously defined by a DISKFILE statement 

System - The set is not processed. 
Action 

CA216 T SYMBOLIC NAME CANNOT REFERENCE 
BOTH 5444 AND 5445 FI LES 

Reason - The SYMFI LE name referencing the 
5444 and 5445 files is not supported 
under the CCP. 

System - The set is not processed. 
Action 

CA217 T DISKFILE CONTAINS DUPLICATE ENTRIES 

Reason - The DISKFI LE parameter on a 
SYM FI LE statement contains two or 
more identical entries. 

System - The set is not processed. 
Action 

CA218 T INVALID FILE NAME - $CCPFILE 

Reason - $CCPFI LE is a restricted name and 
must not be used. 

System - The set is not processed. 
Action 

CA219 T DUPLICATE FILE NAME ENTERED 
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Reason - The same file cannot be specified 
twice. 

System - The set is not processed. 
Action 

CA220 W MSTRINDX KEYWORD CONFLICT, ASSUME 
NOT MASTER INDEX 

Reason - If MIXSIZE is specified, then 
MSTRINDX-NO cannot be specified. 

System - The set is processed assuming no master 
Action index. 

CA221 T INCONSISTENT DISKFILE ATTRIBUTES 

Reason - The symbolic file references files with 
different organization, record length, 
key length or key position. 

System - The set is not processed. 
Action 

CA232 T TRANSLATION OF LINE CODE REOUIRED 
BY GENERATION 

Reason - Attributes set specifies TRANSLAT-NO, 
and translation was specified at 
generation that all MLTA terminals 
would require line code translation. 

System - The set is not processed. 
Action 

CA233 T DFF SUPPORT WITH ASCII CODE REOUI RES 
TRANSLAT-YES 

Reason - Display Format Facility support used 
with line code of ASCII requires 
translation under the CCP. 

System - The set is not processed. 
Action 

CA234 W SOB OMITTED, CCP GENERATED TO SHARE 
FILES 

Reason - The SOB parameter was om itted in 
the SYSTEM statement, but the CCP 
was generated to permit disk file 
sharing. 

System - The set is processed assuming no disk 
Action file sharing. 



CA235 T PROGRAM NAME PREVIOUSLY GIVEN 

Reason - The same program cannot be specified 
twice. 

System - The set is not processed. 
Action 

CA236 W MRTMAX/PGMDATA CONFLICT, ASSUME 
PGMDATA-YES 

Reason - A program specified as servicing 
multiple requesting terminals (MRTMAX) 
must have specified PGMDATA-YES. 

System - The set is processed assuming 
Action PGMDATA-YES. 

CA237 W REUSABLE/NEVEREND CONFLICT, 
ASSUME NEVEREND-NO 

Reason - A never-ending program cannot be 
specified REUSABLE. 

System 
Action 

The set is processed assuming 
NEVEREND-NO. 

CA238 W REUSABLE/LANGUAGE CONFLICT, 
ASSUME REUSABLE-NO 

Reason - RPG II and FORTRAN programs are 
not reusable programs. 

System - The set is processed assuming 
Action REUSABLE-NO. 

CA239 T PRINTER, MFCU OR RP1442 NOT SUPPORTED 
AT GENERATION 

Reason - The printer, MFCU, or RP1442 was 
not specified in the configuration 
record. 

System - The set is not processed. 
Action 

CA240 T TERMINAL NAME NOT DEFINED ON 
TERMNAMESTATEMENT 

Reason - The required terminal name has been 
omitted on the TERMNAME control 
statement. 

System - The set is not processed. 
Action 

CA242 T FI LE ACCESS I NCONSISTENT WITH DISK
FILE STATEMENT 

Reason - The file access and the file organization 
must correspond. 

System - The set is not processed. 
Action 

CA245 W SHR INCONSISTENT WITH ACCESS OR SOB, 
ASSUME NOSH R 

Reason - SH R was specified for a file whose 
access is CO, 10, or IOU; or SHR was 
specified although this assignment set 
does not support file sharing (either 
because the generation did not support 
it, or because no SOBs were specified 
in the SYSTEM statement. 

System - The set is processed as if NOSH R had 
Action been specified for the use of this file 

by this program. 

CA246 T FILE NAME NOT PREVIOUSLY DEFINED 

Reason - The required file name has been omitted. 

System - The set is not processed. 
Action 

CA247 T LANGUAGE SPECI FI ED NOT SUPPORTED 
AT GENERATION 

Reason - The language to be supported is not 
specified in the configuration record. 

System - The set is not processed. 
Action 
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CA248 W SHAREOIO NOT VALID FOR LANGUAGE, 
ASSUME SHAREDIO·NO 

Reason - SHAREDIO·YES is valid only for 
RPG II and FORTRAN programs. 

System - The set is processed assuming 
Action SHAREDIO·NO. 

CA249 T FILE ACCESS INCONSISTENT WITH 
PREVIOUS ACCESS 

Reason - Access of 10 prohibits all other types 
of access, or access of IOU prohibits 
all other types of access. 

System - The set is not processed. 
Action 

CA250 W POSSIBLE FILE ACCESS CONFLICT 
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Reason - The same file is to be accessed by 
method CA and CO. 

System - The set is processed. 
Action 

CA251 T 3270 FORMATTING KEYWORD CONFLICT 

Reason - DFFPACK was specified on SYSTEM 
statement, but Display Format Facility 
was not supported at generation. 

- DFF3270·YES was specified in 
TERMATTR statement, but DFFPACK 
was not specified on the SYSTEM 
statement. 

- DFF3270·YES specified in TERMATTR 
statement prohibits the parameters 
TRANSP, ITB, VARL, SPAN and 
requires OATAFORM to be specified 
as MESSAGE. 

- A OFF parameter was specified in the 
PROGRAM statement but no BSCA 
terminal referenced an attributes set 
that specified 0 F F3270· YES. 

- There were inconsistent OFF parameters 
on the PROGRAM statement, if any 
OFF parameter is given, all three must 
be given. 

System - The set is not processed. 
Action 



CA253 W MASTER INDEX SIZE TOO SMALL, ASSUME 
NO MASTER INDEX 

Reason - The minimum allowed is key length 
plus 5. 

System - The set is processed with no master 
Action index. 

CA254 T INVALID PROGRAM NAME 

Reason - The program name does not consist of 
two to six valid extended alphameric 
characters. Program names are not 
allowed to start with $. 

System - The set is not processed. 
Action 

CA255 T MRTMAX OR REUSABLE PROHIBITS USE 
OF SYMBOLIC FI LES 

Reason - Symbolic files cannot be used if the 
parameters MRTMAX or REUSABLE 
are specified. 

System - The set is not processed. 
Action 

ASSI GNMENT LIST MESSAGES 

These messages will be issued at assignment list time to 
inform the user of invalid specifications of operands in the 
assignment list control statement. 

The actual format of the message is as follows: 

Positions 1·5: Message number 

Position 7: T, W, or I. T indicates an error was found in a 
statement of this assignment list; this list will not be 
processed by the assignment list program. 

W indicates an error was detected; the statement is not 
processed and the next statement is read. 

I indicates information only. 

Positions 10-89: Message 

Example 

CLOOl T $CCPFILE NOT INITIALIZED 

The following is a list of the message numbers and messages 
associated with the assignment list control statements. 

CLOOl T $CCPFILE NOT INITIALIZED 

Reason 

System 
Action 

Programmer 
Response 

The configuration record in 
$CCPFI LE has been destroyed. 

- The statements are read through 
to the /* statement and then to 
the end of job, but are not 
processed. 

Ru n $CC 1 B F (Part of generati on). 
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CLOO2 W DUPLICATE KEYWORD 

Reason - The same keyword appears twice 
on one statement. 

System - The statement is not processed 
Action and the next statement is read. 

Programmer - Correct the error and try again. 
Response 

CLOO3 W INVALID KEYWORD 

Reason - An invalid keyword appears on 
the statement. 

System - The statement is not processed 
Action and the next statement is read. 

Programmer Correct the error and try again. 
Response 

CLOO4 W INVALID DELIMITER 

Reason - A comma or blank does not 
follow a valid keyword or para-
meter. 

System - The statement is not processed 
Action and the next statement is read. 

Programmer Correct the error and try again. 
Response 

CL005 W INVALID KEYWORD PARAMETER 
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Reason 

System 
Action 

- The parameter following the 
valid keyword is not valid for 
that keyword. 

- The statement is not processed 
and the next statement is read. 

Programmer - Correct the error and try again. 
Response 

CLOO6 

CLOO7 

CLOO8 

CLOO9 

W INVALID IDENTIFIER IN COL'S 1-3 

Reason - The first three positions do not 
contain //'6. 

System - The statement is not processed 
Action and the next statement is read. 

Programmer - Correct the error and try again. 
Response 

W INVALID STATEMENT IDENTIFIER 

Reason - The statement is not / / LIST. 

System - The statement is not processed 
and the next statement is read. 

Programmer - Correct the error and try again. 
Response 

W SET 10 NOT FOUND 

Reason - This set is not in this $CCPFI LE. 

System - The statement is not processed 
Action and the next statement is read. 

Programmer - Correct the error and try again. 
Response 

W SET HAS NO REQUEST COUNT 

Reason 

System 
Action 

Programmer 
Response 

- A request count is specified for 
a set which does not have request 
counts. 

- The statement is not processed 
and the next statement is read. 

Correct the error and try again. 



CL010 T CCP BEING RUN IN OTHER LEVEL 

Reason 

System 
Action 

The other programming level in a 
DPF system is running a CCP or a 
CCP-related program. 

- The statements are read through 
to the /* statement and then to 
the end of job, but are not 
processed. 

Programmer 
Response 

- Wait until the job in the other 
programming level has completed, 
then run assignment list. 

CL011 I THIS $CCPFILE CONTAINS NO SETS 

Reason 

System 
Action 

- This informational message is 
given when $CCPAL is run with 
a request to list all the sets 
and there are no sets in the 
$CCPFI LE requested. They 
have not been assigned or have 
all been deleted. 

- Read the next statement. 

Programmer 
Response 

No response is required. This 
message is merely to explain why 
no sets were listed. 

u- HALTS FROM THE SCP GENERATOR 

Subidentifier GE Generation Error 

Reason 

Recovery 

Error occurred during generation. 

Control cancel (option 2). Contact IBM 
for programming support. 

Subidentifier GV Invalid Call 

Reason 

Recovery 

Invalid call. 

Immediate cancel (option 3). Contact 
I BM for programming support. 

Subidentifiers OB, SC, and WK 

Reason - Work file space is too small or not available. 

OB - Object file space is too small. 

SC 

Increase the space specification 
on the $WORK FILE card. 

End-of-file encountered on 
source file. Contact IBM for 
programming support. 

WK - Work file space too small or is 
not available. If not using $WORK2 
FI LE card, add one. If using 
$WORK2 FI LE card, increase 
the space specification. 

Recovery - Immediate cancel (option 3). 

I U- HALT FROM $CC1BF 

Subidentifier QI' Subhalt AF Permanent Disk FHe Error 

Reason - In writing the initial form of the file 
$CCPFI LE, an uncorrectable disk error 
occurred. 

Recovery - Immediate cancel (option 3). Run the 
alternate track assignment program. Then 
rerun $CC1 BF. 
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U- HALTS FROM $CC1PP 

Subidentifier or Subhalt PU Unable to Allocate System 
Punch Device 

Reason - The system punch device could not be 
allocated. Either it is in use by the other 
program level in a DPF system, or the 
system has an internal error. 

Recovery - Control cancel (option 2). Immediate 
cancel (option 3). Perform one of the 
following: 

• If the device is in use by the other 
program level, run $CC1 PP after the 
other level completes processing and 
goes to end of job. 

• If the system has an internal error, con
tact IBM Field Engineering for program 
support. 

Subidentifier or SUbhalt FE Permanent Disk File Error 

Reason 

Recovery 
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- In reading from the file $SOURCE, which 
contain the output from the first pass of 
generation;,an uncorrectable disk error was 
encou ntered. 

Control cancel (option 2). Immediate 
cancel (option 3). Run the alternate 
track assignment program. Run the 
$DELET program to delete the file 
$SOU RCE. Then begin generation again 
with the II LOAD $CPXDV, ## step. 



Appendix D: Devices and Programs Supported and Required 

TERMINALS AND FEATURES SUPPORTED 

The following terminals may be used with the communica
tions control program (this list of terminals and features 
supersedes the list given in the General Information 
Manual, GC21-7578-0). 

Through the multiple I ine terminal adapter: 

• 1050 Data Communication System 
Multipoint switched 
Multipoint nonswitched 

• 2740 Communication Terminal Model 1 
Basic 
Basic with checking 
Dial 
Dial with checking 
Dial with transmit control 
Dial with transmit control and checking 
Station control 
Station control with checking 

• 2740 Communication Terminal Model 2 
Basic 
Buffer receive 
Checking 
Buffer receive and checking 

• 2741 Communication Terminal 
Basic 
Switched 

• Communicating Magnetic Card SELECTRIC@ 
Typewriter 

Point-to-point switched (Appears identical to a 
2741) 

• System/7 
Appears identical to a 2740 Model 1 

With the binary synchronous communications adapter: 

• 3270 I nformation Display System 
Multipoint nonswitched 

• 3735 Programmable Terminal 
Point-to-point switched 
Multipoint nonswitched 

• System/3 
Point-to-point switched 
Point-to-point nonswitched 
Multipoint with the CCP as control station 
Multipoint with the CCP as a tributary 

• System!7 
Point-to-point switched 
Point-to-point nonswitched 
Multipoint with the CCP as control station 

• System/360, System/370 
Point-to-point switched 
Point-to-point nonswitched 
Multipoint with the CCP as tributary 

Terminals that are equivalent to those explicitly supported 
may also function satisfactorily. The customer is responsible 
for establishing equivalency. I BM assumes no responsibility 
for the impact that any changes to the I BM-suppl ied 
products or programs may have on such terminals. 
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SYSTEM DEVICE AND PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS 

Device Requirements 

The following is the minimum device configuration 
necessary for a communications-based system using the 
CCP: 

• 5410 Model A 15 Processing Unit with 24,576 bytes of 
main storage 

• 5410 Model A 16 Processing Unit with 32,768 bytes of 
main storage if 3270 DFF is to be supported 

• One 5444 Model 2 Disk Storage Drive 

• 5471 Printer-Keyboard 

• 5424 Multi-Function Card Unit (MFCU) or 1442 Card 
Read/Punch (not required during CCP operation) 

• 5203 or 1403 Printer (not required during CCP 
operation) 

• Multiple-Line Terminal Adapter RPO (RPO numbers 
S40028-S40033) or one Binary Synchronous 
Communications Adapter 

• At least one communications terminal of a type listed 
under terminals and features supported 

With the above configuration, no more than one application 
program may be executing at a time. The minimum main 
storage size in which concurrent execution of more than 
one program is supported is 32,768 bytes (5410 Model 
A16). 
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Additional Devices Supported 

The following device facilities are supported by the commu
nications control program: 

• Up to 65,536 bytes of main storage (available as an 
RPOonly) 

• Up to two 5445 Disk Drives (for data files only) 

• An additional 5444 Model 2 or 3 Disk Storage Drive 

• Both 5424 M FCU and 1442 Card Read/Punch 

• 120 or 132 print positions on the 5203 

• As many as two Binary Synchronous Communication 
Adapters, and one Multiple Line Terminal Adapter 
with up to eight lines 

• Dual Program Feature (see note) 

Note: The communications control program does not 
require the dual program feature to allow more than one 
program to be executed at a time. Use of the dual program 
feature is not prohibited during execution of the communi
cations control program, but any program executed in the 
other program level does not run under control of the 
communications control program. The communications 
control program cannot be run in both program levels 
concu rrently. 

System Programs Required 

Execution of the communications control program requires 
IBM System/3 Modell 0 Disk System Management, includ
ing all transient modules for the appropriate IOCS. 

Generation of the CCP requires IBM System/3 Model 10 
Disk System Management (5702-SC1), including: 

• Macros Feature (feature codes 6020, 6021) 

• Overlay Linkage Editor Feature (feature codes 6026, 
6027) 

• Programming support for the desired communication 
adapters: MLMP Feature (feature codes 6030, 6031) 
for the BSCA; Multiple Line Terminal Adapter Feature 
(PSHRPO number 5799-WAU). 

No special programming systems requirements exist for the 
running of system assignments. 

For the preparation of application programs, an applicable 
compiler or assembler is required. 



This glossary contains only terms that have a special mean
ing related to the CCP. Other communications and data 
processing terms used in this publication are defined in 
IBM Data Processing Glossary, GC20-1699. 

command interrupt mode. The operating mode of a 
terminal following data mode escape until the program 
execution is resumed by a Run command (the terminal 
reenters data mode) or until the terminal is released by a 
Release command (terminal enters command mode). 

command mode. The operating mode of a terminal 
following a successful sign-on, up to and including the 
program request. Following program termination, a 
terminal returns to command mode until another program 
request is made or until sign-off. 

command terminal. A terminal that is capable of command
ing CCP services related to requesting a program. Terminals 
are designated command or data terminals at assignment 
time. 

communications management. A major function of the 
CCP that controls terminal input-output. 

communications service subroutine. A relocatable sub
routine provided by the CCP that is link-edited to user 
programs written in RPG II, COBOL, or FORTRA~ IV. 
The subroutine is called by the user program whenever 
the program requires a communications service, enabling 
programmers to request communications services in these 
languages. A separate subroutine is provided for COBOL, 
FORTRAN IV, and RPG II; a macro is provided for Basic 
Assembler. 

data entry application. A communications-based svstem 
application in which terminals are in continuous operation 
(as opposed to the typical inquiry application). Data entry 
applications include document preparation (such as invoice 
writing) and entering data directly into data files from a 
terminal, such as in creating files. 

data mode. The operating mode of a terminal when it is 
under control of a user program, until the program 
terminates, the terminal is released by the program, or the 
data mode escape characters are entered. While in data 
mode, a terminal is not in direct communication with the 
CCP. 
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data mode escape. A special CCP command, consisting of a 
unique string of six characters entered at a terminal while 
the terminal is in data mode. The data mode escape 
command interrupts the execution of the application 
program and places the terminal in command interrupt mode. 

data terminal. See non-command terminal. 

disk system management. The group of system programs 
which control the operation of the IBM System/3 Modell 0 
Disk System. Disk System management performs scheduling, 
input/output control, storage assignment, data management, 
and related services. 

file management. A major function of the CCP that controls 
the use of data files by programs running under the CCP. 

initial mode. The operating mode of a command terminal 
before a sign-on at the terminal has been accepted by the 
CCP. 

inquiry. A communications-based system application in 
which a request for information is entered from a terminal 
and a response is returned to the terminal. 

inquiry-with-update. A communications-based system 
application in which records of transactions entered from 
terminals are used to interrogate and update one or more 
master files maintained by the system (synonymous with 
inquiry and transaction processing). 

multiple requesting terminal program. A type of application 
program under the CCP that can process requests from more 
than one requesting terminal concurrently. 

never-ending program. A user application program which, 
after it has been requested, remains in main storage until 
the CCP is shut down. 

non-command terminal. A terminal that is not capable of 
commanding CCP services. A non-command terminal is 
always either in stand-bY mode (not polled for input by 
the CCP) or in data mode (under control of an application 
program). Also referred to as data terminal. 

order entry application. A form of data entry application 
in which transactions (such as sales orders) are entered 
into a data file from remote terminals. 
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password security option. An optional CCP feature, 
selected during CCP generation, which requires a terminal 
operator to enter a predetermined password before the 
CCP will accept input from the terminal. 

physical file. See symbolic file. 

program management. The major function of the CCP that 
fetches programs, allocates system resources to programs, 
purges programs from main storage, and optionally main
tains a count of the number of times each application 
program is requested. 

program request. A command, consisting of a program 
name entered at a terminal or the system operator's 
console, that causes the CCP to initiate execution of tan 
application program. 

Program request count. The optional CCP program manage
ment function of maintaining a count of the number of 
times each application program is requested. 

program-selected terminal. From the point of view of the 
application program, a terminal that is selected by an 
application program for input/output, as opposed to a 
terminal that requested the program (see requesting 
terminal). Program-selected terminals can be either 
required (must be allocated to the program before the 
program can run) or acquired (allocated dynamically to 
the program as it is running). 

requesting terminal. From the point of view of the appli
cation program, a terminal that requested the program, as 
opposed to a terminal that is selected by the program (see 
program-selected terminal). Requesting terminals are 
always command terminals. 

sign-on. The procedure performed at a terminal while it is 
in initial mode. This procedure may include entering only 
the sign-on command, or entering the sign-on command 
with a password or other user-specified security data. 

single requesting terminal program. A type of application 
program under the CCP that can process a request from 
only one requesting terminal at a time. 

symbolic file. A symbolic name in an application program 
which can, on separate executions of a program, refer to 
different files, known as physical files. A symbol ic file is 
related by the terminal operator to a specific physical file 
by means of a File command. 
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system task. A unit of work for the processing unit from 
the standpoint of the CCP, consisting of a CCP function 
(as opposed to a user application, or user task) that must 
be performed by the CCP, such as communications manage
ment.' 

task identification. An identifying character associated 
with a task which differentiates between that task and 
other tasks running concurrently under the CCP. System 
tasks are identified by an alphabetic character; user tasks 
are identified by a numeric character. 

task management. A major CCP function that manages the 
concurrent execution of two or more programs, including 
intercepting and routing requests from those programs for 
system services. 

terminal reference identification. A unique two-character 
identifier, assigned to each terminal during the CCP 
assignment stage, that is used by the CCP and the system 
operator to refer to a specific terminal. 

user task. A unit of work for the processing unit from the 
standpoint of the CCP, consisting of a user program (as 
opposed to a system function, or system task) that must 
be executed by the CCP. 



MAIN STORAGE ESTIMATES FOR THE CCP 

The following tables are designed for calculating the core 
storage requirements of an executable CCP system dUring 
the planning phase for a CCP installation. The CCP system 
core requirements are determined by options specified 
during the CCP generation and assignment. Additional 
core is required in the User's Program Area if the Display 
Format Facility (0 FF) is utilized to support the 3270 
terminal system.' 

The core requirements are organized into four tables: 

Table 1 - Base System Size 

Table 2 - Core requirements derived from CCP 
generation options 

Table 3 - Core requirements derived from CCP assign
ment options (additionally, core layout is 
given) 

Table 4 - Core requirements derived from OFF 
generation 

MLTA Minimum System Residence (MINRES-YES, $EGEN) 

CCP 
MLTAIOCS 
Common Check Routine 

BSCA Minimum System Residence (MINRES-YES, $EGEN) 

CCP 
BSCA IOCS 
Common Check Routine 

Appendix F. Storage Estimates 

Tables 2 through 4 are constructed as a list of options with 
the corresponding core (given in number of bytes) needed 
for that option. The option, so far as possible, is given as a 
keyword with a reference to a particular statement for CCP 
generation or assignment. 

The tables are built in a manner that the sum of the core 
for the options chosen should be added to the appropriate 
base system size (Table 1) to determine the total executable 
CCP system core requirements. If any part of a listed option 
meets the requirements of the desired system configuration, 
then the core on that line in the table should be added to 
the system size. However, for Table 2 options which are 
indented are to be included in the system size only if the 
desired system configuration also includes the preceding 
non-indented option. 

It should be noted that the User's Program Area will contain 
the user's program, any appropriate DSM modules included 
at linkage edit of the application program, and the core 
requirements of OFF if that support is desired on the 
system being configured. 

Bytes 

8459 
4235 
546 

9680 
3999 

546 

Both ML TA and BSCA Minimum System Residence (MINRES-YES, $EGEN) 

CCP 
BSCA IOCS 
MLTA IOCS 
Common Check Routine 

Table 1. Base System Size 

11293 
3999 
4235 

546 
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Options and Resultant Core Required (add to the appropriate 
Base System Size, Table 1) 

DPF-YES ($EFAC) 
MI N RES-NO ($EGEN) 
MAXEUP·2 to 8 ($EFAC) 
MAXEUP·2 to 8 ($EFAC) and/or FORMAT·YES ($EFAC) 
FSHARE·YES ($EFAC) 

D5445·(YES) ($EIOD) 
LANG·RPG II ($EPLG) 
LANG·RPG " ($EPLG) or FORMAT-YES ($EFAC) 
ESCAPE·(YES) ($EFAC) 

Both $EMLA and $EBSC 
Both $EMLAand $EBSC 

$EMLA 
ESCAPE·(YES) ($EFAC) 
TYPE-(Station Control Terminals) ($EMLD) 
TYPE·(No Checking· Basic Terminals) ($EMLD) 
TYPE·(Checking Terminals) ($EMLD) 
TYPE·(Dialed Feature Terminals) ($EMLD) 
TYPE·(Buffered Terminals) ($EMLD) 
TYPE·( 1 050 Terminals) ($EMLD) 
TYPE·(2741 Terminals) ($EMLD) 
XLATE·NO ($EMLA) 
9 x [number of line code types (XMCODE, $EMLD)] 
TYPE-1050D ($EMLD) 
TYPE-2740 ($EMLD) 
TYPE·2740C and/or SYS7C ($EMLD) 
TYPE·2740S and/or 2740M2S and/or 2740M2SB ($EMLD) 
TYPE·1050 and/or 2740SC and/or 2740M2SC and/or 

2740M2SCB and/or SYS7SC ($EMLD) 
TYPE-2740D ($EMLD) 
TYPE·2740DC and/or SYS7DC ($EMLD) 
TYPE·2740DT ($EMLD) 
TYPE-2740DTC ($EMLD) 
TYPE·2741 ($EMLD) 
TYPE·2741D and/or CMCSTD ($EMLD) 

Table 2. Core Requirements Derived From CCP Generation Options (Part 1 of 2) 

Bytes 

52 
276 

65 
·93 
642 

71 
3 
3 

43 
3 

216 

85 
758 
242 
228 
311 

35 
81 
39 
85 

51 
51 
51 
51 

51 
51 
51 
51 
51 
51 
51 



Options and Resultant Core Required (add to the appropriate 
Base System Size, Table 1) (Continued) 

$EBSC 
FORMAT· YES ($EFAC) 
MINRES·NO ($EGEN) 
RESPOL· YES ($EBSC) 
AUTORS-YES ($EBSC) 
ESCAPE-(YES) ($EFAC) 

TYPE-(3270) ($EBSD) 
TYPE-CPU ($EBSD) 

PP-YES ($EBSC) and/or MP-YES ($EBSC) 
CS-YES ($EBSC) 

MIN RES-NO ($EGEN) 
PP and/or MP and/or Dial ($EBSC) 

CS-YES and/or PP and/or MP and/or Dial ($EBSC) 
CS-YES and/or Dial ($EBSC) 

PP and/or MP ($EBSC) 
TYPE-(3270) ($EBSD) 

ESCAPE-(YES) ($EFAC) 
XPRNCY· YES ($EBSC) 
ITB-YES ($EBSC) 

XPRNCY-YES ($EBSC) 
ASCII-YES ($EBSC) 

TYPE-(3270) ($EBSD) 
BSCA-2 ($EBSC) 

Table 2. Core Requirements Derived From CCP Generation Options (Part 2 of 2) 

Bytes 

381 
57 

1792 
139 
44 
16 
6 
6 

68 
139 

6 
9 
6 
3 

180 
33 
24 
50 
58 
74 
24 

203 
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The specifications made in an assignment set represent the 
standard operating environment for a CCP run. Certain 
resources specified in an assignment set as being available 
to the CCP run can, on an exception basis, be suppressed 
by the system operator at the startup of the CCP run. 
Such a suppression reduces the control block core require
ments defined in Table 3. 

The CCP components listed in Table 3 are in the same 
sequence as positioned in core. 

CCP Internal 
Components Terminology Details for Estimating Core Requiremenu 

DSM -
Supervisor 

Resident $CC4 (Generation core requirements from Table 2) 
CCP 

CCPTrace $CC$TR Minimum is zero bytes. If TRACES LK value is greater than zero in assignment or 
(optional) startup: 896 + 256 x (TRACESLK value, SYSTEM statement) 

SSCATrace $CC$BS (549 bytes if TRACEMLMP specified at startup) 
(optional) 

MLTA Trace $CC$ML (1433 bytes if TRACEMLTA specified at startup) 
(optional) 

Program - (If PGMCNT·YES at generation: 2 x (number of PROGRAM statements in this 
Request assignment set)) 
Count Table 
(optional) 

Table 3 (Part 1 of 3). Core Requirements Derived From CCP Assignment Options 
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CCP Internal 
Components Terminology Details for Estimating Core Requirements 

Terminal Terminal TAS 
Attribute Attribute 

5 x (highest user ATTRID number, TERMATTR statement) 
Table Set ---
Control The following control blocks and data areas for ML TA and/or BSCA lines are posi-
Information tioned in core in the same sequence as the MLTALINE and/or BSCALINE state-
and Buffer ments were specified in the assignment stage_ 
Space 
for each MLTA 
Commu-

Adapter DTF (one only for all MLTA lines) 33 bytes 
nications ---
Line 

Line 1 Line 2 Line 3 Line 4 Line 5 Line 6 Line 7 Line 8 

Define The 
File/Line 

DTF ILCB (one for each M L TALI N E statement) 125 bytes 
Control - - - - - - - -
Block 

Statistical SDR 
Data 5 x (number of MLTATERM statements this 
Recording MLTALINE statement) 
Area - - - - - - - -
Polling 6 + (3 x number of entries in POLLLlST, MLTALINE 
List statement) - - - - - - - -
Line MAXRECL value, MLTALINE statement - - - - - - - -
Buffer 

ML TA Line Totals __ +--+--+--+--+--+--+--= ---
BSCA 

Define 
DTF/LCB (one for each BSCALINE statementl136 bytes 

The Filel -- -
Line Con-
trol Block 

ASCII (only if XMCODE-ASCII, BSCALINE statement) The 
Translation size of one single line buffer as calculated below; do not 
Buffer double the value here if DBLBUF-YES, BSCALINE 

statement - -
Line The largest BLKL value used on this line + C + ITB count 
Buffer (double if DBLBUF-YES, BSCALINE statement) - -

C = 44 if ITB-Y andTRANSP-Y, TERMATTR statement 
= 42 otherwise 

ITB count = 0 if ITB-N, TERMATTR statement 
,. 1 if ITB-Y, TRANSP-N, TERMATTR statement 
= 5 if ITB-Y, TRANSP-Y, TERMATTR statement 

- IDEXSEND bytes (if TYPE-SW, BSCALINE statement) -- -
- IDEXRCV bytes, BSCATERM statement (if TYPE-SW, 

BSCALINE statement) -- -
4 + (each IDEXRCV length + 3) 

Addressing If TYPE-CS, BSCALINE statement 

List (number of BSCATERM statements) x (bytes of 
ADDRCHAR characters + 3) + 1 -- -

Polling If TYPE-CS, BSCALINE statement 

List (number of entries in POLLLlST, BSCALINE statement) x 
(bytes of POLLCHAR + 3) + 1 -- -

Statistical SDR 

Data 4 + (number of BSCATERM statements) x 2 x (7 + 
Recording 
Area 

bytes of POLLCHAR) - -
BSCA Line Totals __ +--= ---

Checklist 3 x (number of ML TALINE and BSCALINE statements) ---

Table 3 (Part 2 of 3). Core Requirements Derived From CCP Assignment Options 
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CCP Internal 
Components Terminology Details for Estimating Core Requirements 

Control Terminal TUB 
Information Unit 

51 x (number of MLTATERM and BSCATERM statements) + 1 
for each Block ---
Terminal 

Terminal TNT 
Name 

23 + (11 x number TERMNAME statements) 
Table ---

Control Task TCB 
Information Control 

74 x (MAXEUP value, SYSTEM statement) 
for each Block ---
User Task 

Contents CDE 
Directory 

24 x (MAXEUP value, SYSTEM statement) 
Entry ---

Control Program PCT 
Information Character-

Number of PROGRAM statements rounded up to the next multiple of 6 
for User istics Table ---
Programs 

Control Short DTF SDF 
Information For File 

Choose the appropriate following calculation lines according to DISKFILE state-
for each 
Disk Data 

ment organizations in this assignment set. The control blocks are positioned in 

File Used 
core in the same sequence as the DISKFILE statements were specified in the assign-
ment stage. 

Direct (5444) 29 x __ (number of this type of disk file) = --
Direct (5445) 32 x __ (number of this type of disk file) = --
Consecutive (5444) 30 x __ {number of this type of disk file) = --
Consecutive (5445) 32 x __ (number of this type of disk file) = --
Index (Load)(5444) 40 x __ (number of this type of disk file) = --
Index (Load)(5445) 43 x __ (number of this type of disk file) = --
Index (Random)(5444) 45 x __ (number of this type of disk file) See Note. = --
Index (Random)(5445) 47 x __ (number of this type of disk file) = --
Note: If MIXSIZE, DISKFILE statement is specified for an Index Random file, 
put the sum of all MIXSIZE values here. (Each master index follows, in core, 
the short DTF for that file.) = --

Total ---
Control Symbolic XDT (One table per SYMFILE statement) 
Information File 

Table = 11 + n 
for Table 
Symbolic n = number of DISKFILEs referenced by a SYMFILE statement 
File 

Sum of all SYMFI LE statement Tables +1 ---
CCP - One master index for each DISKFILE statement using the MSTRINDX·YES, 
Calculated DISKFILE statement 
Master 

Each master index length is: (KEYL + 2) x (number of disk cylinders in 
Indexes 

index) + 3 

Sum for all master indexes ---
Control Sector SOB 
Information Oueue 

12 x (number of SOBs, SYSTEM statement) 
for Sharing Blocks ---
of Files 

Control File FSB 
Information Specifi-

4 x (number of FSBs, SYSTEM statement) 
for cation ---
Associating Blocks 
Symbolic 
Files 

Dynamic - At least equal to MINTPBUF, SYSTEM statement in assignment (may be increased 
TP Buffer at the end of startu p) ---
Hold Area 

User - At least equal to MINUPA, SYSTEM statement in assignment (may be increased at 
Program the end of startup). Minimum is 5K. Always on 256-byte boundary. ---
Area 

Table 3 (Part 3 of 31. Core Requirements Derived From CCP Assignment Options 
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If the ~isplay Format Facility (OFF) is used, space in the 
user program area is occupied by that facility while (and 
only while) a user program which utilizes that facility is 
executing. Table 4 defines the space requirements in the 
user program area for OFF. 

If any currently 
executing user 
program uses OFF 

For each BSCA 
line using OFF 

For any currently 
executing user 
program utilizing 
OFF 

OFF Control Routine 

Output Hold Area (one per line) 

No Blocking: 

Line1 + Line2 

If length of output text of largest format used on system is less 
than 256, then 256 bytes 

If length of output text of largest format used on system is 
greater than 256, round up to the next multiple of 256 

Blocking: 

Minimum length of output hold area is 512 bytes. Must be 
increased by increments of 256 bytes (up to length of output 
text of largest format used). 

Program Appended Storage 

Terminal Table and Format Table (Minimum 256 bytes) 

Contains enough space for one of the following combinations 
of Terminal Table and Format Table: 

1 terminal + (1 to 5 formats) 
2 terminals + (1 to 3 formats) 
3 terminals + 1 format 

Otherwise, use this formula for calculating Terminal Table 
and Format Table space: 

(37 x T) + (18 x M) + 127 rounded up to the next multiple 
of 256 

T = OFFMTERM, PROGRAM statement 
M = OFFNOF, PROGRAM statement 

Field Descriptor Table (DFFSFDT, PROGRAM statement) 
rounded to the next multiple of 256 

Oecimallength of FOT is calculated: 

For the first 1 to 17 fields, 256 bytes 
For each 18 additional fields or a fraction thereof, an 

additional 256 bytes 

Table 4. Core Requirements (In User Program Area) Derived From OFF Generation 

4096 bytes 

= __ bytes 

__ bytes 

__ bytes 
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DISK STORAGE ESTIMATES FOR THE CCP 

Space occupied on the production pack (pack on 'CCUNIT' specified in $EGEN generation control statement). All 
space defined is in the object library: 

Base number 

If MLTA supported, add 

If BSCA supported, add 

If DFF supported, add 

1104 sectors 

48 sectors 

48 sectors 

48 sectors 

Total 

Space occupied on a program preparation pack (pack on 'PPUNIT' specified in $EPLG generation control statement): 

F-8 

For LANG-ASSEM, 190 sectors in source library 

For LANG-RPGII, 9 sectors in object library 

For LANG-COBOL, 2 sectors in object library 

For LANG-FORTRAN, 2 sectors in object library 

On a program preparation pack, if unit record devices are 
to be used by application programs (in $EIOD statement, 
CARD-1442/MFCU/'MFCU 1442' or PRINTR-5203/1403: 

Add 18 sectors in object library if RPG II is supported on 
the pack 

Add 18 sectors in object library if COBOL, and/or FORTRAN 
and/or Basic Assembler is supported on the pack 

Total 



Size of $CCPFILE (determined from specifications in $EFIL generation control statement and generation statements 
defining lines and terminals): 

Determine the number of sectors per assignment set as follows: 

Start with one sector 

For TERMS-n: 1 - 14 terminals, add 3 sectors 

15 - 22 terminals, add 4 sectors 

23 - 28 terminals, add 5 sectors 

29 - 42 terminals, add 6 sectors 

43 - 44 terminals, add 7 sectors 

45 - 51 terminals, add 8 sectors 

For BSCA-n ($EBSC) and L1NES-n ($EMLA): 

Add one sector if the sum of BSCA-n plus L1NES-n is 
less than seven; add two sectors if the sum of BSCA-n 
plus L1NES-n is seven or greater 

If any switched lines are to be supported, add one sector 

For DFILES-n, add one sector per 12 or fraction thereof 

For PROGS-n, add one sector per 5 or fraction thereof 

Determine the space for all assignment sets by multiplying 
the total above by the number specified for SETS-no To 
this product add 39 sectors. 

Determine the number of sectors required by each storage 
dump. 

If COR E-24K, then 96 sectors 

If CORE-32K, then 144 sectors 

If COR E-48K, then 192 sectors 

If COR E-64K, then 264 sectors 

Multiply the above number of sectors by the number of 
dumps specified (DUMPS-n) for the total number of sectors 

Total 

allocated for core dump space. + __ _ 

Add the number of sectors specified for the CCP trace to 
disk (TRACE-n, multiply the number of tracks specified by 
24 to obtain the number of sectors). + __ _ 

The sum is the total number of sectors allocated for 
$CCPFILE 
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Work file space required during generation: Three work files 
are used, the filenames and the sectors required are: 

F-10 

For $SOURCE, 2880 sectors 

For $WORK, 960 sectors 

For $WOR K2, 960 sectors 

Total 



The installation verification program (CCPIVP) is furnished 
as a load (0) module and as a (R) module on the CCP PID 
pack. CCPIVP is a single requester program allowing data 
with the program request. The program communicates 
with the console (5471) after being requested. 

Because of the design of the program, it can be requested 
from a command terminal as well as the console. However, 
once CCPIVP is loaded, it communicates solely through the 
console. If CCPIVP is requested by a terminal rather than 
the console, the requester is released immediately. 

Functions that can be exercised by CCPIVP include: 

1. Load from the console. 

2. Release of a requesting terminal (other than the 
console). 

3. Data with the request. 

4. Single requester programs. 

5. Program queuing. 

6. Program request resource allocation. 

7. Symbolic files including the File command, if specified 
via assignment. 

8. 

9. 

Use of the printer under the CCP, if $$LPRT is link 
edited and PRINTER-YES is specified on the PRO
GRAM assignment control statement. 

Use of Put Wait NNL, Put then Get NNL and Put 
No Wait to the console. 

Appendix G. Installation Verification Program 

10. Allocation, Open, Close of a 5444 consecutive file 
under the CCP. Based upon input from the console: 

a. CGIVFILE is allocated, opened as a consecutive 
output 5444 file. 

b. Records are written to the file. 

c. CGIVFI LE is closed. 

d. CGIVFILE is opened as an input file. 

e. CGIVFILE is dumped to the console, or to the 
printer if the optional link edit was performed. 

f. CGIVFILE is closed. 

11. On unexpected return codes (non 00 for Puts, non 00 
or non 01 on Put then Gets), the ability to retry the 
operation. 

12. Concurrent execution of more than one copy of 
CCPIVP provided symbolic files are used and the pro
gram does not use the printer. 

13. Use of the console to enter operator commands or 
to communicate with the program. 

14. Closing of CG IVFI LE at shutdown. 

The sample assignment deck includes the PROGRAM and 
DISKFI LE statements necessary to run CCPIVP. They 
can be modified according to the user's configuration. 

After generation is completed, an Assignment Build program 
must be run including a DISKFI LE, SYMFI LE, and PRO
GRAM statement for CCPIVP in the assignment set. The 
CCPIVP load (0) module can be executed under the CCP 
as it exists, but in this form, supports only the console as 
the output printer. If the user elects to do the optional 
link edit to allow line printer support to be included, then 
the load (0) module from the output of the link edit will 
replace the provided load module. The following is the 
printout of the overly linkage editor core usage map and 
cross reference list: 
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OV~RLAY LINKAGE EDITUR ~ORE USAGE MAP AND CRUSS REfERENCE LIST 05/11113 

START CATtGURY NAME MiD CUOE LENGTH HEfERENCtD 
ADDRESS ENTRY HEXAUtCIMAl DECIMAL BY 

1500 0 CCP I VP OCOC 3084 
21UC 2 $$CSOP OOlD 29 CCPIVP 
212~ 2 $$CS!P 0027 39 CCPIVP 
2150 2 $$SRtiR u079 121 ~$CSIP $;JiCSUP 
2lC9 2 $$SRLJA 0026 3H :i»$CS!P $$CSOP 
2lEF 2 $$SRUF 00lC 2d $$CSUP 
2206 2 $$SRTC U01C 2H $$CSIP $$CSUP $$~RUI 

220b DMSRLU 
221C OMSRn:. $SCSIP $$CSOP 
221f DMSRER $$CS!P $$CSOP $$SROI 
2227 2 $$SRMO u081 129 $$SRBK 
22A8 2 $$SRS~ 0043 67 $$SRbR 
22E~ 2 $$SRUI 0038 50 $$SRSB $$SRBR 
230A DMSRPU $$SRSB 
2303 DMSRRD $$SRSB 
2323 2 $$SRBP 002~ 47 $$SRSB $$SRUA 

ULlOO I THt: TOTAL CORE USEU ~Y CCPIIIP IS 3666 Ol:CIMAL. 
ULI0l I THE START CONTROL ADDRESS LJF THIS MUUULE IS 1500. 
UL104 I TOTAL NUMBtR Of LIBRARY SEC TORS REQUIRl:U IS 16 

NAMt-CCPIVP,PACK-CCPOBJ,UNIT-R2,RETAIN-P,LIBRARY-U 
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Application Date 

Program Name Number Programm. 

eel STATEMENTS 

1 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 68 72 76 

vV LO AD $0 LI NK 1,j)(IX 

vV F I LE NA ME - sbu CE II) IT R,A C.K s- ial ,'R ET A\ 1'4- 51" P'A C\<- X~ Xl( ." U N 1 T- x 

vI FI LE NA MIE .... I'" , 'A~ KS -1 (ll, 'RE AI r-J .. , elK -x xx X, UN ,,. -xx 

VI lUN 

II P ~SE NIA IME -c ~I"p I~ P, UN 1T -x X. 'RE TA I N "''R 

" V/ 0 Tl ON 5 MA p- X"R EF -....:, 
', .... pack to which assignment 

> indicates CCPIVP resides 
/ (CCP production pack) 

/ 

/ 

1/ I N eL- UDe NA ME -cc IV R, UN IT -xx 
// , l~ leL DE ~A ME -1$ I$C Sl P, uN 11 -)( )(r-. :--. .... ~ pack containing the DSM 

L,..o::: 

VJ IN CL ~~ E N~ ME -~ I~~ SO P, PN liT -X )(1"'- disk data management modules 

VlI lEG U~ IE OL !.... I. I .. .$$ L~ Rrr I~N ~W NA ME -$ NL PRIT 1- , .. -
IV EIQ UA TE OL DN AM E-~\. ill '0 T, NE WN ~M e-$$ Lf I 

~ 
optional and specified if the 

IV IN CL UOE NA ME -~ $L if, UN 'T - x)( I printer is to be used in CCPIVP 
pack containing the CCP 

I 
IV , N Cl DE NA ME -$ NL. T, UN 'T -XX unit record modules 

1/ lEND I 

Example 1. Link Editing CCPIVP with a Non-RPG II Pack (with ASSEM, COBOL, or FORTRAN) 
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Application Date 

Program Name Number 
( 

Programm\ 

Del STATEMENTS 

1 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 68 72 76 

IV LO A~ $0 ,L I NK ')I)(IX 

IV FJ LE NA 'M'E -$ 50 U'R CE .,T RA C.K 5- l:{lI I,!R EIT A I IN- 5, 'PIA elK -x XAX IX, UN IT -xx 

Ill' FI L~ ~A ~~ -$ ~kJ tRK ,1 ~A CK 5- 1115 L\~ ~tr IA I N- 5, tp!A CK -A leX ~X ,u NI T- X}( 

II ~UN 
II 11'" AS E NiA IME -C C'P , 1\1 iF , Utl 11 -1)( X, I~E ITA IN -'R 
VI 0:1' iTI ON S NA ~-IX] EF ..... '" 

...... "'r-., ,,::.I pack to which assignment I 
i.-" indicates CCPIVP resides 

VV 
,/ 

VV I !~ CL uoe NA 'MIE -c elI' \ ;\1 ~') UN IT -xx 

VV \ N CL UDE NA ME -$ '$C S 1 'P, UN IT -x )(~ 
"-

ltV liN CL UDE N~ ME -$ $C so 'P , UN \T -x X .. ........ t'-
~ pack containing the .... ... . RPG II Compiler 

ILl IN CL U'()E NA MIE -$ $L 'P~ T, uw IT -x )( .. " ... ,/,/ I optional and specified if the -r-
,/ 

printer is to be used in CCPI VP 
ILl UD E ~A !MiE -$ I$E ~IR 

-f-

IN CL T, UN IT -X X~ 

ILl ENID 

Example 2. Link Editing CCPIVP with a RPG II Pack (with or without ASSEM, COBOL, or FORTRAN) 
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Loading the CCP to Run CCPIVP 

/ / LOAD $CCP,xx 

II FI LE (For each actual file to be used by CCPIVP) 
See the assignment deck actually used to determine 
the NAME-name entry. 

Note: CCPIVP uses the file name CG IVFI LE in its 
disk DTFs. 

II RUN 

Procedure for Requesting CCPIVP 

1. /FILE CGIVFILE,actual file name (if symbolic files 
are used) 

2a. To load from the console: 

.CCPI VPl1Jmm/dd/yy 
~ 

8 char 

2b. To load from a terminal: 

CCPI VPl1Jmm/dd/yy 
~ 

8 char 

Operating Instructions with CCPIVP 

1. 

2. 

Enter data as prompted from the console messages. 

Stand-alone halts are issued by CCPIVP to provide 
the user a place to catch a non-normal situation while 
running CCPIVP. 

Halts Issued by CCPIVP 

Halt va 

Reason - This copy of CCPIVP was requested by 
a terminal and the release operation code 
failed. 

Recovery - 1. Press the HALT/RESET or START 
button; CCPIVP will go to end-of
job. 

Halt V1 

Reason 

2. Take a dump of the main storage 
contents by pressing SYSTEM 
RESET and START, or by using 
the appropriate stand-along core 
dump program. 

Return code other than 00 or 01 received 
from accept input operation (only can 
happen on data program request). 

Recovery - 1. Press the HAL T /R ESET or START 
button; error message is written, 
input data required. 

2. Take a dump of the main storage 
contents by pressing SYSTEM 
RESET and START, or by using 
the appropriate stand-alone core 
dump program. 

Note: If you enter the correct data and 
length of data and get error messages 
from CCPIVP, this may indicate that the 
CCP is passing invalid information in the 
parameter list or record area. 
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Halts U2- UA 

Reason An unexpected return code non 00 re
ceived on an output operation or a non 
00 or 01 received on an input operation. 
U2 through UA correspond to a par
ticular operation issued in the program 
at a particular time. 

Recovery - 1. Press the HALT/RESET or START 
button; completion code is printed 
on the console and input required. 

2. Take a dump of the main storage 
contents by pressing SYSTEM 
RESET and START, or by using 
the appropriate stand-alone core 
dump program. 

After pressing the HALT/RESET or 
START button on a U2 through UA halt, 
the following is printed: 

TNAME-ssssss,'UNEXPCTD RET CODE rrrr ENTER TA OR xx 

G-6 

rrrr = return code in hexadecimal 
T A = operation retried 
xx = any characters other than TA; pro~ 

gram goes to EOJ 
ssssss = symbolic terminal name of console 

Halt Ud 

Reason - An error has occurred using the disk file 
and control has returned to the applica
tion program indicating a non-recoverable 
condition. 

Recovery - 1. Press the HAL T /R ESET or START 
button; CCPIVP goes directly to 
EOJ. 

Halt UP 

Reason 

2. Take a dump of the main storage 
contents by pressing SYSTEM 
RESET and START, or by using 
the appropriate stand-alone core 
dump program. 

An error has occurred in using the printer 
and control has returned to CCPIVP in
dicating a non-recoverable error. 

Recovery - 1. Press the HALT/RESET or START 
button; CCPIVP goes directly to 
EOJ. 

2. Take a dump of the main storage 
contents by pressing SYSTEM 
RESET and START, or by using 
the appropriate stand-alone core 
dump program. 



Appendix H. External Description of the CCP Trace Facility 

As an option selected at each operational startup, the CCP 
will maintain an in-core circular trace of function requests 
and the initiation of those functions. 

Each trace entry is 16 bytes in length, aligned in main stor
age on a 16-byte boundary_Each entry represents an action 
on the part of the CCP or the user program. The first byte 
of each entry represents the action taken; the second byte 
indicates the task by which, or for which, the action was 
taken. 

The action is determined by the right half of the first byte 
as follows: 

1 - Task entered the CCP dispatcher 
2 - Task issued branch to DSM disk I/O start 
3 - Task issued branch to DSM disk I/O wait 
4 - Branch to OSM disk I/O wait made by the CCP for 

task 
5 - Task issued branch to DSM general entry 
6 - Not used 
7 - Task posted another task that an event awaited is 

complete 
8 - Task issued a request to get main storage 
9 - Task issued a request to free main storage 
A- Task issued a request to get a completed communi-

cations operation 
B - Task started communications operation 
C - Task issued communications operation request 
0- System task issued communications operation request 
E - Return to user task upon a completed communica-

tions operation 

The left half of the first byte is normally zero; however, to 
indicate a certain status of the trace table, other bits are 
used. 

X'20' - This bit will be on in the first byte of the last 
entry of the in-core trace each time it is written 
to $CCPF I LE. If this bit is on in the first entry 
of the trace table dumped from disk, it indicates 
that the trace area on disk has been wrapped. 

X'40' - This bit is set on in the first byte of the last 
entry that was traced prior to a Trace Off or 
Shutdown command. 

The task by which, or for which, the action was performed 
is determined by the second byte as follows: 

C3 - Communications management 
E3 - Termination 
07 - Command Processor 
E2 - Shutdown 
F 1 through F8 - User task 1 through user task 8 

When the in-core CCP trace has been selected at startup, the 
system operator (or I BM Customer Engineer) can initiate 
the writing of the in-core trace table to disk by entering a 
Trace On command. For a complete description of the 
Trace command, see IBM System/3 Disk System Commu
nications Control Program System Operator's Guide, 
GC21-7581. 

The disk area to which trace entries are written is a part of 
$CCPFI LE. When trace-to-disk has been initiated, the CCP 
trace routine writes its in-core trace table to the next avail
able disk sectors every time that in-core table becomes full. 
When the trace area on disk is exhausted, the trace routine 
wraps around to resume the writing of the in-core trace 
table at the beginning of the trace area on disk. 

When trace to disk is terminated by the system operator, a 
stopper bit is placed into the last trace entry written to 
disk, and an indication is incorporated in that entry indi
cating whether or not a wrap-around on disk occurred. 

When trace is dumped from disk, it is dumped in the se
quence that the actions occurred_ 

In main storage, the beginning of the trace entries can be 
found within a dump as follows: 

1. Find the beginning of the CCP program level. 

2. In bytes X'40' and X'41' of the program level, find 
the address of the trace control block. 
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3. At that location minus one, find the first byte of a 
6-byte table, containing respectively: 

• The 2-byte address of the last byte of the first 
entry in core. 

• The 2-byte address of the byte following the last 
entry in core. 

• The 2-byte address of the last byte of the most 
recent entry in core; once again, the trace is a cir
cular table in main storage, the last entry in core 
being followed by the earliest entry in core. 

The following is a sample dump of a CCP: 
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/ Start of C.CP 

1500' 1A8C1AAO 1AOOIA3C 1A641B13 1B131B4E 18894401 00000200 31000001 00020004 

1520 

1540 

1560 

1580 

15AO 

15CO 

15EO 

1600 

1620 

1640 

1660 

1680 

16AO 

16CO 

16EO 

1700 

1720 

1740 

1760 

1780 

17AO 

l7CO 

-17EO 

1800 

1820 

1840 

1860 

1880 

l8EO 

45281500 1B891F4A IF8BIC2C 911EOOOO 
~ Pointer to Trace Table 

~oooo' 00000000 90689180 00009180 

00000000 91739034 00000000 00009155 

95000324 037C9500 00009500 FF006AOO 

00000000 00000000 0000C800 IB898CE9 908AOOOO 16670000 000004C2 914F9C34 

209200AO OAA60AAA 00000035 00070000 0606E409 C3C30724 04241001 00265042 

84A280fF 01810000 00001368 8CEB9500 010000FF fFFFFF8C F0000090 31210000 

00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 

00000000 00000000 OOFFFFOO 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 

F2970501 58010903 C2021AOO B96000F2 10323501 153B0201 OFICOF16 OCOOOCOI 

1600160E E2010334 011606B8 4000F290 04340516 00882000 F29009JA 0616002C 

01160202 B88000F2 902E3502 153BB9CO 15F21009 B5010970 4BOOF201 17C20115 

4AB50209 360216EO C0816630 C087200F 00801B13 C2021AOO B96000F2 100AC087 

2AB916CO C2021AOJ BBE0003R 10156A3B 08156BC2 01160039 FFl53EF2 10103502 

153FBB20 OEB9FFOO B5020100 90A23804 lA003004 1AOOFZ90 10350215 38B50226 

3602156F SEOI0015 1BC08741 COOOOOOO 00000000 00000000 00000000 OOBOOOFF 

FCC500CO 3BOOOCOO OOOODEOO U60OO000 000002CO 3BC04AOO E0801580 OFC613C5 

00BU1100 COC500CO 6AC06BOO 00C03ECO 3FC500C5 00C03BCO bFCOIBBO 07FFFFOB 

OA070502 070AOA04 08130104 0404040A 02040104 04040710 04010705 04FFD406 

C4E4D3C5 40C9E240 FIF5FOFO 48404040 

40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040 

C7D9CI04 40E6C9D3 03400506 E340C6C9 

E9C540E2 01C5C3C9 C6C9C5C4 40404040 

40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040 

06C709C1 0440E6C9 03034005 06E340C6 

F2970602 5801C503 01350215 60850212 

01710374 02647COO bA6C013B 05850203 

011971F2 02118COO 00199EBD FFOOF201 

30C20244 979COI01 17BC0008 C08747CO 

00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 

40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040 

40404060 06D3FOF2 F740E640 40070906 

E340C9D5 40E3C8C5 40C30609 C540E2C9 

40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040 

40404040 60DbD3FO F2F640E3 40400109 

C9E340C9 0540E3C8 C54004Cl E7C904E4 

B50204AC 0107016C 0177076E 0115016E 

50013B75 F2022A4C 004A0035 74027950 

067C016A BC3FOOE2 02015F01 3B1BOOB7 

00350000 00350035 0034FFFF FEOOOOOO 

00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 

00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000" 00000000 00000000 00000000 0000FF3F 

•••••••••••••••• + •••• ~ •••••••••••• 

* .•..............•....•..•....... * 
*.$ ....•.•..•..•.•.••. @ ••••••••••• 

* .....•.... H •••• Z ••••••••••• 8 •••• * 

* .......•.......•• OURCCP ••••••• &.* 

* ........... , ..........•. 0 ••••••• * 
* ...................••.••........ * 
* ....•..........••.......•...•...• 
*2 ••• $PR.B •••• -.2 •••••• K ••••••••• * 
* .... 5 ••••• 0 •• 2 ••••••••• 2 ••••••• * 

* •• K •••• 2 ••••••••• 2 ••••• ' •• 2 •• B •• * 
* .............•...... B •••• -.2 •••• * 
* .... B ••••••••••••• ,B ••••••• 2 •••• * 
* ................•..... 2 ••••••••• * 

* ...•................•.....•..... * 
*.E •••••••••• O ••••• K •••••••••• F.E* 

* ..... E •••• , •••••• E.E •••••••••••• * 
* ...........•......•.•••....... MO* 

*OULE IS 1500. * 
* -OL027 W PRO* 

*GRAM WILL NOT FIT IN THE CORE SI* 

*lE SPECIFIED * 
"';OL026 T PR* 

~GRAM WILL NOT FIT IN THE MAXIMU* 

*2 ••• $JE •••••••••••••••• ~ •••••••• * 
* .••••. ~ •. ~ •••..••.•. 2 ••••••••••• * 
* ••• 2 •••••••••• 2 •• @ ••••• S ••• ~., •• * 
*.B •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• * 
•...........................•.... * 

•...........•.•....•••....•....•. * 



1f20 

1F40 

7F60 

·7FBO 

1FAO 

7FCO 

7FEO 

BOOO 

8020 

8040 

8060 

8080 

80AO 

BOCO 

SO EO 

8100 

8120 

8140 

8160 

8180 

81AO 

81CO 

SlEO 

8200 

8220 

8240 

8260 

8280 

82AO 

80548058 Fl01123a 808059F2 900B3501 

351A2000 35011CFl Cl018036 4C010680 

38f28106 7A0413F2 81067808 13f29003 

80330EOO 80338033 OE018058 S0330EOI 

8056F282 OA3A8080 590C0180 5BB0540C 

80598COI 08805F2C OF860F49 30007FOO 

011CF14C 01218020 7B4068C2 011813C2 

00023BAB lAA01500 80000100 EOOOEOOO 

22202230 22282224 22260010 3B480001 

00000048 00000000 00000000 00000000 
First Entry in Core 

,0207BI00 31284773 41F61C44 324C0100, 

0407BI00 312S1E51 47F61B89 OEOS8000 

0207BI00 43884713 47F64809 E2E40100 

0407BI00 43BSIE51 41F61889 OE058000 

00073613 03801BC6 167733BC 16848001 

0101C800 0000282A 18C61677 80000100 

03C38100 20C84717 480FIC35 OE058000 

01C34800 IB131ESA . 480F1B13 40000000 

805B3601 80357420 01350180 50360180 

58C0870A E6COa10E 7135017C F1304080 

7B1813C2 0180361C 00803307 OE008033 

80588031 38608058 COI07F8E 00018058 

01805FBO 5~B8403A F29007BB 403A3BBO 

F2BI0C35 017CF1C2 02805BCO 878C6035 

021500CO 971CEACO 911CE900 01C3C800 

3B003800 lEOOE280 0000E080 4240A240 

00040000 FFFOOOOO 00B20000 00088060 
6-Byte Table 

008036C9 00C800C9 0000p06FI8C60~60F, 

0307BI00 31284777 47F61C4A OE058000 

07074800 IB891E5A 47F61B89 40000000 

03073100 43B84711 47F64809 OE058000 

07074800 1B891E5A 47F61B89 40000000 

07074800 18132BOC 1BC61617 80000000 

02C3B100 20C84773 480F1C35 30ACOOOO 

04C38100 20C81E51 480F1R13 OED58000 

08C391A3 035DIB4E 15441808 91800023 

07C34BOO 1R89188F 91949180 80000000 02C38100 20CC4773 480FIC38 20C80000 

03C3B100 20CC4777 480F1C38 OE05BOOO 04C3BI00 20CCIE51 480FIB13 OED5BOOO 

07C34800 lR131E5A 480F1B13 40000000 01C3C800 00003BAB 1AA01500 80000100 

OE070000 00001889 16710000 00008007 00070079 0350903~ 16679027 00008005 

0701CBOO 1B132BQC 90341667 80000000 0107C800 00002B2A 90341667 80000100 

08C3910C 032430D1 154A44B5 91A30039 05C3C800 02545396 61CEb25A 85350000 

02C38100 33004173 480F1C62 33600100 03C3BI00 33004177 480F1C62 OE058000 

04C3B100 33D01E51 480F1B13 OE058000 07C34800 IB131E5A 480FIB13 40000000 

05C34800 CB02539F 61CE8CFO 804AOOOO 05C34600 BC020303 b1CE8CFO 804A0080 

07C34800 00032324 61CE8CFO 00080000 IBC38000 03249034 90348CFO 05208u05 

07C34800 1B893E21 90349034 80000000 01C3C800 00003BA8 1AA01500 80000100 

* .... 2 •••••• 2 ••••• $ ••••••••••••••• 

* •••••• @18 ••••••••••• ~ •••••• a1 • • * 
*.2 ••••• 2 ••••• 2 •• N •• B •• ~ ••••••••• * 
* .•..•.•...•...•.•.•.. - •..•••..•. * 
* •• 2 ••••••••••••••••• $ •• 2 ......... . 

* ..•••••.•••.•••• 2 •••• ~1B •• $ ••• -.* 
*.,l ••••• N ,B ••• B •••••••••• l •• CH.* 

* •••.•••••...•••••.•••• 5 ••••••• * 
• ••••••••••••••••••••• 0 ••••••••• -· 

* ...•..••..•...•.... [ ••• 1 ••••• - •• * 
*.P ••••••• 6 ••••••• P ••••••• 6 ••• N •• * 
*.P ••••••• 6 ••• N ••• P ••••••• 6 •••••• 

*.P ••••••• 6 •• SU ••• P ••••••• 6 ••• N •• * 
*.P ••••••• 6 ••• N ••• P ••••••• 6 ••••• * 
*.P ••••• F ••••••••• P ••••••• F •••••• * 

*.PH •••••• F ••••••• C ••• H •••••••••• * 
*.C ••• H ••••••• N ••• C ••• H ••••••• N •• * 
*.c .............. C ••••• + •••••••• * 
*.C ••••••••••••••• C ••••••••••• H ••• 

*.C ••••••••••• N ••• C ••••••••••• N •• * 
*.c .............. CH •••••••••••••• 

•• P ••••••••••••••• P ••••••••••••••• 

*.PH •••••••••••••• PH •••••••••••••• 

*.C ••••• J ••••••••• CH ••••• / ••••••• * 
*.C ••••••••••••••• C ••••••••••• N •• * 

*.C ••••••••••• N ••• C ••••••••••••• * 
*.C •• H ••• I •• O ••••• C •••••• I •• O •••• * 
·.c ••.•.. / .. o ....• ( ....••... o ..•. * 
*.c ............. " .. CH ••• ' •••••••••• * 



m 
x .... 
(1) 

3 
~ 

a 
'(1) 

CIl 

Q 
-C' .... 
0' 
:::l 

S, 
.... 
=r 
(1) 

(") 
(") 
"tJ 

-l 
Cl 
o 
(1) 

." 
Q) 

!2, 
~' 

S2CO 

82EO 

8300 

8320 

8340 

8360 

8380 

S3AO 

83CO 

B3EO 

8400 

8420 

8440 

8460 

8480 

84AO 

84CO 

84EO 

8500 

8520 

8540 

8560 

8580 

85AO 

85CO 

85EO 

8600 

8620 

8C60' 

8cao 

8CAO 

OE070010 02909034 16670000 00008005 

02078100 314C4773 47F61C40 31280100 

0407HI00 314CIESI 47F61BSQ OE058000 

07074800 00FF4703 47F60000 08000000 

01C3C801 00003BAB lAA01S00 80000120 

03C3BI00 20004177 480FIC3B OED58020 

07C34800 IB131E5A 480FIR13 40000020 

01C3C801 00003BAB lAA01500 80000100 

07C3C800 00032324 61CE8CFO 00080020 

01C3C800 00013BAB lAA01500 80000120 

01C3C800 00032324 61CE8CFO 00080020 

01C3C800 00013RAB lAA01500 80000120 

07C3C800 00032324 61CEBCFO 00080020 

01C3C800 00013BAB lAA01500 80000120 

07C3C800 00032324 61CE8CFO 00080020 

OLC3C800 00013BAB lAA01500 80000120 

01C3C800 00032324 61CE8CFO 00080020 

01C3C800 000L3BAB lAA01500 80000120 

01C3CBOO 00032324 61CEBCFO 00080020 

01C3C800 00013BAB lAA01500 8000017.0 

07C3C800 00032324 61CE8CFO 00080020 

01C3C800 00013BAB 1AA01500 80000120 

05C3C800 1002020D 61CE8CFO 804BOOAO 

OAC38040 03249034 90348CFO 00000110 

03C3B100 2F584111 480F1CCE OEn5B020 

01C34BOO IB131E5A 480F1BL3 40000020 
Most Recent Entry in Core 

101C3C800 a0023BAB lAA01500 B00001001 

FFFffFfF FFffFFFF FFFFFFFF FFFFFFFF 

340a8COF 30008CE1 ODOlBCEl dCEBF281 

F2105930 OOaCE3F2 B119B502 043602BC 

f20139fO 133E3000 8CElOD01 aCE18CE5 

0707C800 00FF4703 47F69034 08000000 

03078100 314C4777 47F61C40 OE058000 

07074800 IBB91E5A 47F61BB9 40000000 

0107C800 0000451F 15001889 20000100 

02C3B100 20004173 480FIC3B 20CC0120 

04C38100 20DOlE51 480FIB13 OE058020 

09C391DC 03243DF8 154A9190 91800023 

05C3C800 8C0251C3 61CE8CFO 804A0020 

OAC38056 03249034 90348CFO 00000010 

05C3C800 8C0257(3 61CE8CFO 804A0020 

OAC3B056 03249034 qOJ4BC~0 00000010 

05C3C800 8C0257C3 61CE8CFO 804A0020 

OAC3B056 03249034 90348CFO 00000010 

05C3C800 BC0251C3 61CE8CFO B04A0020 

OAC38056 03249034 90348CFO 00000010 

05C3C800 8C0251C3 61CEBCFO 804A0020 

OAC38056 03249034 90348CFO 00000010 

05C3C800 BC0257C3 61CEBCFO 804A0020 

OAC38056 03249034 Q0348CFO 00000010 

05C3C800 BC0257C3 

OAC38056 03249034 

05C3C800 BC0257C3 

07C3C800 00032324 

02C3B100 2F584113 

04C38100 2F581E51 

07C34800 1B893506 

FFFFFFFF FFFFFFFF 
Last Entry in Core 

IFFFFFFFF FFFFFFFF 

6BOD018C E18CE5Fl 

61CERCFO B04A0020 

90348CFO 00000010 

61CE8CFO 804A0020 

61CE8CFO 00080020 

480FICCE 2F4C0120 

480FIB13 OE058020 

q0341~89 20000000 

FFFFFFFF FFFFFFFF 

FFFFFFFF FfFFFFFFI 

8139F297 5F784068 

E62C008C E2003ijEO 8CE20000 6CE28CE3 

F201293C 808C18FO 10313000 8CEIOD01 

*.P ••••••••••••••• PH •••• L.6 •••••• * 
*.P ••••••• 6 ••••••• P ••••••• 6 ••• N •• * 
*.P ••••••• 6 ••• N ••• P ••••••• 6 ••••• * 

*.P ••••• l.6 ••••••• PH ••••• _ ••••••• * 
*.CH •••••••••••••• C •••••••••••••• * 

*.C ••••••••••• N ••• C ••••••••••• N •• * 
*.c .............. C ••••• S ••••••••• · 

*.CH •••••••••••••• CH •••• C/ •• O •••• * 
*.CH ••••• / •• O ••••• C ••••••••• O •••• * 
*.CH •••••••••••••• CH •••• C/ •• O •••• * 
*.CH ••••• / •• O ••••• C ••••••••• O •••• * 
*.CH •••••••••••••• CH •••• C/ •• O •••• * 
*.CH ••••• / •• O ••••• C ••••••••• O •••• * 
*.CH •••••••••••••• CH •••• C/ •• O •••• * 
*.CH ••••• I •• O ••••• C ••••••••• O •••• * 

*.CH •••••••••••••• CH •••• C/ •• O •••• * 
*.CH ••••• I •• O ••••• C ••••••••• O •••• * 
*.CH •••••••••••••• CH •• •• CI • • 0 •••• * 

*.CH ••••• / •• O ••••• C ••••••••• O ••••• 

*.CH •••••••••••••• CH •••• CI •• O •••• * 
*.CH ••••• I •• O ••••• C ••••••••• O •••• * 
*.CH •••••••••••••• CH •••• C/ •• O •••• * 
*.CH ••••• I •• O ••••• CH ••••• / •• O •••• * 
*.c ........ D ••••• C •••••••••••••• * 
*.C ••••••••••• N ••• C ••••••••••• N •• • 

*.c .......... ...• C •••••••••••••• * 
*.CH ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• * 

* ••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••.••• * 

* .••......•.•. Y2 ••••••• V2 •• 2 ••••• 

*2 ••••• T2 •••••••• W ••• S •••• S ••• S.T* 

*2 •• 0 ••••••••••• V2 ••••• NO •••• ~~ •• * 
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$CCPAL (assignment list program) 7-35 
$CCPAS (assignment build program) 7-2 
$CCPAU (user security data program) 7-50 
$CCPDF (display format generator routine) 5-8 
$CCPFI LE (see CCP assignment file) 
$CCPFI LE allocation ($EFI L generation statement) 6-25 
$CCPWORK (CCP work file) 7-3 
$CCl BF linitalize assignment file build program) 6-36, 7-35 
$CCl PP (print/punch utility program) 6-36 
$CC4 (execution time resident load module) 6-36,6-11 
$CC4Z9 (security load module) 6-11,6-24, 7-50 
$CGDRV (SCP generator! 6-36 
$CGEND (instructions to the user at the end of 

generation) 6-36 
$CGSET (sample assignment input deck for the 

installation verification program) 6-36 
$CGSMP (CCP sample generation deck) 6-8 
$EBSC (BSC support; generation statement) 6-31 
$EBSD (BSC devices; generation statement) 6-33 
$EFAC (CCP facilities; generation statement) 6-19 
$EFI L ($CCPFI LE allocation; generation statement) 6-25 
$EGEN (CCP generation stream; generation 

statement! 6-34 
$EIOD (J 10 devices; generation statement) 6-18 
$EMLA (MLTA support; generation statement) 6-27 
$EMLD (ML TA devices; generation statement) 6-28 
$EPLG (programming languages; generation 

statement) 6-21 
$ESEC (terminal sign-on security; generation 

statement) 6-24 
$SOURCE work file 6-11 
IFI LE command 

system operator 3-4 
terminal operator 2-4 

IMSG command 2-5 
INOQ command 

system operator 3-4 
terminal operator 2-3 

10FF command 2-6 
ION command 2-3 
IQcommand 

system operator 3-4 
terminal operator 2-3 

IRELEASE command 2-5 
fRUN command 2-5 

ACTION parameter (SET assignment statement) 7-6 
ADDRCHAR parameter (BSCATERM assignment 

statement) 7-16 
AD DR parameter (MLTATERM assignment 

statement) 7-21 
aflocationlinitiationltermination 4-4 
allocation of $CCPFI LE 6-25 
allocation of unit record equipment (command) 3-4 
applications, designing 5-1 
ASCII operand ($EBSC generation statement) 6-32 
assembler, program language 6-21 

assign a symbolic terminal name to a terminal 
(command) 3-3 

assignment 
control statement su mmary chart B-1 
diagnostics 7-2 
messages C-5 
planning 7-1 
requ irements 7-1 
writing control statements 7-4 

assignment build program ($CCPAS) 7-2 
assignment file (see CCP assignment file) 
assignment file build program ($CCl BF), 

initialize 6-36 
assignment list program ($CCPALl 7-35 
assignment set 7-3 
assignment stage 

introduction 1-3, 7-1 
planning 7-1 

assignment control statements 
BSCALINE 7-13 
BSCATERM 7-15 
DISKFI LE 7-24 
MLTALINE 7-20 
MLTATERM 7-20 
PROGRAM 7-32 
SET 7-6 
SYMFI LE 
SYSTEM 

7-28 
7-7 

summary chart B-1 
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